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On Variants of Stochastic Gradient Descent
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Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) has played a crucial role in the suc-

cess of modern machine learning methods. The popularity of SGD arises due

to its ease of implementation, low memory and computational requirements,

and applicability to a wide variety of optimization problems. However, SGD

suffers from numerous issues; chief amongst them are high variance, slow rate

of convergence, poor generalization, non-robustness to outliers, and poor per-

formance for imbalanced classification. In this thesis, we propose variants of

stochastic gradient descent, to tackle one or more of these issues for different

problem settings.

In the first chapter, we analyze the trade-off between variance and

complexity to improve the convergence rate of SGD. A common alternative

in the literature to SGD is Stochastic Variance Reduced Gradient (SVRG),

which achieves linear convergence. However, SVRG involves the computation

of a full gradient every few epochs, which is often intractable. We propose the

Cheap Stochastic Variance Reduced Gradient (CheapSVRG) algorithm that
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attains linear convergence up to a neighborhood around the optimum without

requiring a full gradient computation step.

In the second chapter, we aim to compare the generalization capa-

bilities of adaptive and non-adaptive methods for over-parameterized linear

regression. Of the many possible solutions, SGD tends to gravitate towards

the solution with minimum `2-norm while adaptive methods do not. We pro-

vide specific conditions on the pre-conditioner matrices under which a subclass

of adaptive methods has the same generalization guarantees as SGD for over-

parameterized linear regression. With synthetic examples and real data, we

show that minimum norm solutions are not an excellent certificate to guarantee

better generalization.

In the third chapter, we propose a simple variant of SGD that guar-

antees robustness. Instead of considering SGD with one sample, we take a

mini-batch and choose the sample with the lowest loss. For the noiseless

framework with and without outliers, we provide conditions for the conver-

gence of MKL-SGD to a provably better solution than SGD in the worst case.

We also perform the standard rate of convergence analysis for both noiseless

and noisy settings.

In the final chapter, we tackle the challenges introduced by imbalanced

class distribution in SGD. In place of using all the samples to update the

parameter, our proposed Balancing SGD (B-SGD) algorithm rejects samples

with low loss as they are redundant and do not play a role in determining the

separating hyperplane. Imposing this label-dependent loss-based thresholding

xv



scheme on incoming samples allows us to improve the rate of convergence and

achieve better generalization.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The growing popularity of social networks, streaming services, and e-

commerce websites has led to the development of ranking, recommendation,

and personalization algorithms for customer retention. These algorithms often

rely on the availability of large datasets for their successful implementation.

Similarly, the availability of big data, such as the publicly available ImageNet

dataset [8] was one of the primary reasons behind the deep learning revolution.

These modern datasets often involve hundreds of thousands of examples with

thousand of features. The ImageNet dataset consists of more than a million

images for more than 20000 categories; the Netflix prize dataset consisted of a

training data set with 100, 480, 507 ratings that 480, 189 users gave to 17, 770

movies.

Classical optimization techniques rely on full gradient computations to

perform the parameter update step. These techniques may often be intractable

or impractical with increasing size of datasets due to their large memory and

computation requirements. Computing the gradient over all samples would

involve computing and storing the gradients of each of these million data sam-

ples either in conjunction or tracking their sum by computing the gradient per
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data sample sequentially. The former would require a lot of memory, while

the latter will be slow and inefficient.

Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) arose as a logical alternative to full

gradient descent based optimization algorithms for large datasets. The idea

behind SGD is straightforward: in each epoch, randomly draw a sample from

the available training data, compute the gradient of that chosen sample, and

use that gradient to update the unknown underlying parameter. Nowadays,

SGD is one of the most widely used stochastic optimization techniques to

solve convex and non-convex optimization problems in machine learning. The

popularity of SGD arises from its ease of implementation as well as low com-

putational and memory requirements. The universal applicability to a large

class of problems ranging from linear regression, support vector machines, re-

inforcement learning to deep learning is another reason behind its widespread

utility. However, SGD suffers from many issues spanning from the high vari-

ance of the iterates, poor generalization, slow convergence, and non-robustness

to outliers.

1.1 Contributions and Organization

In this dissertation, we address the problems of high variance, conver-

gence, generalization, and robustness for SGD under different optimization

frameworks. In the introduction, we first discuss the issues with existing ap-

proaches in dealing with the problem in hand. We then suggest fast, practical

variants of stochastic gradient descent while providing theoretical guarantees
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for convergence and generalization to alleviate the highlighted issues. The

second, fourth, and fifth chapters focus on the more standard stochastic opti-

mization setup; the emphasis in the third chapter is on understanding the be-

havior of stochastic and adaptive methods specifically for over-parameterized

problems.

1.2 Chapter 2: Trading-off Variance and Complexity in
Stochastic Gradient Descent

In the first chapter, we analyze the trade-off between variance and

complexity in stochastic gradient descent based methods. Running SGD on a

typical dataset, we observe that the gradients of a randomly chosen sample (or

mini-batch of random subset of samples) behave as perturbed estimates drawn

from a normal distribution centered around the full gradient. The variance

term necessitates the use of decreasing step-size for SGD, leading to sub-linear

convergence guarantees. In fact, higher the variance of the gradient of these

samples, slower is the rate of convergence of SGD. Consequently, under the

assumptions of strong convexity gradient descent enjoys linear convergence but

requires high computational complexity. On the others hand, SGD requires

low computational complexity but achieves slower convergence.

The popular Stochastic Variance-Reduced Gradient (SVRG) [3] method

mitigates this shortcoming, adding a new update rule which requires infrequent

passes over the entire input dataset to compute the full-gradient. SVRG con-

sists of an outer loop and an inner loop. The outer loop requires a full gradient
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computation step, which makes the algorithm intractable for large datasets.

In the inner loop, there is O(b) gradient computations per epoch, where b is

the size of the mini-batch. SVRG allows us to achieve both linear convergence

and low computational complexity per epoch on an average. However, SVRG

involves the computation of a full gradient step in the outer loop, which makes

it intractable for large datasets. The high computational complexity of SVRG

is thus at odds against the primary motivation of using stochastic methods for

large datasets.

In this chapter, we propose the CheapSVRG algorithm that guaran-

tees linear convergence and has lower computational complexity requirements

than SVRG. The CheapSVRG algorithm consists of a simple tweak where we

replace the full gradient step in the outer loop with a large mini-batch. We

observe that CheapSVRG is tractable for large datasets and demonstrates lin-

ear convergence. The linear convergence shown by the CheapSVRG algorithm

is up to a neighborhood around the optimum. The radius of the neighborhood

depends on the size of the mini-batch in the outer loop. In this chapter, we

analyze the delicate trade-off between variance and the computational com-

plexity of the CheapSVRG algorithm. Lastly, we also back up our theoretical

guarantees with experiments on synthetic as well as real datasets.
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1.3 Chapter 3: On the Generalization of Adaptive Meth-
ods for Over-parameterized Linear Regression

Over-parameterized linear regression possesses infinite global minima.

However, each of these minima generalizes differently. SGD has a propensity

to seek the solution with the minimum `2 norm amongst all these infinite

solutions. However, we show empirically and theoretically, that minimum `2

norm is not a good certificate to guarantee better generalization for over-

parameterized linear regression.

Adaptive methods, defined as any stochastic gradient descent method

multiplied by a (non-identity) pre-conditioner matrix, played a very critical

role in the success of deep learning. Traditionally, adaptive methods allow

us to eliminate the hyper-parameter tuning step and guarantee faster con-

vergence. However, it is not yet clear why adaptive methods generalize well.

We show that in addition to faster convergence, adaptive methods can poten-

tially provide better generalization performance than SGD depending on the

problem at hand.

In this chapter, we provide conditions on the pre-conditioner matrices

needed to ensure the convergence of adaptive methods to a stationary point.

Also, we propose an explicit criterion on the pre-conditioner matrix that can

determine if the adaptive methods will converge to the minimum ` − 2 norm

solution. We also prove and showcase the existence of a strange descent phe-

nomenon for adaptive methods in over-parameterized linear regression.

In the experimental section, we provide examples using both over-
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parameterized linear regression with both continuous and discrete labels where

adaptive methods have better generalization than SGD. We also ran extensive

experiments using MNIST, CIFAR-10, and CIFAR-100 datasets on different

architectures to demonstrate the potential of adaptive approaches to guarantee

better generalization in over-parameterized frameworks.

1.4 Chapter 4: Choosing the Sample with Lowest Loss
makes SGD Robust

Annotating large datasets with correct labels is a time-consuming and

computationally expensive process. Despite the best precautions, these datasets

are often riddled with a few mislabeled samples or outliers caused due to hu-

man or instrumentation errors. In this chapter, we focus on corruption via

errors in labels. We assume that the data samples are left untouched and

uncorrupted. We also differentiate between the noiseless, noisy, and outlier

data-samples based on the distance of the true optimum of clean samples from

the optimal set of the given data sample.

With only clean samples, SGD converges to the unique optimum that

minimizes the average loss of the clean samples. In the presence of outliers,

SGD converges to a solution that may be arbitrarily far from the desired opti-

mum of clean samples. This occurs as SGD tends to treat all samples equally

irrespective of whether they belong to the set of uncorrupted or corrupted

samples.

In this chapter, we propose Min-k Loss SGD (MKL-SGD) Algorithm,
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where we sample a batch of k samples, evaluate the losses of each of these

k samples. We then pick the sample with the smallest loss to perform the

gradient update step. We observe that this simple tweak to the classic SGD

algorithm makes SGD more robust.

However, the expected gradient using MKL-SGD is no longer biased.

The biasedness introduces complications in providing theoretical guarantees

for generalization and convergence for MKL-SGD. To avoid this issue, we

construct a surrogate objective function that is piece-wise, continuous, and

non-convex such that the expected MKL-SGD gradient is unbiased.

For the noiseless setting without outliers, we show using Restricted

Secant Inequality that MKL-SGD converges to the unique optimum of the

clean samples. We show that the surrogate loss landscape has many local

minima for the noiseless settings in the presence of outliers. However, we

show that if it is possible to avoid bad local minima when the functions satisfy

certain conditions depending on the condition number of the data matrix and

fraction of outliers. Moreover, we show that any solution attained by MKL-

SGD will be closer to the desired optimum of the clean samples than the unique

SGD solution irrespective of the initialization. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first research that proposes worst-case guarantees in the stochastic

(SGD) setup.

Next, we show the in-expectation rate of convergence bounds for all

four frameworks described in the paper: noiseless without outliers, noiseless

with outliers, noisy without outliers, and noisy with outliers. We prove that
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MKL-SGD has linear convergence around a neighborhood of the optimum

similar to SGD, albeit with slightly worse constants. Lastly, we bolster the

theoretical guarantees by demonstrating the superior performance of MKL-

SGD on synthetic linear regression as well as small scale neural networks.

1.5 Chapter 5: Balancing SGD: Faster Optimization for
Imbalanced Classification

Imbalanced datasets are quite common, especially in the fields of medicine,

finance, engineering, etc. While the real world is often characterized by sym-

metry, the process of data-collection can introduce asymmetries in the training

data distribution. Procuring balanced datasets requires significant efforts in

terms of cost and time. For example, the number of surviving marmosets and

pandas is identical in number. However, it is easier to obtain 1000 high-quality

images of pandas than marmosets. Taking additional pictures of marmoset

might be an expensive and time-consuming process.

In the presence of separable data with skewed empirical distribution

and balanced test distribution, classical optimization methods, including SGD,

suffer from extremely slow convergence and poor generalization. Most of the

popular state-of-the-art algorithms designed to address the problem of imbal-

ance rely on balancing the distributions using resampling, reweighting, cost-

based classification, or ensemble strategies. These methods need access to

either data distribution [9, 10, 11] or label distribution [12] or both. These

approaches suffer from many issues, such as catering to specific applications,
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expensive pre-computations, access to label/data distribution, and slow con-

vergence in the stochastic setting.

In this chapter, we propose a simple, memory-efficient, computation-

ally inexpensive variant of SGD called Balancing SGD (B-SGD). B-SGD is

an ensemble approach that combines undersampling with a label-based loss

thresholding scheme. We provide a strong theoretical basis for designing the

B-SGD algorithm. Additionally, we guarantee an upper bound on the number

of gradient computation steps required by B-SGD, as well as a sound analysis

for loss threshold selection. Experiments on synthetic as well as real datasets

indicate that B-SGD outperforms traditional label-unaware methods in terms

of both gradient computations and generalization performance.
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Chapter 2

Trading-off Variance and Complexity in

Stochastic Gradient Descent

Stochastic gradient descent is the method of choice for large-scale ma-

chine learning problems, by virtue of its low complexity per iteration. However,

it lags behind its non-stochastic counterparts with respect to the convergence

rate, due to the high variance introduced by the stochastic updates. The pop-

ular Stochastic Variance-Reduced Gradient (SVRG) method mitigates this

shortcoming, adding a new update rule which requires infrequent passes over

the entire input dataset to compute the full-gradient. Other popular methods

proposed to resolve the issue of high variance and slow convergence include

importance sampling-based gradient updates [14], Stochastic Average Gradi-

ent (SAG) [15], SAGA [16], Stochastic Dual Coordinate Ascent (SDCA) [17],

etc. However, these methods have either high memory or computational com-

plexity requirements or both. As highlighted previously, high complexity and

storage demands go against the primary motivation of using stochastic updates

for large datasets.

Parts of this chapter are available at [13]. The author was a part of formulating the
problem, designing and analyzing the algorithms, writing up the results, and performed the
simulations presented in the paper.
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In this work, we propose CheapSVRG, a stochastic variance-reduction

optimization scheme. Our algorithm is similar to SVRG, but instead of the

full gradient, it uses a surrogate, which can be efficiently computed on a small

subset of the input data. It achieves a linear convergence rate --up to some

error level, depending on the nature of the optimization problem--and features

a trade-off between the computational complexity and the convergence rate.

Empirical evaluation shows that CheapSVRG performs at least competitively

compared to state of the art.

2.1 Introduction

Several machine learning and optimization problems involve the mini-

mization of a smooth, convex and separable cost function F : Rd → R:

min
w∈Rd

F (w) :=
1

n

n∑
i=1

fi(w), (2.1)

where the d-dimensional variable w represents model parameters, and each

of the functions fi(·) depends on a single data point. Linear regression is

such an example: given points {(xi, yi)}ni=1 in Rp+1, one seeks w ∈ Rd that

minimizes the sum of fi(w) = (yi −w>xi)
2, i = 1, . . . , n. Training of neural

networks [18, 3], multi-class logistic regression [3, 19], image classification [20],

matrix factorization [21] and many more tasks in machine learning entail an

optimization of similar form.

Batch gradient descent schemes can effectively solve small- or moderate-

scale instances of (2.1). Often though, the volume of input data outgrows our
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computational capacity, posing major challenges. Classic batch optimization

methods [22, 23] perform several passes over the entire input dataset to com-

pute the full gradient, or even the Hessian1, in each iteration, incurring a

prohibitive cost for very large problems.

Stochastic optimization methods overcome this hurdle by computing

only a surrogate of the full gradient ∇F (w), based on a small subset of the

input data. For instance, the popular SGD [24] scheme in each iteration takes

a small step in a direction determined by a single, randomly selected data

point. This imperfect gradient step results in smaller progress per-iteration,

though manyfold in the time it would take for a batch gradient descent method

to compute a full gradient [25].

Nevertheless, the approximate ‘gradients’ of stochastic methods intro-

duce variance in the course of the optimization. Notably, vanilla SGD methods

can deviate from the optimum, even if the initialization point is the optimum

[3]. To ensure convergence, the learning rate has to decay to zero, which re-

sults to sublinear convergence rates [24], a significant degradation from the

linear rate achieved by batch gradient methods.

A recent line of work [19, 3, 26, 27] has made promising steps towards

the middle ground of these two extremes. A full gradient computation is oc-

casionally interleaved with the inexpensive steps of SGD, dividing the course

of the optimization in epochs. Within an epoch, descent directions are formed

1In this work, we will focus on first-order methods only. Extensions to higher-order
schemes is left for future work.
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as a linear combination of an approximate gradient (as in vanilla SGD) and a

full gradient vector computed at the beginning of the epoch. Though not al-

ways up-to-date, the full gradient information reduces the variance of gradient

estimates and provably speeds up the convergence.

Yet, as the size of the problem grows, even an infrequent computation of

the full gradient may severely impede the progress of these variance-reduction

approaches. For instance, when training large neural networks [28, 29, 18]),

the volume of the input data rules out the possibility of computing a full gra-

dient within any reasonable time window. Moreover, in a distributed setting,

accessing the entire dataset may incur significant tail latencies [30]. On the

other hand, traditional stochastic methods exhibit low convergence rates and

in practice frequently fail to come close to the optimal solution in reasonable

amount of time.

Contributions. The above motivate the design algorithms that try to com-

promise the two extremes (i) circumventing the costly computation of the full

gradient, while (ii) admitting favorable convergence rate guarantees. In this

work, we reconsider the computational resource allocation problem in stochas-

tic variance-reduction schemes: given a limited budget of atomic gradient com-

putations, how can we utilize those resources in the course of the optimization

to achieve faster convergence? Our contributions can be summarized as fol-

lows:

(i) We propose CheapSVRG, a variant of the popular Svrg scheme [3].

13



Similarly to Svrg, our algorithm divides time into epochs, but at the

beginning of each epoch computes only a surrogate of the full gradient

using a subset of the input data. Then, it computes a sequence of esti-

mates using a modified version of SGD steps. Overall, CheapSVRG

can be seen as a family of stochastic optimization schemes encompassing

Svrg and vanilla SGD. It exposes a set of tuning knobs that control

trade-offs between the per-iteration computational complexity and the

convergence rate.

(ii) Our theoretical analysis shows that CheapSVRG achieves linear con-

vergence rate in expectation and up to a constant factor, that depends

on the problem at hand. Our analysis is along the lines of similar results

for both deterministic and stochastic schemes [31, 32].

(iii) We supplement our theoretical analysis with experiments on synthetic

and real data. Empirical evaluation supports our claims for linear con-

vergence and shows that CheapSVRG performs at least competitively

with the state of the art.

2.2 Related work

There is extensive literature on classic SGD approaches. We refer the

reader to [25, 33] and references therein for useful pointers. Here, we focus on

works related to variance reduction using gradients, and consider only primal

methods; see [17, 34, 35] for dual.
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Roux et al. in [19] are among the first that considered variance re-

duction methods in stochastic optimization. Their proposed scheme, Sag,

achieves linear convergence under smoothness and strong convexity assump-

tions and is computationally efficient: it performs only one atomic gradient

calculation per iteration. However, it is not memory efficient2 as it requires

storing all intermediate atomic gradients to generate approximations of the

full gradient and, ultimately, achieve variance reduction.

In [3], Johnson and Zhang improve upon [19] with their Stochastic

Variance-Reduced Gradient (Svrg) method, which both achieves linear con-

vergence rates and does not require the storage of the full history of atomic

gradients. However, Svrg requires a full gradient computation per epoch. The

S2gd method of [26] follows similar steps with Svrg, with the main difference

lying in the number of iterations within each epoch, which is chosen according

to a specific geometric law. Both [3] and [26] rely on the assumptions that

F (·) is strongly convex and fi(·)’s are smooth.

Recently, Defazio et al. propose Saga [16], a fast incremental gradient

method in the spirit of Sag and Svrg. Saga works for both strongly and

plain convex objective functions, as well as in proximal settings. However,

similarly to its predecessor [19], it does not admit low storage cost.

Finally, we note that proximal [27, 16, 36, 4] and distributed [37, 38, 14]

variants have also been proposed for such stochastic settings. We leave these

2The authors show how to reduce memory requirements in the case where fi depends on
a linear combination of w.
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variations out of comparison and consider similar extensions to our approach

as future work.

2.3 Our variance reduction scheme

We consider the minimization in (2.1). In the kth iteration, vanilla

SGD generates a new estimate

wk = wk−1 − ηk · ∇fik(wk−1),

based on the previous estimate wk−1 and the atomic gradient of a component

fik , where index ik is selected uniformly at random from {1, . . . , n}. The intu-

ition behind SGD is that in expectation its update direction aligns with the

gradient descent update. But, contrary to gradient descent, SGD is not guar-

anteed to move towards the optimum in each single iteration. To guarantee

convergence, it employs a decaying sequence of step sizes ηk, which in turn

impacts the rate at which convergence occurs.

Svrg [3] alleviates the need for decreasing step size by dividing time

into epochs and interleaving a computation of the full gradient between con-

secutive epochs. The full gradient information µ̃ = 1
n

∑n
i=1∇fi(w̃t), where w̃t

is the estimate available at the beginning of the tth epoch, is used to steer

the subsequent steps and counterbalance the variance introduced by the ran-

domness of the stochastic updates. Within the tth epoch, Svrg computes a

sequence of estimates wk = wk−1 − η · vk, where w0 = w̃t, and

vk = ∇fik(wk−1)−∇fik(w̃) + µ̃
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Algorithm 1 CheapSVRG

1: Input: w̃0, η, s,K, T .
2: Output: w̃T .
3: for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
4: Randomly select St ⊂ [n] with cardinality s.
5: Set w̃ = w̃t−1 and S = St.
6: µ̃S = 1

s

∑
i∈S ∇fi(w̃).

7: w0 = w̃.
8: for k = 1, . . . , K − 1 do
9: Randomly select ik ⊂ [n].

10: vk = ∇fik(wk−1)−∇fik(w̃) + µ̃S .
11: wk = wk−1 − η · vk.
12: end for
13: w̃t = 1

K

∑K−1
j=0 wj.

14: end for

is a linear combination of full and atomic gradient information. Based on this

sequence, it computes the next estimate w̃t+1, which is passed down to the

next epoch. Note that vk is an unbiased estimator of the gradient ∇F (wk−1),

i.e., Eik [vk] = ∇F (wk−1).

As the number of components fi(·) grows large, the computation of

the full gradient µ̃, at the beginning of each epoch, becomes a computational

bottleneck. A natural alternative is to compute a surrogate µ̃S , using only a

small subset S ⊂ [n] of the input data.

Our scheme. We propose CheapSVRG, a variance-reduction stochastic

optimization scheme. Our algorithm can be seen as a unifying scheme of

existing stochastic methods including Svrg and vanilla SGD. The steps are

outlined in Algorithm 1.
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CheapSVRG divides time into epochs. The tth epoch begins at an

estimate w̃ = w̃t−1, inherited from the previous epoch. For the first epoch,

that estimate is given as input, w̃0 ∈ Rp. The algorithm selects a set St ⊆ [n]

uniformly at random, with cardinality s, for some parameter 0 ≤ s ≤ n. Using

only the components of F (·) indexed by S, it computes

µ̃S
def
=

1

s

∑
i∈S

∇fi(w̃), (2.2)

a surrogate of the full-gradient µ̃.

Within the tth epoch, the algorithm generates a sequence of K esti-

mates wk, k = 1, . . . , K, through an equal number of SGD-like iterations, us-

ing a modified, ‘biased’ update rule. Similarly to Svrg, starting fromw0 = w̃,

in the kth iteration, it computes

wk = wk−1 − η · vk,

where η > 0 is a constant step-size and

vk = ∇fik(wk−1)−∇fik(w̃) + µ̃S .

The index ik is selected uniformly at random from [n], independently across

iterations.3 The estimates obtained from the iterations of the inner loop (lines

8-12), are averaged to yield the estimate w̃t of the current epoch, and is used

to initialize the next.

3In the Appendix, we also consider the case where the inner loop uses a mini-batch Qk

instead of a single component ik. The cardinality q = |Qk| is a user parameter.
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Note that during this SGD phase, the index set S is fixed. Taking the

expectation w.r.t. index ik, we have

Eik [vk] = ∇F (wk−1)−∇F (w̃) + µ̃S .

Unless S = [n], the update direction vk is a biased estimator of ∇F (wk−1).

This is a key difference from the update direction used by Svrg in [3]. Of

course, since S is selected uniformly at random in each epoch, then across

epochs ES [µ̃S ] = ∇F (w̃), where the expectation is with respect to the random

choice of S. Hence, on expectation, the update direction vk can be considered

an unbiased surrogate of ∇F (wk−1).

Our algorithm can be seen as a unifying framework, encompassing ex-

isting stochastic optimization methods. If the tunning parameter s is set equal

to 0, the algorithm reduces to vanilla SGD, while for s = n, we recover Svrg.

Intuitively, s establishes a trade-off between the quality of the full-gradient

surrogate generated at the beginning of each epoch and the associated com-

putational cost.

2.4 Convergence analysis

In this section, we provide a theoretical analysis of our algorithm under

standard assumptions, along the lines of [31, 32]. We begin by defining those

assumptions and the notation used in the remainder of this section.
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Notation. We use [n] to denote the set {1, . . . , n}. For an index i in [n],

∇fi(w) denotes the atomic gradient on the ith component fi. We use Ei [·]

to denote the expectation with respect the random variable i. With a slight

abuse of notation, we use E[i] [·] to denote the expectation with respect to

i1, . . . , iK−1.

Assumptions. Our analysis is based on the following assumptions, which

are common across several works in the stochastic optimization literature.

Assumption 1 (Lipschitz continuity of ∇fi). Each fi in (2.1) has L-Lipschitz

continuous gradients, i.e., there exists a constant L > 0 such that for any

w,w′ ∈ Rd,

fi(w) ≤ fi(w
′) +∇fi(w′)>(w −w′) + L

2
‖w −w′‖2

2.

Assumption 2 (Strong convexity of F ). The function F (w) = 1
n

∑n
i=1 fi(w)

is γ-strongly convex for some constant γ > 0, i.e., for any w,w′ ∈ Rd,

F (w)− F (w′)−∇F (w′)>(w −w′) ≥ γ
2
‖w −w′‖2

2.

Assumption 3 (Component-wise bounded gradient). There exists ξ > 0 such

that ‖∇fi(w)‖2 ≤ ξ, ∀w in the domain of fi, for all i ∈ [n].

Observe that Asm. 3 is satisfied if the components fi(·) are ξ-Lipschitz

functions. Alternatively, Asm. 3 is satisfied when F (·) is ξ′-Lipschitz function
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and maxi {‖∇fi(w)‖2} ≤ C · ‖∇F (w)‖2 ≤ C · ξ′ =: ξ. This is known as the

strong growth condition [15].4

Assumption 4 (Bounded Updates). For each of the estimates wk, k =

0, . . . , K − 1, we assume that the expected distance E [‖wk −w∗‖2] is upper

bounded by a constant. Equivalently, there exists ζ > 0 such that

K−1∑
j=0

E[i] [‖wj −w∗‖2] ≤ ζ.

We note that Asm. 4 is non-standard, but was required for our analysis.

An analysis without this assumption is an interesting open problem.

2.4.1 Convergence Guarantees

We show that, under Asm. 1-4, the algorithm will converge –in expectation–

with respect to the objective value, achieving a linear rate, up to a constant

neighborhood of the optimal, depending on the configuration parameters and

the problem at hand. Similar results have been reported for SGD [31], as well

as deterministic incremental gradient methods [32].

Theorem 2.4.1 (Convergence). Let w∗ be the optimal solution for minimiza-

tion (2.1). Further, let s, η, T and K be user defined parameters such that

ρ
def
=

1

η · (1− 4L · η) ·K · γ +
4L · η ·

(
1 + 1

s

)
(1− 4L · η)

< 1.

4This condition is rarely satisfied in many practical cases. However, similar assump-
tions have been used to show convergence of Gauss-Newton-based schemes [39], as well as
deterministic incremental gradient methods [40, 41].
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Under Asm. 1-4, CheapSVRG outputs w̃T such that

E
[
F (w̃T )− F (w∗)

]
≤ ρT · (F (w̃0)− F (w∗)) + κ,

where κ
def
= 1

1−4Lη
·
(

2η
s

+ ζ
K

)
·max {ξ, ξ2} · 1

1−ρ .

We remark the following:

(i) The condition ρ < 1 ensures convergence up to a neighborhood aroundw?.
In turn, we require that

η <
1

4L
(
(1 + θ) + 1

s

) and K >
1

(1− θ)η (1− 4Lη) γ
,

for appropriate θ ∈ (0, 1).

(ii) The value of ρ in Thm. 2.4.1 is similar to that of [3]: for sufficiently large

K, there is a (1 + 1
s
)-factor deterioration in the convergence rate, due to

the parameter s. We note, however, that our result differs from [3] in that

Thm. 2.4.1 guarantees convergence up to a neighborhood around w?. To

achieve the same convergence rate with [3], we require κ = O(ρT ), which

in turn implies that s = Ω(n). To see this, consider a case where the

condition number L is constant and L
γ

= n. Based on the above, we need

K = Ω(n). This further implies that, in order to bound the additive term

in Thm. 2.4.1, s = Ω(n) is required for O(ρT )� 1.

(iii) When ξ is sufficiently small, Thm. 2.4.1 implies that

E
[
F (w̃T )− F (w∗)

]
. ρT · (F (w̃0)− F (w∗)) ,
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i.e., that even s = 1 leads to (linear) convergence; In Sec. 4.5, we em-

pirically show cases where even for s = 1, our algorithm works well in

practice.

The following theorem establishes the analytical complexity of CheapSVRG;

the proof is provided in the Appendix.

Theorem 2.4.2 (Complexity). For some accuracy parameter ε, if κ ≤ ε
2
, then

for suitable η, K, and

T ≥
(

log 1
ρ

)−1

· log
(

2(F (w̃0)−F (w∗))
ε

)
,

Alg. 1 outputs w̃T such that E [F (w̃T )− F (w∗)] ≤ ε. Moreover, the total

complexity is O
(
(2K + s) log 1

ε

)
atomic gradient computations.

2.5 Experiments

We empirically evaluate CheapSVRG on synthetic and real data and

compare mainly with Svrg [3]. We show that in some cases it improves upon

existing stochastic optimization methods, and discuss its properties, strengths

and weaknesses.

2.5.1 Properties of CheapSVRG

We consider a synthetic linear regression problem: given a set of train-

ing samples (x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn), where xi ∈ Rd and yi ∈ R, we seek the
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Figure 2.1: Convergence performance w.r.t. 1
2‖y − Xw̃t‖22 vs the number of ef-

fective data passes – i.e., the number of times n data points were accessed – for
η = (100L)−1 (left), η = (300L)−1 (middle), and η = (500L)−1 (right). In all ex-
periments, we generate noise such that ‖ε‖2 = 0.1. The plotted curves depict the
median over 50 Monte Carlo iterations: 10 random independent instances of (2.3),
5 executions/instance for each scheme.
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solution to

min
w∈Rd

1

n

n∑
i=1

n

2

(
yi − x>i w

)2
. (2.3)

We generate an instance of the problem as follows. First, we randomly select

a point w? ∈ Rp from a spherical Gaussian distribution and rescale to unit

`2-norm; this point serves as our ‘ground truth’. Then, we randomly generate

a sequence of xi’s i.i.d. according to a Gaussian N
(
0, 1

n

)
distribution. Let

X be the p × n matrix formed by stacking the samples xi, i = 1, . . . , n. We

compute y = Xw? + ε, where ε ∈ Rn is a noise term drawn from N (0, I),

with `2-norm rescaled to a desired value controlling the noise level.

We set n = 2 · 103 and d = 500. Let L = σ2
max(X) where σmax denotes

the maximum singular value of X. We run (i) the classic SGD method with

decreasing step size ηk ∝ 1
k
, (ii) the Svrg method of Johnson and Zhang [3]

and, (iii) our CheapSVRG for parameter values s ∈ {1, 10,
√
n, 0.1n}, which

covers a wide spectrum of possible configurations for s.

Step size selection. We study the effect of the step size on the performance

of the algorithms; see Figure 2.1. The horizontal axis represents the number

effective passes over the data: evaluating n component gradients, or computing

a single full gradient is considered as one effective pass. The vertical axis

depicts the progress of the objective in (2.3).

We plot the performance for three step sizes: η = (cL)−1, for c =

100, 300 and 500. Observe that Svrg becomes slower if the step size is either
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too big or too small, as also reported in [3, 4]. The middle value η = (300L)−1

was the best5 for Svrg in the range we considered. Note that each algorithm

achieves its peak performance for a different value of the step size. In subse-

quent experiments, however, we will use the above value which was best for

Svrg.

Overall, we observed that CheapSVRG is more ‘flexible’ in the choice

of the step size. In Figure 2.1 (right), with a suboptimal choice of step size,

Svrg oscillates and progresses slowly. On the contrary, CheapSVRG con-

verges nice even for s = 1. It is also worth noting CheapSVRG with s = 1,

i.e., effectively combining two datapoints in each stochastic update, achieves

a substantial improvement compared to vanilla SGD.

Resilience to noise. We study the behavior of the algorithms with respect

to the noise magnitude. We consider the cases ‖ε‖2 ∈ {0, 0.5, 10−2, 10−1}. In

Figure 2.3, we focus on four distinct noise levels and plot the distance of the

estimate from the ground truth w? vs the number of effective data passes. For

SGD, we use the sequence of step sizes ηk = 0.1 · L−1 · k−1.

We also note the following surprising result: in the noiseless case, it

appears that s = 1 is sufficient for linear convergence in practice; see Figure

2.3. In contrast, CheapSVRG is less resilient to noise than Svrg – however,

we can still get to a good solution with less computational complexity per

iteration.

5Determined via binary search.
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Figure 2.2: Convergence performance w.r.t. 1
2‖y−Xw̃t‖22 vs. effective number of

passes over the data. We set an upper bound on total atomic gradient calculations
spent as ∇total = 60n = 12 · 104 and vary the percentage of these resources in the
inner loop two-stage SGD schemes. Left: perc = 60%. Middle : perc = 75%.
Right: perc = 90%. In all experiments, we set ‖ε‖2 = 0.1. The plotted curves
depict the median over 50 Monte Carlo iterations: 10 random independent instances
of (2.3), 5 executions/instance for each scheme.
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Figure 2.3: Distance from the optimum vs the number of effective data passes
for the linear regression problem. We generate 10 independent random instances
of (2.3). From left to right, we use noise noise ε with standard deviation ‖ε‖2 = 0
(noiseless), ‖ε‖2 = 10−2, ‖ε‖2 = 10−1, and ‖ε‖2 = 0.5. Each scheme is executed 5
times/instance. We plot the median over the 50 Monte Carlo iterations.
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Number of inner loop iterations. Let ∇total denote a budget of atomic

gradient computations. We study how the objective value decreases with re-

spect to percentage perc of the budget allocated to the inner loop. We first

run a classic gradient descent with step size η = 1
L

which converges within

∼ 60 iterations. Based on this, we choose our global budget to be ∇total =

60n = 12 · 104. We consider the following values for perc: 60%, 75%, 90%.

E.g., when perc = 90%, only 12000 atomic gradient calculations are spent in

outer loop iterations. The results are depicted in Fig. 2.2.

We observe that convergence is slower as fewer computations are spent

in outer iterations. Also, in contrast to Svrg, our algorithm appears to be

sensitive to the choice of perc: for perc = 90%, our scheme diverges, while

Svrg finds relatively good solution.

2.5.2 `2-regularized logistic regression

We consider the regularized logistic regression problem, i.e., the mini-

mization

min
w∈Rd

1

n

n∑
i=1

log
(

1 + e−yi·x
>
i w
)

+ λ · ‖w‖2
2. (2.4)

Here, (yi,xi) ∈ {−1, 1} × Rd, where yi indicates the binary label in a clas-

sification problem, w represents the predictor, and λ > 0 is a regularization

parameter.

We focus on the training loss in such a task. From [3], we already

know that such two-stage SGD schemes perform better than vanilla SGD.
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Dataset n d

marti0 1024 500
reged0 999 500
sido0 12678 4932

Table 2.1: Summary of datasets [1].

We use the real datasets listed in Table 2.1. We pre-process the data so that

‖xi‖2 = 1,∀i, as in [4]. This leads to an upper bound on Lipschitz constants

for each fi such that Li ≤ L := 1
4
. We set η = 0.1/L for all algorithms under

consideration, according to [3, 4], perc = 75% and, λ = 10−6 for all problem

cases. Table 2.1 depicts the convergence results for the marti0, reged0 and

sido0 datasets. CheapSVRG achieves comparable performance to Svrg,

while requiring less computational ‘effort’ per epoch: though smaller values

of s, such that s = 1 or s = 10, lead to slower convergence, CheapSVRG

still performs steps towards the solution, while the complexity per epoch is

significantly diminished.

2.6 Conclusions

We proposed CheapSVRG, a new variance-reduction scheme for stochas-

tic optimization, based on [3]. The main difference is that instead of computing

a full gradient in each epoch, our scheme computes a surrogate utilizing only

part of the data, thus, reducing the per-epoch complexity. CheapSVRG

comes with convergence guarantees: under assumptions, it achieves a linear

convergence rate up to some constant neighborhood of the optimal. We em-
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Figure 2.4: Convergence performance of algorithms for the `2-regularized logistic
regression objective. From left to right, we used the marti0, reged0, and sido0

dataset; the description of the datasets is given in Table 2.1. Plots depict F (w̃t) vs
the number of effective data passes. We use step size η = 0.1/L for all algorithms,
as suggested by [3, 4]. The curves depict the median over 10 Monte Carlo iterations.
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pirically evaluated our method and discussed its strengths and weaknesses.

There are several future directions. In the theory front, it would be

interesting to maintain similar convergence guarantees under fewer assump-

tions, extend our results beyond the smooth convex optimization, e.g., to the

proximal setting, or develop distributed variants. Finally, we seek to apply

our CheapSVRG to large-scale problems, e.g., for training large neural net-

works. We hope that this will help us better understand the properties of

CheapSVRG and the trade-offs associated with its various configuration pa-

rameters.
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Chapter 3

On the Generalization of Adaptive Methods

Over-parameterization and adaptive methods have played a crucial role

in the success of deep learning in the last decade. The widespread use of

over-parameterization has forced us to rethink generalization by bringing forth

new phenomena, such as implicit regularization of optimization algorithms

and double descent with training progression. A series of recent works have

started to shed light on these areas in the quest to understand – why do neural

networks generalize well? The setting of over-parameterized linear regression

has provided key insights into understanding this mysterious behavior of neural

networks.

In this paper, we aim to characterize the performance of adaptive meth-

ods in the over-parameterized linear regression setting. First, we focus on

two sub-classes of adaptive methods depending on their generalization perfor-

mance. For the first class of adaptive methods, the parameter vector remains

in the span of the data and converges to the minimum norm solution like

Parts of this chapter was published in the Integration of Deep Learning Theories Work-
shop at Neurips, 2018 and is also available at [42]. The author was a part of formulating
the problem, analyzing the theory, designing the experiments, writing up the results, and
performing the simulations presented in the paper.
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gradient descent (GD). On the other hand, for the second class of adaptive

methods, the gradient rotation caused by the pre-conditioner matrix results in

an in-span component of the parameter vector that converges to the minimum

norm solution and the out-of-span component that saturates. Our experiments

on over-parameterized linear regression and deep neural networks support this

theory.

3.1 Introduction

The success of deep learning has uncovered a new mystery of benign

overfitting [43, 44], i.e., systems with a large number of parameters can not

only achieve zero training error but are also able to generalize well. Also,

over-parameterized systems exhibit a double descent-behavior [43, 45]; as the

number of parameters/epochs increases, the test error first decreases, then in-

creases before falling again. This goes against the conventional wisdom of

overfitting in machine learning, which stems from the classical bias-variance

tradeoff [46, 47, 48].

In the absence of explicit regularization, a typical over-parameterized

setting possesses multiple global minima. Classical gradient descent based

methods can achieve one of these many global minima [49, 50, 51], however not

all optima generalize equally. [52, 53, 54] suggest many practical approaches

to improve generalization; however, there remains a considerable gap between

theory and practice [55, 49].

In this paper, we will focus on two categories of optimization algo-
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rithms: pure gradient descent based (non-adaptive1) methods and adaptive

methods. The primary distinguishing factor between these two methods is

determined by the update step. For the class of non-adaptive methods, the

expected gradient update step is given as follows:

E [w(t+ 1)|w(t)] = w(t)− η∇f(w(t)), (3.1)

where w(t) indicates the estimate of the underlying parameter vector, η repre-

sents the learning rate and f(w(t)),∇f(w(t)) represent the loss function and

its gradient, respectively. Popular methods like gradient descent, stochastic

gradient descent (SGD), batch gradient descent fall under this class. Training

any model using non-adaptive methods involves tuning over many hyperpa-

rameters, of which step size is the most essential one [29, 56]. The step size

could be set as constant, or could be changing per iteration η(t) [53], usually

based on a predefined learning rate schedule [25, 57, 58].

During the past decade, we have also witnessed the rise of a family of

algorithms called adaptive methods that argue for automatic hyper-parameter

adaptation [59] during training (including step size). The list includes Ada-

Grad [60], Adam [61], AdaDelta [62], RMSProp [63], AdaMax [61], Nadam

[64], just to name a few. These algorithms utilize current and past gradi-

ent information {∇f(w(i))}ki=t, for t < k, to design preconditioning matrices

D(t) � 0 that better pinpoint the local curvature of the objective function as

1Now onwards, optimization methods that satisfy equation (3.1) will be referred to as
non-adaptive purposes.
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follows:

E [w(t+ 1)|w(t)] = w(t)− ηD(t)∇f(w(t)) (3.2)

Usually, the main argument for using adaptive methods is that D(t) elimi-

nates pre-setting a learning rate schedule, or diminishes initial bad step size

choices, thus, detaching the time-consuming part of step size tuning from the

practitioner [65].

[66] was one of the first papers to discuss the implicit bias introduced

by optimization methods for over-parameterized systems and how the choice

of optimization algorithm affects the global minima it attains. However, the

generalization behavior of these optimization methods remains a mystery. As a

result, researchers have re-focussed their attention on understanding the most

straightforward over-parameterized setting of linear regression [43, 67, 68, 44]

as a first step in unraveling the mysterious behavior of neural networks.

Gradient descent-based methods converge to the minimum norm inter-

polated solution [44] for over-parameterized linear regression. Under certain

assumptions on the data distribution, the minimum norm solution achieves

near-optimal accuracy for unseen data [43]. Unlike SGD, the presence of D(t)

in adaptive methods can alter the span of the final converged solution in the

presence of any non-trivial initialization, which makes the task of commenting

on adaptive methods challenging.

Despite being a key reason behind the success of deep learning, the

convergence behavior of adaptive methods is not well understood. The con-
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d = 50 GD AM1 AM2 AM3

n = 10
Training Error 1.27 · 10−28 1.42 · 10−29 8.64 · 10−4 8.64 · 10−29

Test Error 81.56 76.94 79.62 81.65
‖w −w∗‖ 9.08 8.92 9.03 9.08

n = 40
Training Error 4.77 · 10−5 6.07 · 10−7 3.31 · 10−3 8.64 · 10−4

Test Error 18.62 19.56 20.35 18.65
‖w −w∗‖ 4.31 4.37 4.51 4.31

Table 3.1: Table illustrating differing generalization guarantees of three distinct
Adaptive Methods (AM) with SGD in over-parameterized setting, i.e. d > n, where
n: number of examples, d: dimension,

vergence bounds for most adaptive methods hold for only a specific pre-

conditioner matrix [61, 69, 66]. Besides, theoretical guarantees for adaptive

methods often minimize regret [70, 60], which makes it further challenging to

comment on the generalization of adaptive methods. As a result, the gener-

alization of adaptive methods for a general D(t) remains an open problem

even for an over-parameterized linear regression setting. In this paper, we

aim to explicitly characterize the sub-class of adaptive methods that mimic

the convergence, and generalization behaviors seen in SGD and the sub-class

that does not. In addition, we observe a double descent like phenomena for a

sub-class of adaptive methods as the number of training epochs increases.

In this paper, we would like to understand how adaptive methods af-

fect generalization guarantees of over-parameterized problems. To motivate

this, we consider a toy example for simple linear regression in the under-

determined/over-parameterized framework in Table 3.1. As is evident, some

adaptive methods have the same generalization as SGD, while others can yield
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quite different generalization guarantees.

Key Contributions: For the theoretical contribution, we focus on over-

parameterized linear regression. Here, plain gradient descent methods con-

verge to the minimum Euclidean norm solution, while adaptive methods may

or may not. In this paper, we provide explicit conditions on the structure

of pre-conditioner matrices, D(t), which allow us to distinguish between two

classes of adaptive methods, the ones which behave similarly to SGD and the

ones that do not. Based on these conditions, we compare the generalization

performance between adaptive and non-adaptive methods.

For the experimental component, we begin by revisiting the mystery

posed by Table 3.1, and demonstrate that the experimental results are in line

with our theoretical guarantees. Further, we show using a toy example that the

adaptive methods can have a superior generalization performance than SGD.

The discussion “which method is provably better”, however, is inconclusive and

ultimately depends on the problem/application at hand. Lastly, we empirically

demonstrate the validity of our claims for over-parameterized neural networks

as well and recommend exercising caution when proposing or choosing adaptive

methods for training, depending on the goal in hand.

3.2 Problem Setup

Notation: For any matrixA ∈ Rm×n, Apq indicates the element correspond-

ing to the p-th row and q-th column. The rank(A) denotes the rank of A.
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For a sequence of matrices A0 to An, we have the definition
∏i

k=i+mAk =

A(i+m)A(i+m−1) . . .Ai. Note that, a(t) indicates the value of the the function

a(·) after the t-th update. Note that λ without any subscript indicates the

regularizer, and λi with a subscript denotes the ith eigenvalue. We consider

an over-parameterized noisy linear regression (possibly with regularization),

where the relationship between the data matrix X ∈ Rn×d, the noise vector

ζ ∈ Rn, and the labels y ∈ Rn is as follows:

y = Xw? + ζ. (3.3)

We are concerned with the following optimization problem:

f(w) = arg min
w

{
E
[
‖y −Xw‖2

]
+ λ

2
‖w‖2

2

}
. (3.4)

In particular, we study the convergence of the following iterative updates

w(t+ 1) = w(t)− ηD(t)∇f(w(t)), (3.5)

where the pre-conditioner matrices are bounded, positive definite and hence

full rank; i.e., inft rank(D(t)) = d.

There are two different settings, depending on the number of samples

and dimension:

• Over-parameterized case: The system is assumed over-parameterized;

if R = rank(X) < d or there are more parameters than the number of

effective samples: d ≥ n. In this case, assuming that X is in general

position, XX> is full rank.
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• Under-parameterized case: Here, the effective number of samples is

larger than the number of parameters: n ≥ d. In this case, usuallyX>X

is full rank.

The most studied case is when n ≥ d: the problem has solution w∗ =

(X>X)−1X>y, under full rankness assumption on X. In the case where

the problem is over-parameterized d ≥ n, there is a solution of similar form

that has received significant attention, despite the infinite number of optimal

solutions: This is the so-called minimum `2 norm solution. The optimization

instance to obtain this solution is:

min
w∈Rd

‖w‖2
2 subject to y = Xw.

Let us denote its solution as wmn, which has the form wmn = X>(XX>)−1y.

Any other solution has to have equal or larger Euclidean norm than wmn.

Observe that the two solutions, w∗ and wmn, differ between the two

cases: in the under-parameterized case, the matrix X>X is well-defined (full-

rank) and has an inverse, while in the over-parameterized case, the matrix

XX> is full rank. Importantly, there are differences on how we obtain these

solutions in an iterative fashion. We next show how both simple and adaptive

gradient descent algorithms find w∗ for well-determined systems. This does

not hold for the over-parameterized case: there are infinite solutions, and the

question which one they select is central in the recent literature [71, 72, 66].

Studying iterative routines in simple tasks provides intuitions on how

they might perform in more complex problems, such as neural networks. Next,
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we set the background with the well-known under-parameterized linear regres-

sion, before we move onto the over-parameterized case.

3.2.1 Non-adaptive Methods in Under-parameterized Linear Re-
gression

Here, n ≥ d and X>X is assumed to be full rank. Simple gradient

descent with step size η > 0 satisfies: w(t + 1) = w(t) − η · ∇f(w(t)) =

w(t)− ηX>(Xw(t)− y). Unfolding for T iterations, we get:

w(T ) =

(
t∑
i=1

(−1)i−1 ·
(
t

i

)
· ηi · (X>X)i−1

)
X>y.

The expression in the parentheses satisfies:

T∑
i=1

(−1)i−1 ·
(
T

i

)
· ηi · (X>X)i−1 = (−X>X)−1 ·

(
(I − ηX>X)T − I

)
Therefore, we get the closed form solution:

w(T ) = (−X>X)−1 ·
(
(I − ηX>X)T − I

)
X>y

. In order to prove that gradient descent converges to the minimum norm

solution, we need to prove that:

(I − ηX>X)T − I = −I ⇒ (I − ηX>X)T
n,T large−→ 0.

This is equivalent to showing that ‖(I − ηX>X)T‖2 → 0. From optimization

theory [73], we need η < 1
λ1(X>X)

for convergence, where λi(·) denotes the

eigenvalues of the argument. Then, H := I − ηX>X ∈ Rd×d has spectral

norm that is smaller than 1, i.e., ‖H‖ ≤ 1. Combining the above, we use the

following theorem.
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Theorem 3.2.1 (Behavior of square matrix ‖MT‖2 ). [74, 75] Let M

is a d × d matrix. Let τ(M ) = maxi |λi(M)| denote the spectral radius of

the matrix M . Then, there exists a sequence ε(t) ≥ 0 such that: ‖MT‖2 ≤

(τ(M) + ε(t))T , and limT→∞ ε(t) = 0.

Using the above theorem, H has τ(H) < 1. Further, for sufficiently

large t < T , ε(t) has a small value such that τ(H) + ε(t) < 1; i.e., after some

t1 < T , (τ(H) + εt1)
t1 , will be less than zero, converging to zero for increasing

t1. As T is going towards infinity, this concludes the proof, and leads to the

left inverse solution: w∞ = (−X>X)−1 · (−I)X>y = (X>X)−1X>y ≡ w∗,

as T →∞. This is identical to the closed for solution of linear regression.

3.2.2 Adaptive Methods in Under-parameterized Linear Regres-
sion

When D(t) is varying, we end up with the following proposition (folk-

lore); the proof is in Section B.3.:

Proposition 3.2.2. Consider the under-parameterized linear regression set-

ting with data matrix X, noise ζ, and regularizer λ > 0. Suppose for all t ≥ 0,

the pre-conditioner matrix D(t) is positive definite, i.e. D(t) � 0. Assume

the recursion w(t + 1) = w(t) − ηD(t)∇f(w(t)). Then, after T iterations,

w(t) satisfies:

w(t) =
(
−X>X

)−1 ·
(

0∏
i=T−1

(
I − ηX>XD(i)

)
− I

)
X>y.
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Using Theorem 3.2.1, we can again infer that, for sufficiently large T

and for sufficiently small η < maxi
1

λ1(X>XDi)
, such that ‖I − ηX>XDi‖ <

1 ∀ i, we have:
∏0

i=T−1

(
I − ηX>XDi

)
→ 0. Thus, for sufficiently large T

and assuming η < maxi
1

λ1(X>XDi)
, ∀i: w∞ = (X>X)−1 ·X>y ≡ w∗, which

is the same as the plain gradient descent approach. Thus, in this case, under

proper η assumptions (which might seem stricter than plain gradient descent),

adaptive methods have the same generalization capabilities as gradient descent.

3.3 Over-parameterized linear regression

Over-parameterized systems possess more degrees of freedom than the

number of training samples. As a result, we know that standard gradient

descent based methods fit perfectly to the training set.

3.3.1 Performance on Training Set for Non-Adaptive Methods

For completeness, we briefly provide the analysis for the over-parameterized

setting, where d ≥ n and XX> is assumed to be full rank. By inspection,

unfolding gradient descent recursion gives after T iterations:

w(T ) = X>

(
T∑
i=1

(−1)i−1 ·
(
T

i

)
· ηi · (XX>)i−1

)
y.

Similarly, the summation can be simplified to:

T∑
i=1

(−1)i−1 ·
(
T

i

)
· ηi · (XX>)i−1 = (−XX>)−1 ·

(
(I − ηXX>)K − I

)
,

and, therefore:

w(T ) = X>(−XX>)−1 ·
(
(I − ηXX>)K − I

)
y.
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Under similar assumption on the spectral norm of (I − ηXX>)K and using

Theorem 3.2.1, we obtain the right inverse solution: w∞ = X>(−XX>)−1 ·

(−I)y = X>(XX>)−1y ≡ wmn, as K → ∞. Bottomline, in both cases,

gradient descent converges to left and right inverse solutions, related to the

Moore-Penrose inverse.

Before we discuss the generalization of adaptive methods in over pa-

rameterized settings, let us first answer the following question: what is the

predictive power of adaptive methods within the training set?

3.3.2 Performance on Training Set for Adaptive Methods

For linear regression with `2 norm regularization, we observe that adap-

tive methods with any full rank pre-conditioner matrix D(t) will converge to

the same solution as its non-adaptive counterpart and thus mimic their per-

formance. However, for unregularized linear regression, adaptive methods can

converge to entirely different solutions than SGD. Before we discuss general-

ization, we will first show that both SGD and adaptive methods can achieve

zero training error despite attaining different stationary points.

Proposition 3.3.1. Consider the over-parameterized linear regression setting

with data matrix X, noise ζ, and regularizer λ > 0. Suppose for all t ≥ 0, the

pre-conditioner matrix D(t) is positive definite, i.e. D(t) � 0. Assume the

recursion w(t + 1) = w(t) − ηD(t)∇f(w(t)). If D(t) is positive definite for
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all t and the regularizer λ = 0, then,

lim
t→∞

ŷ(t) = y.

where ŷ(t) = Xŵ and ŵ = limT→∞wt.

Proposition 3.3.1 implies that adaptive methods with full-rank positive

definite preconditioners perform as well as their pure gradient based counter

parts when it comes to fitting their training data. However, this proposition

gives no information regarding the distance between the converged w(t) and

w?.

Proposition 3.3.2. Consider the over-parameterized linear regression setting

with data matrix X, noise ζ, and regularizer λ > 0. Suppose for all t ≥ 0, the

pre-conditioner matrix D(t) is positive definite, i.e. D(t) � 0. Assume the

recursion w(t+ 1) = w(t)− ηDt∇f(w(t)). If D(t) is positive definite for all

t and the regularizer satisfies λ > 0, then,

lim
t→∞

w(t) =
(
X>X + λI

)−1
X>y.

Proposition 3.3.2 implies that for the regularized case, the problem be-

comes strongly convex and the adaptive methods converge to the same solution

as their SGD counterparts under certain conditions.

To summarize, for linear regression with `2-norm regularization, we ob-

serve that adaptive methods with any full rank pre-conditioner matrix D(t)

will converge to the same solution as its non-adaptive counterpart and thus
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mimic their performance. However, for unregularized linear regression, adap-

tive methods can converge to entirely different solutions than SGD. Both SGD

and adaptive methods can achieve zero training error despite attaining differ-

ent stationary points. This leads us to the following question: What is the

predictive power of adaptive methods on unseen data for over-parameterized

linear regression?

3.4 Performance on Unseen Data

Our primary focus in this chapter is to understand the generalization

capabilities of adaptive methods. We observe that the generalization depends

on two key factors: i) Does w? lie in the span of the data matrix, X? ii)

How does pre-multiplying with the pre-conditioner matrix alter the span of final

converged w?

3.4.1 Spectral Representation

The switch to the spectral domain allows us to simplify and under-

stand the relationship between the final converged solution with the span

of data matrix X, pre-conditioner matrix D̃(t) and the initialization w(0).

We express the data matrix using its singular value decomposition (SVD):

X =
∑R

r=1 λrurv
T
r , λr 6= 0 for all r where λr,ur,vr represent the rth largest

eigenvalue and the corresponding right and left eigenvectors respectively. We

complete the basis using the left eigenvectors of the data matrix to form a com-

plete orthogonal spectral basis of Rd, {vr : r = 1 . . . , d} form the basis vectors
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and denote it by V . Similarly, U forms the complete orthogonal spectral basis

of Rn using the right eigenvectors of the data matrix as {ur : r = 1 . . . , n}.

The eigenvalue matrix is Λ where Λrr = λr if 1 ≤ r ≤ R and 0 otherwise. We

next express useful quantities in the above bases in Table 3.2.

Data matrix X = UΛV T

True parameter w? = V w̃?

Noise vector ζ = Uζ̃

Adaptive pre-conditioner matrices
D(t) =

∑d
r=1

∑d
s=1 D̃rs(t)vrv

T
s ,

D̃(t) = V TD(t)V , D̃(t) ∈ Rd×d

Weight vectors w(t) = V w̃(t)

Table 3.2: Notation in spectral domain

The definition of adaptive pre-conditioner matrices in the above table

holds since V represents a complete orthogonal spectral basis of Rd. Addi-

tionally, we also have the following property, where we show that pre- and

post-multiplication by an orthogonal matrix V does not alter the eigenvalues

of the original matrix. In other words, we have the following proposition:

Proposition 3.4.1. The set of eigenvalues for D̃(t) is identical to the set of

eigenvalues of D(t).

The proof of Proposition 3.4.1 is available in Appendix.

3.4.2 Closed Form Expression for the Iterates

Our objective is to understand how the iterates evolve depending on the

space spanned by the data matrix. First, we establish a closed-form expression
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for the updates of the vector w̃(t).

Proposition 3.4.2. Consider the over-parameterized linear regression setting

with data matrix X, noise ζ, and regularizer λ > 0. If the pre-conditioner

matrix D(t) � 0 for all t ≥ 0, then, for any T ≥ 0, the iterate w̃(T ) admits

the following closed form expression:

w̃(T ) =
T−1∏
i=0

(
I − ηD̃(i)(Λ2 + λI)

)
w̃(0)

+
T−1∑
i=0

T−1∏
j=(i+1)

(
I − ηD̃(j)(Λ2 + λI)

)
ηD̃(i)(Λ2w̃? + Λζ) (3.6)

The final expression of w(T ) implies that the final solution depends on the

initialization point, the span of the data matrix in Rd space, and the pre-

conditioner matrix. Further, the closed-form indicates that the presence of

pre-conditioning matrices D̃(j) may cause w(t) to lie outside of the span of

the data in the complete Rd space.

We observe that the presence or absence of regularizer can significantly

alter the stationary points to which adaptive methods converge. In the pres-

ence of `2-norm regularization, we observe that the adaptive methods converge

to the same solution independent of the initialization or the step-size. How-

ever, in the absence of regularization, things are not as straight-forward. Here,

we will try to capture the convergence of over parameterized linear regression

using dynamics described by equation (3.5).
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3.4.3 `2-norm Regularized Linear Regression.

In presence of `2-norm regularization, the over-parameterized linear

regression problem becomes strongly convex and possesses a unique global

optima. Proposition 2 serves a sanity check; where we show the convergence

to this unique optima for any positive definite pre-conditioner matrix D(t) in

the spectral domain.

Proposition 3.4.3. Consider the over-parameterized linear regression setting

with data matrix X, noise ζ, and regularizer λ > 0. Assume the recursion

w(t + 1) = w(t) − ηDt∇f(w(t)). Suppose for all t ≥ 0, the pre-conditioner

matrix D(t) � 0, and the learning rate satisfies

η ∈
(

0, 2
(
λmax(D(t))(λ2

max(X) + λ)
)−1
)

where λmax(·) indicates the maximum eigenvalue. Then, w̃(t) converges to the

following fixed point

lim
t→∞

w̃(t) = (Λ2 + λI)−1(Λ2w̃? + Λζ). (3.7)

Proposition 3.4.3 states that like the gradient descent based methods,

the adaptive methods will perfectly capture the component of the generative

w∗ that lies in the subspace formed by the data matrix. In other words, with

regularization the parameter vector converges in the span of X.

In the proof of the proposition presented in the Appendix, we use con-

traction properties to show convergence where λ > 0 plays a significant role.
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Further, as inft rank(D(t)), a simple fixed-point analysis provides us with the

in-span component and shows that for λ > 0 there is no out-of-span compo-

nent of the solution. Note that this proposition acts as a proof of concept

for the well-known result that adaptive methods and non-adaptive methods

converge to the same solution in the presence of `2-norm regularization.

Lastly, different regularization techniques alter the implicit bias of the

final converged solution differently. The claims made in this sub-section are

only valid for `2-norm regularization.

3.4.4 Unregularized Linear Regression.

Next, we focus on the problem of unregularized linear regression in the

over-parameterized regime. The optimization problem with squared loss is no

longer strongly convex, and there are infinite solutions that can achieve zero

training error. In this case, the convergence of unregularized linear regression

depends on the initialization w̃(0). Further, as λmin(D̃(t)Λ2) = 0 we cannot

directly prove (using contraction mapping) convergence for general unregular-

ized over-parameterized linear regression. However, when the pre-conditioner

matrices satisfy a block matrix structure, then we can say something about

the converged solution. Note that most of the popular adaptive algorithms

[60, 61, 70, 76] satisfy the block matrix structure.

The out-of-span component behavior depends subtly on the interplay of

the pre-conditioner matrices and the span of data. Now, we establish sufficient

conditions on the class of pre-conditioner matrices for which the convergence
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is guaranteed (for more details refer Appendix).

We define some notations useful to state our main theorems. We use

w̃(1)(∞) = lim
t→∞

w̃(1)(t) to denote the in-span component, and w̃(2)(∞) =

lim
t→∞

w̃(2)(t) to denote the in-span component of the stationary point.2 Let,

e(1)(t) = ‖w̃(1)(∞) − w̃(1)(i)‖2 = O
(

1

tβ

)
be the `2-norm distance of in-span

component of the iterate from the in-span stationary point at time t ≥ 1. We

further define:

Definition 3.4.4. For a data matrix X and an adaptive method, with pre-

conditioning matrices {D(t) : t ≥ 1}, we call the adaptive method (α, β)-

converging on data, for any α, β ≥ 0, if and only if: i) the out-of-span com-

ponent of the pre-condition matrices decays as |λmax(D̃2(t))| = O
(

1

tα

)
; ii)

the in in-span component of the iterates converges as, e(1)(t) = O
(

1
tβ

)
(under

Eq. (3.5)).

Any adaptive method with a pre-conditioner matrix that lies entirely

in the span of the matrix will have α set to∞. Full-matrix Adagrad, GD, and

Newton all fall under this class of adaptive methods. Popular adaptive meth-

ods, such as diagonalized Adagrad, RMSProp, and methods with a diagonal

pre-conditioner matrix with non-zero entries, the convergence depends on the

rate of decay of both the D̃2(t) as well as the rate of decay of the error of the

in-span component.

2Note that w̃(2)(∞) ∈ (R ∪ {∞})d for i = 1, 2, as we can not assume convergence of the
iterates a pirori.
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Theorem 3.4.5. Consider the problem of over-parameterized linear regression

with data matrix X and noise ζ in the absence of regularization λ = 0. Assume

the recursion w(t + 1) = w(t) − ηDt∇f(w(t)). If the preconditioner matrix

D(t) � 0 ∀t ≥ 0, and η ∈
(

0,
2

λmax(D(t))λ2
max(X)

)
, then in-span component

of w̃(t) converges as follows

w̃(1)(∞) = (w̃∗(1) + Λ−1
(1)ζ(1)).

Furthermore, for an adaptive method (in Eq. (3.5)) which is (α, β)-converging

on data, if α + β > 1 the out-of-span component converges to a stationary

point that satisfies

‖w̃(2)(∞)− w̃(2)(0)‖2 ≤ O
(
‖w̃(1)(0)‖2 +

1

α + β − 1

)
.

Remark on Theorem 3.4.5: Let us deconstruct the claims made in

Theorem 3.4.5. Theorem 1 says that if η is set appropriately, then adaptive

methods will perfectly fit the noisy training data. This is consistent with the

claims in [44]. The convergence of out-of-span component depends on the de-

cay rate of the pre-conditioner matrix D̃2(t) as well as the decay rate of the

error term in the in-span component e(1)(t) = ‖(w∗(1)+Λ−1
(1)ζ(1))−w̃(1)(i)‖2. For

the simple case, when β ≥ 1 and D̃(2)(t) = 0 for all t, we have that the out-of-

span component converges to w̃(2)(0). Next, if limT→∞
∑T

t=0 max |λ(D̃(2)(t))| <

∞ and α + β ≥ 1, then the out-of-span component converge. For all other

cases, it is difficult to comment whether the out-of-span component will con-

verge or diverge. Specifically, for α + β < 1, we may not have divergence as

the pre-conditioner matrices may align cancel the cumulative errors.
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ent rates of (α, β) convergence, with a = 1, b = 0.7, and c = 0.1.
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Remark on Dynamics: It is also interesting to note that the error in the

in-span component converges to 0 and the error in the out-of-span component

increases and saturates to a particular value. Our derived upper bound on the

training error at time T for an adaptive method that is (α, β) converging on

data is given as :

a+
b

(T + 1)β

(
1− c

α + β − 1

1

(T + 1)α−1

)
for appropriate constants a, b, c > 0. The dynamics is shown in the Figure 5.6.

Depending on the values of the constants, α, and β, adaptive methods demon-

strate variable convergence dynamics.

3.5 Experiments

In this section, we focus on replicating the theoretical claims made in

the previous parts using synthetic experiments for over-parameterized linear

regression. Next, we show that these observations can be extended to the deep

learning setup as well. We empirically compare two classes of algorithms:

• Plain gradient descent algorithms, including the mini-batch stochastic gra-

dient descent and the accelerated stochastic gradient descent, with constant

momentum.

• Adaptive methods like AdaGrad [60], RMSProp [63], and Adam [61], and

the AdaGrad variant. Adaptive methods can include anything with a time-

varying pre-conditioner matrix.
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d = 50 GD AM1 AM2 AM3

D(t) I D̄1(t) D2(t) PX(D̄1(t))

n = 10
Training Error 1.27 · 10−28 1.42 · 10−29 8.64 · 10−4 8.64 · 10−29

Test Error 81.56 76.94 79.62 81.65
‖w −w∗‖ 9.08 8.92 9.03 9.08

n = 40
Training Error 4.77 · 10−5 6.07 · 10−7 3.31 · 10−3 8.64 · 10−4

Test Error 18.62 19.56 20.35 18.65
‖w −w∗‖ 4.31 4.37 4.51 4.31

Table 3.3: Illustrating the varying performances of adaptive methods for over-
parameterized linear regression. The final values are the average of 5 runs. AM1:
Diagonalized Adagrad, AM2: Adagrad (AM1) Variant (where we square the di-
agonal terms instead of taking the square root), AM3: Projected version of AM1
onto the span of X. For AM3, D̃2(t) = 0, ∀ t and consistent with Theorem 3.4.5 it
converges to the same point as SGD. AM1 and AM2 satisfy the (α, β) convergence
criterion leading to convergence to a different point and different generalization than
SGD.

3.5.1 Linear Regression

In the first part, we consider a simple linear regression example gener-

ated where the elements of both X and ζ are generated from N (0, 1) distri-

bution in an i.i.d. manner. First, we revisit Table 3.1 and demonstrate the

varying performances of different adaptive methods.

In the first set of experiments, we showed how adaptive methods con-

verging to a different solution might lead to solutions farther from w∗b , i.e.

with higher L2-norm . Thus, the pre-conditioner matrices satisfying Dij(t) =

0,D(t) � 0 have different generalization than their gradient based counter-

parts. In this section, we empirically demonstrate that pre-conditioner ma-

trices of the form: Dij(t) = 0,D(t) � 0 can guarantee better generalization

than gradient based methods depending on the problem in hand. As a direct
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consequence of this, we show that solutions with a minimum norm should not

be used as a yardstick to guarantee good generalization.

Here, we show in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.2 that different adaptive meth-

ods can yield better performance in terms of test error.

3.5.1.1 Counter Example

Next, we consider a linear regression problem with binary outputs,

which is a variant of the example proposed in [71]. In this section, we show

that even in terms of test accuracy, adaptive algorithms can yield better gen-

eralization performance than SGD. This supports the claim made recently in

[77] for non-adaptive methods; the testing criterion can play a crucial role in

determining the generalization performance. We observe that this claim holds

for adaptive methods as well.

Toy example illustrating how to achieve different generalization from

gradient descent based methods: To prove otherwise, we could either

find a completely different counterexample (since adaptive methods do not

perform well in the one in [71]), or we find an alternative adaptive method

that performs well in that counter-example.

Here, we follow the second path and alter the previous counterexample

in [71] by slightly changing the problem setting: at first, we reduce the margin

between the two classes; the case where we increase the margin is provided

in the Appendix. We empirically show that gradient-descent methods fail
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Figure 3.2: Synthetic example of over-parameterized linear regression where adap-
tive methods show better test error performance. Notice that adaptive method AM1
not only allows us to achieve faster convergence but also better generalization. Es-
timation error, ‖‖w(t)−w∗‖‖ is in the semilog scale on the x axis (to highlight the
double descent like phenomena in AM2 as predicted by the Remark at the end of
Section 2). The reported results are the average of 5 runs with different initializa-
tions for a given realization of data.
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to generalize as well as adaptive methods –with a slightly different Dk than

AdaGrad. In particular, for the responses, we consider two classes yi ∈ {±`}

for some ` ∈ (0, 1); i.e., we consider a smaller margin between the two classes.

One can consider classes in {±1}, but the rest of the problem settings need

to be weighted accordingly. We selected to weight the classes differently in

order not to drift much from the couterexample from [71]. ` can take different

values, and still we get the same performance, as we show in the experiments

below.

(xi)j =


yi`, j = 1,

1, j = 2, 3,

1, j = 4 + 5(i− 1),

0, otherwise.

if yi = 1,

(xi)j =



yi`, j = 1,

1, j = 2, 3,

1, j = 4 + 5(i− 1),

· · · , 8 + 5(i− 1),

0, otherwise.

if yi = −1. (3.8)

Given this generative model, we construct n samples {yi, xi}ni=1, and

set d = 6n, for different n values. We compare two simple algorithms: i)i)i)

the plain gradient descent, for η =
1

λ1(X>X)
; ii)ii)ii) the recursion w(t + 1) =

w(t)− ηD(t)X> (Xw(t)− y), where η is set as above, and D(t) follows the

rule:

D(t) = diag

1/

(
t∑

j=t−J

∇f(w(j))�∇f(w(j)) + ε

)2


� 0, for some ε > 0, and J < t ∈ N+ (3.9)
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Observe that D(t) uses the dot product of gradients, squared. A variant of

this preconditioner is found in [78]; however our purpose is not to recommend

a particular preconditioner but to show that there are Dk that lead to better

performance than the minimum norm solution. We denote as wada, wadam and

wGD the estimates of the ADAM, Adagrad Variant (ADAVAR) and simple

gradient descent (GD), respectively.

The experiment obeys the following steps: i)i)i) we train both gradient

and adaptive gradient methods on the same training set, ii)ii)ii) we test models on

new data {ytest
i , xtest

i }Qi=1. We define performance in terms of the classification

error: for a new sample {ytest
i , xtest

i } and given wada, wadam and wGD, the only

features that are non-zeros in both xtest
i and w’s are the first 3 entries [71, pp.

5]. This is due to the fact that, for gradient descent and given the structure

in X, only these 3 features affects the performance of gradient descent. Thus,

the decision rules for both algorithms are:

ŷ ada
i = quant`

(
wada

1 · ytest
i + wada

2 + wada
3

)
,

ŷ GD
i = quant`

(
wGD

1 · ytest
i + wGD

2 + wGD
3

)
,

ŷ adam
i = quant`

(
wadam

1 · ytest
i + wadam

2 + wadam
3

)
,

where quant`(α) finds the nearest point w.r.t. {±`}. With this example,

our aim is to show that adaptive methods lead to models that have better

generalization than gradient descent.

Table 3.4 summarizes the empirical findings. In order to cover a wider

range of settings, we consider n = [10, 50, 100] and set d = 6n, as dictated by
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[71]. We generate X as above, where instances in the positive class, yi ∈ +`,

are generated with probability p = 7/8; the cases where p = 5/8 and p = 3/8

are provided in the appendix, and also convey the same message as in Table

3.4. Further details on the experiments are provided in the Appendix.

Algorithm GD ADAVAR ADAM

n = 10

` = 1/32
Acc. (%) 63 100 91
‖ŵ −wmn‖2 1.015 · 10−16 4.6924 · 104 0.1007

` = 1/16
Acc. (%) 53 100 87
‖ŵ −wmn‖2 1.7401 · 10−16 1.1504 · 103 0.0864

` = 1/8
Acc. (%) 58 99 84
‖ŵ −wmn‖2 4.08 · 10−16 112.03 0.0764

n = 50

` = 1/32
Acc. (%) 77 100 88
‖ŵ −wmn‖2 4.729 · 10−15 3.574 · 103 0.0271

` = 1/16
Acc. (%) 80 100 89
‖ŵ −wmn‖2 6.9197 · 10−15 4.44 · 102 0.06281

` = 1/8
Acc. (%) 91 100 89
‖ŵ −wmn‖2 9.7170 · 10−15 54.93 0.1767

Table 3.4: Prediction accuracy and distances from the minimum norm solution for
plain gradient descent and adaptive gradient descent methods. We set p = 7/8 and
J = 10, as in the main text. The adaptive method uses Dk according to (3.9). The
distances shown are median values out of 100 different realizations for each setting;
the accuracies are obtained by testing 104 predictions on unseen data.

The proposed AdaGrad variant described in equation (3.9) falls under

the broad class of adaptive algorithms with Dk. However, for the counter

example in the AdaGrad variant neither satisfies the convergence guarantees

of Lemma 3.1 in [71, pp. 5], nor does it converge to the minimum norm solution

evidenced by its norm in Table 3.4.

Proposition 3.5.1. Suppose X>y has no zero components. Define D =

diag(|X>y|3) and assume there exists a scalar c such thatXD−1sign(X>y) =
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cy. Then, when initialized at 0, the AdaGrad variant in (3.9) converges to the

unique solution w ∝D−1sign(X>y).

To buttress our claim that the AdaGrad variant in (3.9) converges to

a solution different than that of minimum norm (which is the case for plain

gradient descent), we provide the following proposition for a specific class of

problems3; the proof is provided in Appendix Section B.10.

3.5.2 Deep Learning

Next, we observe that the theoretical claims made for the generaliza-

tion of adaptive methods for over-parameterized linear regression extend over

to over-parameterized neural networks. We perform extensive experiments

on CIFAR-100 for CIFAR-100 datasets we explore four different architectures;

PreActResNet18 [5], MobileNet [6], MobileNetV2 [7], GoogleNet [7]. Comput-

ing weight norms of all layers is memory intensive and computationally expen-

sive typically, we use the weight vector norms on the last layer. We observe

that, like linear regression, here also adaptive methods can be clubbed into

different categories based on the evolution of their pre-conditioner matrices,

D(t). For deep learning experiments, we do not have a generative parameter.

We used the norm of the weights of the last layer as a surrogate for estima-

tion error to comment on the convergence of optimization algorithms. It is

evident that algorithms that have similar weight norms have similar training

loss performance; however the other side of the claim need not be true.

3Not the problem proposed in the counter-example 1 on pg 5.
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We empirically compare two classes of algorithms:

• Plain gradient descent algorithms, including the mini-batch stochastic gra-

dient descent and the accelerated stochastic gradient descent, with constant

momentum.

• Adaptive methods like AdaGrad [60], RMSProp [63], and Adam [61], and

the AdaGrad variant. Adaptive methods can include anything with a vary-

ing pre-conditioning matrix.

In this section, we will extend the experiments to over-parameterized

and under-parameterized neural networks without regularization. We begin

with a detailed description of the datasets and the architectures we use along

with comprehensive set of experiments with hyperparameter tuning.

Name Network type Dataset
M1-UP Shallow CNN + FFN MNIST
M1-OP Shallow CNN + FFN MNIST
C1-UP Shallow CNN + FFN CIFAR-10
C1-OP ResNet18 CIFAR-10
C2-OP PreActResNet18 CIFAR-100
C3-OP MobileNet CIFAR-100
C4-OP MobileNetV2 CIFAR-100
C5-OP GoogleNet CIFAR-100

Table 3.5: Summary of the datasets and the architectures used for experiments.
CNN stands for convolutional neural network, FF stands for feed forward network.
More details are given in the main text.

MNIST dataset and the M1 architecture. Each experiment for M1 is

simulated over 50 epochs and 10 runs for both under- and over-parameterized
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settings. The MNIST architectures consisted of two convolutional layers (the

second one with dropouts [79]) followed by two fully connected layers. M1-OP

had ∼ 73K parameters. Top row corresponds row to the M1-OP case. We plot

training errors and the test accuracy results on unseen data. For the M1-OP

case, SGD momentum performs less favorably compared to plain SGD, and

we conjecture that this is due to non-optimal tuning. In this case, all adaptive

methods perform similarly to SGD.
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Figure 3.3: Accuracy results on unseen data, for different NN architectures and
datasets for over-parameterized configurations. Left two panels: Accuracy and train-
ing loss for MNIST; Right two panels: Accuracy and training loss for CIFAR10.
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CIFAR10 dataset and the C1 architecture. The over-parameterized

CIFAR-10 setting, C1-OP was trained over 200 epochs. Here, we implement a

Resnet [80] + dropout architecture (∼ 0.25 million parameters) 4 and obtained

top-1 accuracy of ∼ 93%. Adam and RMSProp achieves the best performance

than their non-adaptive counterparts for both the under-parameterized and

over-parameterized settings.

Figure 3.3, right panel, follows the same pattern with the MNIST data;

it reports the results over 10 Monte-Carlo realizations. Again, we observe

that AdaGrad methods do not perform as well as the rest of the algorithms.

Nevertheless, adaptive methods (such as Adam and RMSProp) perform simi-

larly to simple SGD variants. Further experiments on CIFAR-100 for different

architecture are provided in the Appendix.

CIFAR100 and other deep architectures (C{2-5}-OP). In this ex-

periment, we focus only on the over-parameterized case: DNNs are usually

designed over-parameterized in practice, with ever growing number of layers,

and, eventually, a larger number of parameters [81]. We again completed

10 runs for each of the set up we considered. C2-OP corresponds to Pre-

ActResNet18 from [5], C3-OP corresponds to MobileNet from [6], C4-OP is

MobileNetV2 from [7], and C5-OP is GoogleNet from [82]. The results are

depicted in Figure 3.4. After a similar hyper-parameter tuning phase, we se-

4Some parts of the code are from the following github repository was used for experi-
ments: https://github.com/kuangliu/pytorch-cifar
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Figure 3.4: Accuracy results on unseen data, for different NN architectures on
CIFAR100. Left panel: Accuracy and training loss for PreActResNet18 in [5]; Right
panel: Accuracy and training loss for MobileNet in [6] Top row: Weight vectors of
the last layer, Middle row: Training Loss, Last row: Test Accuracy.
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Figure 3.5: Accuracy results on unseen data, for different NN architectures on
CIFAR100.Left: Accuracy and training loss for MobileNetV2 in [7], Right panel:
Accuracy and training loss for GoogleNet in [7]. Top row: Weight vectors of the
last layer, Middle row: Training Loss, Last row: Test Accuracy.
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lected the best choices among the parameters tested. The results show no

clear winner once again, which overall support our claims: the superiority de-

pends on the problem/data at hand; also, all algorithms require fine tuning to

achieve their best performance. We note that a more comprehensive reasoning

requires multiple runs for each network, as other hyper-parameters (such as

initialization) might play significant role in closing the gap between different

algorithms.

An important observation of Figure 3.4 comes from the bottom row

of the panel. There, we plot the Euclidean norm ‖ · ‖2 of all the trainable

parameters of the corresponding neural network. While such a norm could be

considered arbitrary (e.g., someone could argue other types of norms to make

more sense, like the spectral norm of layer), we use the Euclidean norm as i)i)i)

it follows the narrative of algorithms in linear regression, where plain gradient

descent algorithms choose minimum `2-norm solutions, and ii)ii)ii) there is recent

work that purposely regularizes training algorithms towards minimum norm

solutions [83].

Our findings support our claims: in particular, for the case of MobileNet

and MobileNetV2, Adam, an adaptive method, converges to a solution that

has at least as good generalization as plain gradient methods, while having 2×

larger `2-norm weights. However, this may not always be the trend: in Figure

3.4, left panel, the plain gradient descent models for the PreActResNet18

architecture [5] show slightly better performance, while preserving low weight

norm. The same holds also for the case of GoogleNet; see Figure 3.5, right
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panel.

3.5.2.1 Hyperparameter tuning

Both for adaptive and non-adaptive methods, the step size and mo-

mentum parameters are key for favorable performance, as also concluded in

[71]. Default values were used for the remaining parameters. The step size was

tuned over an exponentially-spaced set {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1}, while the

momentum parameter was tuned over the values of {0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9}.

We observed that step sizes and momentum values smaller/bigger than these

sets gave worse results. Yet, we note that a better step size could be found be-

tween the values of the exponentially-spaced set. The decay models were similar

to the ones used in [71]: no decay and fixed decay. We used fixed decay in the

over-parameterized cases, using the StepLR implementation in pytorch. We

experimented with both the decay rate and the decay step in order to ensure

fair comparisons with results in [71].

3.5.2.2 Results

Our main observation is that in over-parameterized cases adaptive and

non-adaptive methods converge to solutions with similar testing accuracy: the

superiority of simple or adaptive methods depends on the problem/data at

hand. Further, as already pointed in [71], adaptive methods often require sim-

ilar parameter tuning. Most of the experiments involve using readily available

code from GitHub repositories. Since increasing/decreasing batch-size affects
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the convergence [84], all the experiments were simulated on identical batch-

sizes. Finally, our goal is to show performance results in the purest algorithmic

setups: often, our tests did not achieve state of the art performance.

Overall, despite not necessarily converging to the same solution as gra-

dient descent, adaptive methods generalize as well as their non-adaptive coun-

terparts. We compute standard deviations from all Monte Carlo instances, and

plot them with the learning curves (shown in shaded colors is the one-apart

standard deviation plots; best illustrated in electronic form). For the cases of

C{1-5}-OP, we also show the weight norms of the solutions (as in Euclidean

distance ‖ · ‖2 of all the trainable weights in the network). Such measure has

been in used in practice [83], as a regularization to find minimum Euclidean

norm solutions, inspired by the results from support vector machines [45].

We observe that adaptive methods (such as Adam and RMSProp) per-

form similarly to simple SGD variants, supporting our conjecture that each

algorithm requires a different configuration, but still can converge to a good

local point; also that adaptive methods require the same (if not more) tun-

ing. Again, we observe that AdaGrad methods do not perform as well as the

rest of the algorithms. Nevertheless, adaptive methods (such as Adam and

RMSProp) perform similarly to simple SGD variants. Further experiments on

CIFAR-100 for different architecture are provided in the Appendix.

This result, combined with our experiments, indicate that the minimum

norm solution does not guarantee better generalization performance for over-

parameterized settings, even in cases of linear regression. Thus, it is unclear
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why that should be the case for deep neural networks. A detailed analysis

about the class of counter-examples is available in Appendix Section B.11.

Details about extensive hyperparameter tuning, dataset descriptions,

practical issues in implementation, and more experiments, are available in the

Appendix.

3.6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we consider two class of methods described: non-adaptive

methods (Eq. (3.1)) and adaptive methods (Eq. (3.2)). Switching to a spectral

domain allows us to divide adaptive methods into two further categories based

on if they will have the same generalization as SGD or not (assuming the same

initialization point). We obtain that the convergence of adaptive methods

completely depends on the structure of pre-conditioner matrices D(t) along

with the initialization point and the given data. Our theoretical analysis allows

us to obtain useful insights into the convergence of adaptive methods, which

can be useful while designing new adaptive methods. If the aim while designing

an adaptive method is faster convergence and similar generalization as SGD,

then it is important to ensure that the pre-conditioner matrix lies in the span of

the data matrixD(t) = PX(·). Examples of suchD(t) include {I, (X>X)−1}.

However, if the aim is to hope for a different generalization than SGD (if SGD

gets stuck on specific bad minima), then it is essential to ensure that the

conditions in Theorem 3.4.5 are satisfied to ensure that w̃(t) converges to a

different solution. Our experimental results on over-parameterized settings for
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both linear regression and deep learning back our theoretical claims. We also

note the small superiority of non-adaptive methods on a few DNN simulations

is not fully understood and needs further investigation, beyond the simple

linear regression model. What was clear though from our experiments is that

adaptive methods may converge to a model that has better generalization

properties, where the `2-norm of the weights is more substantial, but often

require no less fine-tuning than non-adaptive methods.

A preliminary analysis of regularization for over-parameterized linear

regression reveals that it can act as an equalizer over the set of adaptive and

non-adaptive optimization methods, i.e., force all optimizers to converge to

the same solution. However, more work is needed to analyze its effect on

the overall generalization guarantees both theoretically and experimentally as

compared to the non-regularized versions of these algorithms.
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Chapter 4

Towards Improving the Robustness of SGD

This paper focuses on machine learning problems that can be formu-

lated as optimizing the sum of n convex loss functions:

min
w

F (w) where F (w) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

fi(w) (4.1)

Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is a popular way to solve such problems

when n is large; the simplest SGD update is:

SGD: wt+1 = wt − ηt∇fit(wt) (4.2)

where the sample it is typically chosen uniformly at random from [n].

However, as is well known, the performance of SGD and most other

stochastic optimization methods is highly sensitive to the quality of the avail-

able training data. A small fraction of outliers can cause SGD to converge far

away from the true optimum. While there has been a significant amount of

work on more robust algorithms for special problem classes (e.g. linear regres-

sion, PCA etc.) in this paper our objective is to make a modification to the

Parts of this chapter are available at: Shah, V., Wu, X. & Sanghavi, S.. (2020). Choos-
ing the Sample with Lowest Loss makes SGD Robust. Proceedings of the Twenty Third
International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Statistics, in PMLR 108:2120-2130
[85]. The author was a part of formulating the problem, analyzing the theory, designing the
experiments and writing up the results presented in the paper.
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basic SGD method itself; one that can be easily applied to the many settings

where vanilla SGD is already used in the training of machine learning models.

We call our method Min-k Loss SGD (MKL-SGD ), given below. In

each iteration, we first choose a set of k samples and then select the sample

with the smallest current loss in that set; this sample is then used for the

update step.

Algorithm 2 MKL-SGD

1: Initialize w0

2: Given samples D = (xt, yt)
∞
t=1

3: for t = 1, . . . do
4: Choose a set St of k samples
5: Select it = arg mini∈St fi(wt)
6: Update wt+1 = wt − η∇fit(wt)
7: end for
8: Return wt

The effectiveness of our algorithm relies on a simple observation: in a

situation where most samples adhere to a model but a few are outliers skewing

the output, the outlier points that contribute the most to the skew are often

those with high loss. In this paper, our focus is on the stochastic setting

for standard convex functions. We show that it provides a certain degree of

robustness against outliers/bad training samples that may otherwise skew the

estimate.

Our Contributions

• To keep the analysis simple yet insightful, we define three natural and
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deterministic problem settings - noiseless with no outliers, noiseless with

outliers, and noisy with outliers - in which we study the performance of

MKL-SGD . In all of these settings the individual losses are assumed to

be convex, and the overall loss is additionally strongly convex. We are

interested in finding the optimum w∗ of the “good” samples, but we do

not a-priori know which samples are good and which are outliers.

• The expected MKL-SGD update (over the randomness of sample choice)

is not the gradient of the original loss function (as would have been the

case with vanilla SGD); it is instead the gradient of a different non-

convex surrogate loss, even for the simplest and friendliest setting of

noiseless with no outliers. Our first result establishes that this non-

convexity however does not yield any bad local minima or fixed points

for MKL-SGD in this particular setting, ensuring its success.

• We next turn to the setting of noiseless with outliers, where the surrogate

loss can now potentially have many spurious local minima. We show that

by picking a value of k high enough (depending on a condition number of

the loss functions that we define) the local minima of MKL-SGD closest

to w∗ is better than the (unique) fixed point of SGD.

• We establish the convergence rates of MKL-SGD - with and without

outliers - for both the noiseless and noisy settings .

• We back up our theoretical results with both synthetic linear regression

experiments that provide insight, as well as encouraging results on the
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MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets.

4.1 Related Work

The related work can be divided into the following four main subparts:

Stochastic optimization and weighted sampling The proposed MKL-

SGD algorithm inherently implements a weighted sampling strategy to pick

samples. Weighted sampling is one of the popular variants of SGD that can

be used for matching one distribution to another (importance sampling), im-

proving the rate of convergence, variance reduction or all of them and has

been considered in [86, 87, 88, 89]. Other popular weighted sampling tech-

niques include [90, 91, 92]. Without the assumption of strong convexity for

each fi(.), the weighted sampling techniques often lead to biased estimators

which are difficult to analyze. Another idea that is analogous to weighted sam-

pling includes boosting [93] where harder samples are used to train subsequent

classifiers. However, in presence of outliers and label noise, learning the hard

samples may often lead to over-fitting the solution to these bad samples. This

serves as a motivation for picking samples with the lowest loss in MKL-SGD .

Robust linear regression Learning with bad training samples is challeng-

ing and often intractable even for simple convex optimization problems. For

example, OLS is quite susceptible to arbitrary corruptions by even a small frac-

tion of outliers. Least Median Squares (LMS) and least trimmed squares (LTS)
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estimator proposed in [94, 95, 96] are both sample efficient, have a relatively

high break-down point, but require exponential running time to converge. [97]

provides a detailed survey on some of these robust estimators for OLS prob-

lem. Recently, [98, 99, 100] have proposed robust learning algorithms for linear

regression which require the computation of gradient over the entire dataset.

In this version, our focus is on stochastic optimization in presence of outliers.

Robust optimization Robust optimization has received a renewed impetus

following the works in [101, 102, 103]. In most modern machine learning prob-

lems, however, simultaneous access to gradients over the entire dataset is time

consuming and often, infeasible. [104, 105] provides robust meta-algorithms

for stochastic optimization under adversarial corruptions. However, both these

algorithms require the computation of one or many principal components per

epoch which requires atleast O(p2) computation ([106]). In contrast, MKL-

SGD algorithm runs in O(k) computations per iteration where k is the number

of loss evaluations per epoch. In this paper, we don’t consider the adversarial

model, our focus is on the simpler corruption model where we consider outliers

as defined in the next section.

Label noise in deep learning [107, 108, 109] describe different techniques

to learn in presence of label noise and outliers. [110] showed that deep neural

networks are robust to random label noise especially for datasets like MNIST

and CIFAR10. [111, 112] propose optimization methods based on re-weighting
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samples that often require significant pre-processing. In this paper, our aim

is to propose a computationally inexpensive optimization approach that can

also provide a degree of robustness.

4.2 Problem Setup

We make the following assumptions about our problem setting ((4.1)).

Let O be the set of outlier samples; this set is of course unknown to the

algorithm. We denote the optimum of the non-outlier samples by w∗, i.e.

w∗ := arg min
w

∑
i/∈O

fi(w)

In this paper we show that MKL-SGD allows us to estimate w∗ without a-

priori knowledge of the set O, under certain conditions. We now spell these

conditions out.

Assumption 5 (Individual losses). Each fi(w) is convex in w, with Lips-

chitz continuous gradients with constant Li.

‖∇fi(w1)−∇fi(w2)‖ ≤ Li‖w1 −w2‖

and define L := maxiLi

It is common to also assume strong convexity of the overall loss function F (·).

Here, since we are dropping samples, we need a very slightly stronger assump-

tion.
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Assumption 6 (Overall loss). For any n − k size subset S of the samples,

we assume the loss function
∑

i∈S fi(w) is strongly convex in w. Recall that

here k is the size of the sample set in the MKL-SGD algorithm.

Lastly, we also assume that all the functions share the same minimum value.

Assumption 3 is often satisfied by most standard loss functions with a finite

unique minima [66] such as squared loss, hinge loss, etc.

Assumption 7 (Equal minimum values). Each of the functions fi(.) shares

the same minimum value minw fi(w) = minw fj(w) ∀ i, j.

We are now in a position to formally define three problem settings we

will consider in this paper. For each i let Ci := {ŵ : ŵ = arg minw fi(w)}

denote the set of optimal solutions (there can be more than one because fi(·) is

only convex but not strongly convex). Let d(a, S) denote the shortest distance

between point a and set S.

Noiseless setting with no outliers: As a first step and sanity check, we

consider what happens in the easiest case: where there are no outliers. There

is also no “noise”, by which we mean that the optimum w∗ we seek is also in

the optimal set of every one of the individual sample losses, i.e.

w∗ ∈ Ci for all i

Of course in this case vanilla SGD (and many other methods) will converge to

w∗ as well; we just study this setting as a first step and also to build insight.
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Noiseless setting with outliers: Finally, we consider the case where a

subset O of the samples are outliers. Specifically, we assume that for outlier

samples the w∗ we seek lies far from their optimal sets, while for the others it

is in the optimal sets:

d(w∗, Ci) ≥ 2δ for all i ∈ O

w∗ ∈ Ci for all i /∈ O

Note that now vanilla SGD on the entire loss function will not converge to w∗.

Noisy setting: As a second step, we consider the case when samples are

noisy but there are no outliers. In particular, we model noise by allowing w∗

to now be outside of individual optimal sets Ci, but not too far; specifically,

No outliers

d(w∗, Ci) ≤ δ for all i

With outliers

d(w∗, Ci) ≤ δ for all i ∈ O

d(w∗, Ci) > 2δ for all i /∈ O

For the noisy setting, we will focus only on the convergence guarantees.

We will show that MKL-SGD gets close to w∗ in this setting; again in this

case vanilla SGD will do so as well for the no outliers setting of course.
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4.3 Understanding MKL-SGD

We now build some intuition for MKL-SGD by building some simple

notation and looking at some simple settings. Recall MKL-SGD takes k sam-

ples and then retains the one with lowest current loss; this means it is sampling

non-uniformly. For any w, let m1(w),m2(w),m3(w), . . .mn(w) be the sorted

order w.r.t. the loss at that w, i.e.

fm1(w)(w) ≤ fm2(w)(w) ≤ · · · ≤ fmn(w)(w)

Recall that for a sample to be the one picked by MKL-SGD for updating w,

it needs to first be part of the set of k samples, and then have the lowest loss

among them. A simple calculation shows that probability that the ith best

sample mi(w) is the one picked by MKL-SGD is given by

pmi(w)(w) =


(
n−i
k−1

)(
n
k

) without replacement

(n− (i− 1))k − (n− i)k
nk

with replacement

(4.3)

In the rest of the paper, we will focus on the “with replacement” scenario for

ease of presentation; this choice does not change our main ideas or results.

With this notation, we can rewrite the expected update step of MKL-SGD as

E[w+|w] = w − η
∑
i

pmi(w)∇fmi(w)(w)

For simplicity of notation in the rest of the paper, we will relabel the update

term in the above by defining as follows:

∇F̃ (w) :=
∑
i

pmi(w)∇fmi(w)(w)
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Underlying this notation is the idea that, in expectation, MKL-SGD is akin

to gradient descent on a surrogate loss function F̃ (·) which is different from

the original loss function F (·); indeed if needed this surrogate loss can be

found (upto a constant shift) from the above gradient. We will not do that

explicitly here, but instead note that even with all our assumptions, indeed

even without any outliers or noise, this surrogate loss can be non-convex. It

is thus important to see that MKL-SGD does the right thing in all of our

settings, which is what we build to now.

4.3.1 Noiseless setting with no outliers

As a first step (and for the purposes of sanity check), we look at MKL-

SGD in the simplest setting when there are no outliers and no noise. Recall

from above that this means thatw∗ is in the optimal set of every single individ-

ual loss fi(·). However as mentioned above, even in this case the surrogate loss

can be non-convex, as seen e.g. in Figure 4.1 for a simple example. However,

in the following lemma we show that even though the overall surrogate loss

F̃ (·) is non-convex, in this no-noise no-outlier setting it has a special property

with regards to the point w∗.

Lemma 4.3.1. In the noiseless setting, for any w there exists a λw > 0 such

that

∇F̃ (w)>(w −w∗) ≥ λw‖w −w∗‖2.

In words, what this lemma says is that on the line between any point

w and the point w∗, the surrogate loss function F̃ is convex from any point –
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Figure 4.1: Non-convexity of the surface plot with three samples in the two-
dimensional noiseless linear regression setting

even thought it is not convex overall. The following uses this to establish our

first result: that in the noiseless setting with no outliers, w∗ is the only fixed

point (in expectation) of MKL-SGD .

Theorem 4.3.2 (Unique stationary point). For the noiseless setting with

no outliers, and under assumptions 1− 3, the expected MKL-SGD update sat-

isfies ∇F̃ (w) = 0 if and only if w = w∗.

4.3.2 Outlier setting

In presence of outliers, the surrogate loss can have multiple local minima

that are far from w∗ and indeed potentially even worse than what we could

have obtained with vanilla SGD on the original loss function. We now analyze

MKL-SGD in the simple setting of symmetric squared loss functions and try to

gain useful insights into the landscape of loss function. We would like to point

out that the analysis in the next part serves as a clean template and can be
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extended for many other standard loss functions used in convex optimization.

Squared loss in the vector setting The loss functions are redefined as

follows:

fi(w) =

{
li‖w −w∗‖2 ∀ i /∈ O
li‖w −wbi‖2 ∀ i ∈ O,

(4.4)

Without loss of generality, assume that 2δ < ‖wb1 − w∗‖ ≤ ‖wb2 −

w∗‖ ≤ · · · ≤ ‖wb|O| − w∗‖ and γ = 2δ
‖wb|O|−w

∗‖ . Let w̄ be any stationary

attained by MKL-SGD . Suppose θM,w̄ be the angle between the line passing

through wbM and w∗ and the line connecting w̄ and w∗ and κ =
maxi∈[n] li
mini∈[n] li

.

Let p̂(w0) =
∑

j∈O pj(w0) represent the total probability of picking outliers at

the starting point w0. The maximum possible value that can be attained p̂ is

given as:

p̂max = max
w

p̂(w) =

|O|∑
i=1

pmi(w)(w) (4.5)

where for any w, pmi(w)(w) are ordered i.e. pm1(w)(w) > pm2(w)(w) > · · · >

pmn(w)(w).

At w∗, by definition, we know that ∀ i /∈ O, fi(w
∗) = 0 and ∀ j ∈ O,

fj(w
∗) > 0. By continuity arguments, there exists a ball of radius r > 0

around w∗, Br(w∗), defined as follows:

Br(w∗) =

{
w | fi(w) < fj(w) ∀ i /∈ O, j ∈ O,

‖w −w∗‖ ≤ r

}
(4.6)
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In the subsequent lemma, we show that that it is possible to drift into the

ball Br(w∗) where the clean samples have the highest probability or the lowest

loss.

Lemma 4.3.3. Consider the loss function and Br(w∗) as defined in equations

(4.4) and (4.6) respectively. Suppose q =
cos θM,w̄

γ
− 1 +

√
κ cos θM,w̄

γ
> 0 and

p̂max as defined in Equation (4.5) satisfies p̂max ≤
1

1 + κq
. Starting from any

initialization w0, for any stationary point w̄ attained by MKL-SGD , we have

that w̄ ∈ Br(w∗).

In other words, initializing at any point in the landscape, the final

stationary point attained by MKL-SGD will inevitably assign the largest n−

|O| probabilities to the clean samples.

Note that, the above lemma leads to a very strong worst-case guaran-

tee. It states that the farthest optimum will always be within a bowl of dis-

tance r from w∗ no matter where we initialize. However, when the necessary

conditions for its convergence are violated, the guarantees are initialization

dependent. Thus, all the discussions in the rest of this section will be with

respect to these worst case guarantees. However, as we see in the experimental

section for both neural networks and linear regression, random initialization

also seems to perform better than SGD.

Effect of κ A direct result of Lemma 4.3.3 is that higher the condition

number of the set of quadratic loss functions, lower is the fraction ε of outliers
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the MKL-SGD can tolerate. This is because large κ results in a small value

of 1
1+κq

. This implies that p̂ has to be small which in turn requires smaller

fractions fo corruptions, ε.

Effect of γ: The relative distance of the outliers from w∗ plays a critical

role in the condition for Lemma 4.3.3. We know that γ ∈ (0, 1]. γ = 1 implies

the outliers are equidistant from the optimum w∗. Low values of γ lead to

a large q leading to the violation of the condition with p̂ (since RHS in the

condition is very small), which implies that one bad outlier can guarantee

that the condition in Lemma 4.3.3 are violated. The guarantees in the above

lemma are only when the outliers are not adversarially chosen to lie at very

high relative distances from w∗. One way to avoid the set of outliers far far

away from the optimum is to have a filtering step at the start of the algorithm

like the one in [104]. We will refer to this in Experiments.

Effect of cos θj,w̄: At first glance, it may seem that cos θj,w̄ = 0 may cause

1 + κq < 0 and since p̂(w) > 0, the condition in Lemma 4.3.3 may never

be satisfied. Since, the term cos θj,w̄ shows up in the denominator of the loss

associated with outlier centered at wbj . Thus, low values of cos θj,w̄ implies

high value of loss associated with the function centered at wbj which in turn

implies the maximum probability attained by that sample can never be in the

top-|O| probabilities for that w̄.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration with conditions when bad local minima will or will not
exist. Here, we demonstrate that even if we start at an initialization wB that assigns
the highest probabilities to bad samples (red), it is possible to avoid the existence
of a bad local minima if Condition 1 is satisfied. Recursively, we show in Lemma
4.3.3 that it is possible to avoid all bad local minima and reach a good local minima
(where the good samples have the highest probabilities)

Visualizing Lemma 4.3.3: To illustrate the effect of Lemma 4.3.3 we will

go to the scalar setting. For the scalar case, d = 1, we have θj,w̄ = 0 ∀ j. Let us

also assume for the sake of effective visualization that γ = 1, which in the scalar

setting reduces to all the points being at the same distance from w∗. Since

we are concerned with the worst case analysis, we assume that all the outliers

are centered on the same side of the optimum. The conditions in Lemma 2

are reduced to q =
√
κ > 0 (which is trivially true) and p̂max ≤

1

1 + κ
√
κ

. A

key takeaway from the above condition is that for a fixed n as κ increases, we

can tolerate smaller p̂ and consequently smaller fraction of corruptions ε. For

a fixed ε and n, increasing the parameter k in MKL-SGD leads to an increase

in p̂ and thus increasing k can lead to the violation of the above condition.

This happens because samples with lower loss will be picked with increasing
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probability as k increases.

Let w̄MKL be the stationary point of MKL-SGD for this scalar case. If

the above condition is satisfied, then the existence of the first bad MKL-SGD

stationary point w̄MKL can be avoided as illustrated in Figure 4.2.

To further elaborate on this, let us initialize MKL-SGD at w0 = wB,

a point where the losses of outlier samples are 0 and all the clean samples

have non-zero losses. If C1 holds true, then we are in Case 1 (Figure 4.2),

the stationary point attained by MKL-SGD will be such that it is possible

to avoid the existence of the first bad local minima which occurs when the

top-|O| highest probabilities are assigned to the bad samples.

Not only that all other subsequent local minimas are avoided as well,

until we reach the local minima which assigns the largest (n−|O|) probabilities

to the clean samples1. This indicates that irrespective of where we initialize in

the 1D landscape, we are bound to end up at a local minima with the highest

probabilities assigned to the clean samples. In the latter part of this section,

we will show that MKL-SGD solution attained when Case 1 holds is provably

better than the SGD solution. However, if condition 1 is false (Case 2, Figure

4.2), then it is possible that MKL-SGD gets stuck at any one of the many local

minimas that exist close to the outlier center wB and we cannot say anything

about the relative distance from w∗.

1Refer to Appendix section ?? for further details on this discussion
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Analysis for the general outlier setting: In this part, we analyze the

fixed point equations associated with MKL-SGD and SGD and try to under-

stand the behavior in a ball Br(w∗) around the optimum? For the sake of

simplicity, we will assume that ‖∇fi(w)‖ ≤ G ∀ i ∈ O. Next, we analyze the

following two quantities: i) distance of w̄SGD from w∗ and distance of the any

of the solutions attained by w̄MKL from w∗.

Lemma 4.3.4. Let w̄SGD indicate the solution attained SGD. Under assump-

tions 1-3, there exists an ε′ such that for all ε ≤ ε′,

εG ≤ (1− ε)L‖w̄SGD −w∗‖

Using Lemma 4.3.1, we will define λ as follows:

λ := min
w

λw (4.7)

Assumption 2 ensures that λ > 0, however the lower bounds for this λ are

loss function dependent.

Lemma 4.3.5. Let w̄MKL be any first order stationary point attained by

MKL-SGD . Under assumptions 1-3, for a given ε < 1 and λ as defined in

equation (4.7), there exists a k′ such that for all k ≥ k′,

‖w̄MKL −w∗‖ ≤
εkG

λ

Finally, we show that any solution attained by MKL-SGD is provably

better than the solution attained by SGD. We would like to emphasize that this
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is a very strong result. The MKL-SGD has numerous local minima and here

we show that even the worst2 solution attained by MKL-SGD is closer to w∗

than the solution attained by SGD. Let us define α(ε, L, k, λ) =
(1− ε)Lεk−1

λ

Theorem 4.3.6. Let w̄SGD and w̄MKL be the the stationary points attained

by SGD and MKL-SGD algorithms respectively for the noiseless setting with

outliers. Under assumptions 1-3, for any w̄MKL ∈ Br(w∗) and λ defined in

equation (4.7), there exists an ε′ and k′ such that for all ε ≤ ε′ and k ≥ k′, we

have α(ε, L, k, λ) < 1 and,

‖w̄MKL −w∗‖ < α(ε, L, k, λ)‖w̄SGD −w∗‖ (4.8)

For squared loss in scalar setting, we claimed that for a fixed n and ε,

using a large k may not be a good idea. Here, however once we are in the ball,

Br(w∗), using larger k (any k < n
2
), reduces α(ε, L, k, λ) and allows MKL-SGD

to get closer to w∗.

The conditions required in Lemma 4.3.3 and Theorem 4.3.6 enable us

to provide guarantees for only a subset of relatively well-conditioned problems.

We would like to emphasize that the bounds we obtain are worst case bounds

and not in expectation. As we will note in the Section 4.5 and the Appendix,

however these bounds may not be necessary, for standard convex optimization

problems MKL-SGD easily outperforms SGD.

2farthest solution from w∗
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4.4 Convergence Rates

In this section, we go back to the usual in expectation convergence

analysis for the stochastic setting. For smooth functions with strong convex-

ity, [91, 90] provided guarantees for linear rate of convergence. We restate

the theorem here and show that the theorem still holds for the non-convex

landscape obtained by MKL-SGD in noiseless setting.

Lemma 4.4.1 (Linear Convergence [90]). Let F (w) = E[fi(w)] be λ-

strongly convex. Set σ2 = E[‖∇fi(w∗)‖2] with w∗ := argminF (w). Suppose

η ≤ 1
supi Li

. Let ∆t = wt −w∗. After T iterations, SGD satisfies:

E
[
‖∆T‖2

]
≤ (1− 2ηĈ)T‖∆0‖2 +Rσ (4.9)

where Ĉ = λ(1− η supi Li) and Rσ = ησ2

Ĉ
.

In the noiseless setting, we have ‖∇fi(w∗)‖ = 0 and so σ := 0. w∗ in

(4.9) is the same as w∗ stated in Theorem 4.3.2. Even though above theorem

is for SGD, it still can be applied to our algorithm 2. At each iteration there

exists a parameter λwt that could be seen as the strong convexity parameter

(c.f. Lemma 4.3.1). For MKL-SGD, the parameter λ in (4.9) should be λ =

mint λwt . Thus, MKL-SGD algorithm still guarantees linear convergence result

but with an implication of slower speed of convergence than standard SGD.

However, Lemma 4.4.1 will not hold for MKL-SGD in noisy setting

since there exists no strong convexity parameter. Even for noiseless setting,

the rate of convergence for MKL-SGD given in Lemma 4.4.1 is not tight.
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The upper bound in (4.9) is loosely set to the constant λ := mint λwt for

all the iterations. We fix it by concretely looking at each iteration using the

following notation. Denote the strong convexity parameter λgood for all the

good samples. Let

ψ = 2ηtλgood(1− ηt sup
i
Li)

n− |O|
ψn

.

Next, we give a general bound for the any stochastic algorithm (c.f. Theorem

4.4.2) for both noiseless and noisy setting in absence and presence of outliers.

Theorem 4.4.2 (Distance to w∗). Let ∆t = wt − w∗. Suppose at tth

iteration, the stepsize is set as ηt, then conditioned on the current parameter

wt, the expectation of the distance between the wt+1 and w∗ can be upper

bounded as:

Ei
[
‖∆t+1‖2|wt

]
≤ (1− ψ) ‖∆t‖2 + ηtRt (4.10)

where

Rt =− ψ
∑
i/∈O

Npi(wt)− 1

N − |O| 〈∆t,∇fi(wt)−∇fi(w∗)〉

+ 2
∑
i/∈O

pi(wt)
(
ηt‖∇fi(w∗)‖2 − 〈∆t,∇fi(w∗)〉

)
+
∑
i∈O

pi(wt)
(
ηt‖∇fi(wt)‖2 + (fi(w

∗)− fi(wt))
)

Theorem 4.4.2 implies that for any stochastic algorithm in the both

noisy and noiseless setting, outliers can make the upper bound (Rt) much

worse as it produces an extra term (the third term in Rt). The third term

in Rt has a lower bound that is an increasing function of |O|. However, its
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impact can be reduced by appropriately setting pi(wt), for instance using a

larger k in MKL-SGD . In the appendix, we also provide a sufficient condition

(Corollary 1 in the Appendix) when MKL-SGD is always better than standard

SGD (in terms of its distance from w∗ in expectation).

4.5 Experiments

In this section, we compare the performance of MKL-SGD and SGD

for synthetic datasets for linear regression and small-scale neural networks.

4.5.1 Linear Regression

For simple linear regression, we assume that Xi are sampled from nor-

mal distribution with different condition numbers. Xi ∼ N (0,D) where D

is a diagonal matrix such that D11 = κ and Dii = 1 for all i). We compare

the performance of MKL-SGD and SGD for different values of κ (Fig. 4.3)

under noiseless and noisy settings against varying levels of corruption ε. It

is important to note that different κ values correspond to different rates of

convergence. To ensure fair comparison, we run the algorithms till the error

values stop decaying and take the distance of w∗ from the exponential moving

average of the iterates.

4.5.2 Neural Networks

For deep learning experiments, our results are in presence of corruptions

via the directed noise model. In this corruption model, all the samples of class
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Figure 4.3: Comparing the performance of MKL-SGD (k = 2) and SGD for
different values of κ in noiseless and noisy linear regression against varying fraction
of outliers.
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a that are in error are assigned the same wrong label b. This is a stronger

corruption model than corruption by random noise (results in Appendix). For

the MKL-SGD algorithm, we run a more practical batched (size b) variant such

that if k = 2 the algorithm picks b/2 samples out of b sample loss evaluations.

The oracle contains results obtained by running SGD over only non-corrupted

samples.

MNIST: We train standard 2 layer convolutional network on subsampled

MNIST (5000 samples with labels). We train over 80 epochs using an initial

learning rate of 0.05 with the decaying schedule of factor 5 after every 30

epochs. The results of the MNIST dataset are averaged over 5 runs.

Dataset MNIST
ε\ Optimizer SGD MKL-SGD Oracle
0.1 96.76 96.49 98.52
0.2 92.54 95.76 98.33
0.3 85.77 95.96 98.16
0.4 71.95 94.20 97.98

Table 4.1: Comparing the test accuracy of SGD and MKL-SGD (k = 5/3) over
MNIST dataset in presence of corruptions via directed label noise.

CIFAR10: We train Resnet-18 [113] on CIFAR-10 (50000 training samples

with labels) for over 200 epochs using an initial learning rate of 0.05 with the

decaying schedule of factor 5 after every 90 epochs. The reported accuracy
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is based on the true validation set. The results of the CIFAR-10 dataset are

averaged over 3 runs.

Dataset CIFAR10
ε\ Optimizer SGD MKL-SGD Oracle
0.1 79.1 81.94 84.56
0.2 72.29 77.77 84.40
0.3 63.96 66.49 84.66
0.4 52.4 53.57 84.42

Table 4.2: Comparing the test accuracy of SGD and MKL-SGD (k = 5/3) over
CIFAR-10 dataset in presence of corruptions via directed label noise.

Further experimental results on random noise as well as directed noise

are available in the Appendix.

4.6 Discussion and Future Work

To ensure consistency, i.e. ‖w̄MKL − w∗‖ → 0, we require that

k ≥ nε + 1. In all other cases, there will be a non-zero contribution from

the outliers which keeps the MKL-SGD solution from exactly converging to

w∗. In this paper, we consider unknown ε and thus k should be a hyperparam-

eter. For neural network experiments in the Appendix, we show that tuning k

as a hyperparameter can lead to significant improvements in performance in

presence of outliers.

The obvious question is if it is possible to provide worst case guarantees

for a larger subset of problems using smarter initialization techniques. It will
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Figure 4.4: Comparing training loss, test loss and test accuracy of MKL-SGD and
SGD. Parameters: ε = 0.2, k = 2, b = 16. The training loss is lower for SGD which
means that SGD overfits to the noisy data. The lower test loss and higher accuracy
demonstrates the robustness MKL-SGD provides for corrupted data.

be interesting to analyze the tradeoff between better generalization guarantees

offered by large k and rates of convergence. The worst case analysis in the

noisy setting for standard convex optimization losses remains an open problem.

As we show in the previous set of experiments, in presence of noise, tuning the

hyperparameter k can provide significant boosts to the performance.
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4.7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose MKL-SGD that is computationally inex-

pensive, has linear convergence (upto a certain neighborhood) and is robust

against outliers. We analyze MKL-SGD algorithm under noiseless and noisy

settings with and without outliers. MKL-SGD outperforms SGD in terms

of generalization for both linear regression and neural network experiments.

MKL-SGD opens up a plethora of challenging questions with respect to un-

derstanding convex optimization in a non-convex landscape which will be dis-

cussed in the Appendix.
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Chapter 5

Balancing SGD: Faster Optimization for

Imbalanced Classification

A classification dataset is imbalanced if the number of training samples

in each class varies widely. In such a setup, vanilla SGD quickly reaches a

point where many samples from the majority class have small gradients and

low loss, leading to insignificant gradients, which in turn leads to both slow

convergence and poor generalization. In this paper, we propose a simple yet

efficient variant of SGD that rejects samples from the majority class unless

their current loss exceeds a threshold. We prove that this algorithm converges

at a faster rate than vanilla SGD and has better generalization performance.

Finally, we also illustrate these performance improvements via experiments on

synthetic as well as real datasets.

5.1 Introduction

This paper focuses on multi-class classification settings where the train-

ing data is imbalanced (i.e., it has many more samples from some classes than

from others). For a classification model trained by an algorithm like SGD,

imbalanced datasets result in two issues: slow convergence during training,
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and final classifiers that are biased against minority classes. As we will see,

slow convergence arises because, when SGD samples are chosen uniformly at

random, most samples from the majority class have relatively small gradients

and contribute minimally to the magnitude of the update – effectively wasting

computation. On the other hand, bias – which results in poor generalization

if the test set is not imbalanced – is a result of the majority class being over-

represented in the loss function, if such a function is built naively from the

training data.

Figure 5.1: Illustration of how a skewed data distribution introduces a bias in
classical estimation techniques. w∗ determines the direction of the separating hy-
perplane in presence of balanced data, and ŵ is the predicted estimator using SGD
in presence of imbalanced data.

Our primary contribution is a simple modification of SGD, which alle-

viates both issues. Our main idea is to have class-dependent thresholds on

the (current) loss of a sample – such that any randomly drawn sample not
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meeting the threshold corresponding to its class is not used for the gradient

update.

In Figure 5.1, we highlight how the presence of imbalancedness leads

to a biased estimation using a toy example for binary classification under the

separable data regime. As the level of imbalancedness increases, the naive

optimization algorithm converges to a point farther from the desired solution

[114, 115]. A-priori knowledge of the label/data distribution can reduce the

bias and ameliorate the generalization performance [11]. Label-distribution

aware variants of SGD are quite popular [116, 12]. However, for massive

datasets, knowledge of label distribution knowledge is often unavailable, and

estimates for label distribution can be computationally challenging and in-

tractable in the stochastic setting.

Figure 5.2: Toy example for logistic regression in the separable data setting. We
plot the running average of the norm of the gradients vs. the number of samples
of that class observed when the imbalance ratio is 0.01. The window size for the
running average is 20. Samples from the majority class have insignificant gradient
updates using SGD.
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In Figure 5.2, we use a toy example for logistic regression to draw

a comparison between the gradient contributions by the majority class and

minority class. The presence of imbalancedness (as depicted in Figure 5.1)

often biases the estimator ŵ away from w∗. It is well known that the loss and

the norm of the gradient of a data sample i are inversely proportional to its

distance from ŵ. Thus, for any classical method such as SGD, most samples

from the majority class have small gradients leading to many insignificant

gradient update steps, even though the optimization is far from complete.

Thus, the presence of bias not only contributes to poor generalization on the

test set but also to slow convergence. For the separable regime, under certain

assumptions, [117, 118] explicitly characterize this slow rate of convergence to

be O (1/log t) for the bias term and O (1/(log t)2) for the direction.

In recent years, some papers have systematically studied the theory

behind optimization algorithms, where samples from different classes have

different relative importance. Amongst the ones that are closely related to

our paper are Perceptron Algorithm with Uneven Margins (PAUM) in [114],

DM-SGD in [119] and Instance Shrinking in [120]. However, [114] holds for

the deterministic setting, and [119, 120] have to be significantly altered in

the presence of imbalancedness. We aim to bridge the gap between theory

and practice by providing a faster algorithm for stochastic optimization in

imbalanced classification.
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Main Contributions

i) We propose a simple, efficient, practical variant of SGD, called Balancing

SGD (B-SGD) algorithm. This algorithm performs a gradient update step if

the loss of an incoming data sample exceeds a class-dependent threshold. This

allows B-SGD to handle the trade-off between overfitting to the majority and

overfitting to the minority class in a principled manner.

ii) We provide two main theoretical results. In Theorem 1, we provide a thresh-

old dependent upper bound on the number of gradient updates performed by

B-SGD. Next, we propose a technique to choose the class-dependent threshold

in the absence of the knowledge of label/data distributions.

iii) Lastly, we support our theoretical results with both synthetic logistic re-

gression experiments that provide insight, as well as encouraging results on real

imbalanced logistic regression and artificially generated imbalanced CIFAR-10.

5.2 Related Work

In the last few years, imbalanced learning has received considerable

interest in the machine learning community [121, 116, 122, 123, 124]. The

algorithms designed to cater to imbalanced data have one underlying theme:

design a proxy distribution that is closer in expectation to the test-set distri-

bution. These algorithms fall into the following categories:

Oversampling. Oversampling is one of the most popular choices within

the family of resampling strategies. Here, the main idea is simple: reuse the

samples of the minority class by resampling them. Naive over-sampling of the
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minority class does not lead to improvements in performance [125, 126, 9].

Popular variants of over-sampling include either reweighting the existing ex-

amples based on some criteria [10] or creating synthetic examples [9]. However,

over-sampling variants often suffer from overfitting to minority class [127, 128]

and so require regularization methods [129], which might result in significant

memory requirements, poor performance on high-dimensional data [130] and

slow convergence. The last point arises from the fact that as the number of

samples increases, it lowers the relative importance of each sample [131].

Undersampling. Undersampling relies on the idea of removing the sam-

ples of the majority class to balance the distribution. Under-sampling meth-

ods [132, 127, 122] can often lead to the loss of crucial information about

the estimator [11] if performed arbitrarily. Moreover, without knowing the

data-distribution [12], determining the extent of resampling further affects the

final performance. For large datasets, it becomes crucial as it is expensive to

compute and store these statistics.

Loss-based classification. Loss-based classification (or Cost-sensitive

learning) is another widely used approach to balance the distributions. Over

the years, variants of cost-sensitive algorithms have been proposed such as

MFE and MSFE loss [133], Focal Loss [2, 134], CSDNN [135], CoSen CNN

[136], CSDBN-DE [137], Threshold moving [138, 116] and many others [139,

140, 141, 131, 142].

Ensemble methods. In ensemble learning, a combination of the above

methods can be tailored to improve the performance for specific applications
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[138, 143, 144, 145, 146]. [147, 148] provide a detailed comparison of various

methods for imbalanced learning. However, most of the techniques require the

knowledge of label distribution, limiting their applicability in the stochastic

setting.

To alleviate these issues in imbalanced learning, we propose an algo-

rithm called Balancing SGD (B-SGD), which decides on the fly whether to

compute a gradient update according to the estimated imbalance ratio, as

well as the label and loss value of the incoming data sample. We observe

that by combining resampling strategies with cost-sensitive learning, we can

improve the convergence rates on imbalanced datasets than SGD and other

methods that are agnostic of the label distribution.

Algorithm 3 Balancing SGD (B-SGD)

1: Number of classes k; Threshold parameter c > 0; Threshold values τ =
[τi], i ∈ [k].

2: Initialize w0, τi(0) = τi, nyi = 0 ∀ i ∈ [k]
3: Given samples S = (xi, yi)

∞
i=1

4: for t = 1, 2, 3, . . . T do
5: Choose a sample i uniformly from S
6: if fi(wt) ≥ τyi(t) then
7: wt+1 = wt − η∇fi(wt)
8: nyi = nyi + 1

9: τyi(t+ 1) = c

(
k−1
k
−

∑
j∈{j∈[k]|yj 6=yi}

nyj∑
j∈[k] nyj

)
10: else
11: wt+1 = wt, τyi(t+ 1) = τyi(t)
12: end if
13: τyj(t+ 1) = τyj(t) ∀ j 6= i
14: end for
15: Return wT
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5.3 Algorithm

We propose a simple variant of SGD, known as the Balancing-SGD (B-

SGD) algorithm to improve both the generalization and convergence behavior

of SGD: in each step, calculate the loss of the incoming sample fi(wt), and

perform a gradient update step for that sample if it exceeds the label-dependent

loss threshold, τyi(t). In other words, let Tt ∈ S indicate the set of samples

in the training set S that satisfy the label-dependent loss threshold condition,

i.e., Tt := {i ∈ S|fi(wt) ≥ τyi(t)}.

The effective gradient update for B-SGD is then given as follows:

E [wt+1|wt] = wt − η∇fi(wt)Ii∈Tt

Here, Tt is a dynamic set that can contain anywhere from 0 data samples to

all data samples in S depending on the value of wt and τyi(t). The rejection

of samples that have a low loss with a time-varying label-dependent threshold

result in a dynamically changing loss function similar to [149].

Line 9 is the critical part of Algorithm 3, which describes the loss

threshold selection process. While we elaborate on how threshold selection

happens later in Section 5.4.4, let us motivate why Line 9 is helpful. i) If

the number of gradient updates for all the classes is the same, then the loss

threshold is zero for all classes. Thus, in the presence of a balanced training set,

B-SGD mimics SGD. ii) The loss threshold should be inversely proportional

to the number of gradient updates for samples of that class, i.e., larger the

number of gradient updates for that class, higher should be the loss threshold.
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iii) Let nm and nM be the number of gradient update steps taken for classes

1 and 2, respectively. For a simple setting with k = 2 classes and n1 < n2,

we have τ1 = c(0.5 − n2

n1
) > 0, τm = c(0.5 − n2

n1
) < 0 which passes the sanity

check of selectively choosing samples from the majority class. iv) Note, that

the threshold expression acts as a self-adjusting function, i.e. if fewer samples

from a class i are selected, it leads to a reduction in the value of τyi which in

turn decreases the probability of rejection for a sample belonging to class i in

future updates.

Thus, B-SGD takes gradient update steps more frugally than SGD. In

practice, this is particularly important as computing gradients are usually more

expensive than computing the loss functions for a given sample. For example,

in deep learning, loss calculations often involve just forward propagation, while

gradient computations involve both forward and backward propagation.

The algorithm exhibits two key features:

i. Boosting-like updates [150]: Update samples with higher loss more fre-

quently than corresponding samples with the lower loss

ii. Passive-aggressive updates [151, 152, 153]: τyi(t) is inversely proportional

to the frequency of the gradient update step taken for each class, i.e.,

majority class will have a higher loss threshold τyi(t) than the minority

class

The B-SGD algorithm requires O(k) extra memory, where k is the
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Figure 5.3: Introducing a label-dependent loss-based thresholding approach allows
us to alleviate the issue of bias introduced by the skewed label distribution

number of classes. The computational complexity of the B-SGD algorithm is

the same as SGD; O(1) gradient/loss computations per incoming sample.

B-SGD belongs to the class of ensemble methods that combine under-

sampling and loss-based classification. It is important to note that while the

undersampling for the majority class can include any subset of points, i.e., the

ones with high loss, those with low loss, or those within some range of loss

values. Here, the choice of the subset with high loss has twofold advantages: i)

fewer gradient computations, ii) the information about support vectors which

determine the separating hyper-plane is not lost.

We reiterate that similar approaches have been utilized in literature

with limited success. These approaches suffer from many issues, such as cater-

ing to specific applications, expensive pre-computations, access to label dis-
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tribution, and slow convergence in the stochastic setting. With B-SGD, we

propose a systematic approach to alleviate these issues in imbalanced classifi-

cation.

5.4 Theoretical Results for Logistic Regression

Notation: Throughout, ‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean `2 norm. D is the

unknown distribution of the data set and S is the training data such that

|S| = n. Bold-faced lowercase letters will be used to denote vectors while plain

lowercase letters indicate scalars. Without loss of generality, we also assume

that the data is imbalanced with y = 1 denoting the minority class. S−1 and

S1 represent the training data for majority class (y = −1) and minority class

(y = 1) respectively. Let the imbalance ratio be denoted by r = # of (+1)′s
n

.

The function h(s) : R → R is an decreasing function of s. σ(q) = 1
1+exp(−q)

denotes the sigmoid function. w∗ is the optimal solution for LD(w).

5.4.1 System Model

For any dataset S := {xi, yi}ni=1 with features xi ∈ Rd and labels yi ∈

R, the corresponding empirical risk S minimization problem can be formulated

as:

min
w

LS(w) where LS(w) =
1

n

n∑
i∈S

fi(w) (5.1)

Here, fi(w) := f(w; (xi, yi)) represent convex, continuously differentiable loss

functions for the sample (xi, yi). Similarly, the population risk minimization
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is expressed as follows:

min
w
LD(w) where LD(w) := Ei∼D[fi(w)] (5.2)

Our aim is to use S to find an estimator that minimizes the population risk

in equation (5.2). In the rest of this section, we focus on binary classification

of imbalanced datasets using logistic regression.

Definition 5.4.1 (Linearly separable). For the generative logistic model, the

underlying parameter w∗ ∈ Rd+1 determines the separating hyperplane where

w∗ is defined as:

w∗ = [(w∗
(d))> b∗]

> ∈ Rd+1, where w∗
(d)/‖w∗(d)‖ is direction and b∗is bias.

(5.3)

The class for the input feature x(d) in D is determined as follows:

x = [(x(d))> 1]> ∈ Rd+1, y = 1{σ(w∗
>x) ≥ 0.5} − 1{σ(w∗

>x) < 0.5}
(5.4)

where (d+ 1)th dimension is for the constant term and σ(x) = 1/(1 + e−x).

The deterministic generative process in equation (5.4) ensures that our

training samples S = {xi, yi}ni=1 are linearly separable.

The logistic loss for data sample (xi, yi) at w is given as:

fi(w) = f(w; (xi, yi)) = log
(
1 + exp

(
−yi(w>xi)

))
SGD treats all the samples in the training set equally and minimizes

the empirical objective function:

LS(w) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

log
(
1 + exp

(
−yi(w>xi)

))
(5.5)
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Note that w∗
> = [w∗

(d), b∗] determines the unique separating hyper-

plane of the population loss LD(w∗) where the uniqueness is limited to a con-

stant scaling of the direction vector w∗
(d)/‖w∗(d)‖. For more detailed analysis,

we refer to [118, 66].

Assumption 8. The hyperplane determined by w∗ divides D into symmetric

regions

Assumption 8 implies that if the data collection process were uniform,

then we would have a balanced distribution. However, in this paper, we assume

that the skewed distribution of the two classes arises from anomalies in the

data-collection process.

5.4.2 Bias in imbalanced datasets

As we discussed previously, in the separable data setting, the first order

stationary points i.e. those points w such that ∇LS(w) = 0 are attained only

when w =∞. However, this is infeasible and in most practical scenarios, SGD

is stopped when the gradient at point w satisfies the following approximate

first order stationary point condition (defined in [154]):

‖∇LS(w)‖ ≤ ε (5.6)

Note that there are an infinite number of points that satisfy Equation

(5.6) in the separable data setting. As we will show in Proposition 5.4.2, run-

ning SGD incurs a bias that not only generalizes poorly on the test distribution
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Figure 5.4: Visualizing selection bias in imbalanced datasets using a toy example.
w∗ is defined in Definition 8 and ŵSGD is the estimator running vanilla SGD safisfies
(5.6).

D but also converges at an extremely slow rate to the maximum margin sep-

arating hyperplane of S as O (1/log t) for bias and O (1/(log t)2) for direction

[117, 118]. In the rest of this section, we will first establish the relationship be-

tween r and b (Proposition 5.4.2), and using a toy example (Fig. 5.4) establish

how high bias leads to poor convergence and generalization guarantees.

Proposition 5.4.2. Consider the loss function defined in equation (5.5) and

assume ŵ> = [ŵ(d), b̂] is an approximate stationary point satisfying equa-

tion (5.6). That is, for some |b̂| < ∞ and ε > 0 such that ∀i, yix>i ŵ(d) ≥

log (1/ε) and exp
(
−yi(x>i ŵ(d) + b̂)

)
< 1. Then ∂L(w)

∂b
|[
]
w = ŵ = 0 implies
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that

b̂ ∝ log

( ∑
i∈S1 e

−yix>i ŵ
(d)∑

i∈S−1
e−yix

>
i ŵ

(d)

)
. (5.7)

Note that for Proposition 5.4.2, we do not make any specific assump-

tions and thus the bias expression holds for any ŵ that satisfies equation (5.6).

We will utilize the toy example in Figure 5.4 to quantify the bias term. Here,

the data lies in 1-D space and satisfies Assumption 8. Let w∗ = [1, 0] and

D = {(xi, yi)|xi ∈ U(−1, 1), yi = sign(xi)}. Consistent with our motivation

in Section 5.1, the data collection process is skewed and in the toy example

we consider an extreme case where there is only one sample in the minority

class, i.e. rn = 1, given by x̄1 = [x̄
(d)
1 , 1]>. Then, the number of samples in

the majority class is (1− r)n = 1−r
r

where we assume that r is small (1e−3 or

less). ŵ satisfies equation (5.6) iff b̂ ∈ [x̄
(d)
1 , 0] where x̄

(d)
1 < 0. Combining this

setup with equation (5.7), the bias for the toy example in Figure 5.4 can be

reduced to:

b̂ ∝ log

(
e−x̄

(d)
i ŵ(d)∫ 1

0
ex

(d)
i ŵ(d)

dx
(d)
i

)
≈ log

(
ŵ(d)e−x̄

(d)
i ŵ(d)

eŵ(d) − 1

)
.

For large values of |ŵ(d)|, the bias tends to 0. However, for small values of |ŵ(d)|,

however, the bias is significant. Since the test set follows the same distribution

as D i.e. is balanced, 0.5|b̂| fraction of samples are incorrectly classified. Thus,

larger the magnitude of |b̂|, higher is the generalization error of the estimator.

Further, we also show in appendix section D.2 that the bias has an impact on

the rate of convergence as well. This in turn implies that not all samples are
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equally useful especially at low values of |ŵ| and it can be worthwhile omitting

certain samples from the majority class S−1 in the gradient update steps to

improve both generalization and the rate of convergence.

10 2 10 1 100 101

Threshold 1

10 1

100

101 car_eval_4 dataset with r=0.037
Training Loss
Test Loss
Gradient computations (× 104)

Figure 5.5: Here, we compare the training error, test error and no. of gradi-
ent computations for different values of fixed thresholds for the majority class. As
threshold, τ−1, increases from 0 to 50, we observe that the no. of gradient compu-
tations continues to decrease while both training and test loss initially decrease and
then increase. Advantage of fixed thresholding: B-SGD [τ−1, τ1] = [0.75, 0] achieves
37.5% and 71.7% decrease in the test error and gradient computations respectively
over SGD ( τ−1 = τ1 = 0).
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5.4.3 Finite Iteration Guarantees with Fixed Thresholding

For the sake of simplicity, in this sub-section, we assume that the loss

threshold is fixed at its initial value, i.e. τyi(t) = τyi ∀ t. For constant loss

thresholds, Fig. 5.5 shows that as the loss threshold increases, the number

of iterations required to attain an estimation error ‖w − w∗‖ < ε decreases

(Regime A) initially until it increases and saturates at the maximum value

(Regime B). The latter behavior is observed because for large thresholds, it is

no longer possible to satisfy ‖w−w∗‖ < ε no matter how may steps we take.

Let Sy = {i ∈ S|yi = y},

Theorem 5.4.3. Consider the B-SGD algorithm with fixed thresholds (over

time) τ−1 and τ1 for the majority and minority class, respectively. The expected

gradient update step for B-SGD is as follows:

E [wt+1|wt] = wt − η∇fi(wt)Ifi(wt)≥τyi (5.8)

Suppose the data is normalized (i.e., ‖xi‖ = 1). Define the margin γ(w,S−1,S1) :=

mini
yi(〈w,xi〉)
‖w‖ . Suppose there exists w∗ ∈ Rd+1 such that ‖w∗‖ = 1 and γ(w∗,S−1,S1) ≥

Γ. Then the number of gradient updates performed by Algorithm 3 is bounded

w.h.p. by

Tτ =
1

Γ2(1− r)β−1 + rβ1

+
2(1− r)C−1 + 2rC1

η (Γ2(1− r)β−1 + rβ1)
(5.9)

where βyi = (exp(τyi)− 1) exp(−τyi) and Cyi = − log (exp(τyi)− 1).

The proof of Theorem 5.4.3 is deferred to the appendix. The proof

is similar to the analysis for the perceptron algorithm [114, 155, 156]. We
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adopt their ideas to our logistic regression in stochastic gradient descent for

imbalanced data and significantly improve the bounds in terms of imbalance

ratio r with high probability.

One of the main takeaways from Theorem 5.4.3 is that the number of

updates Tτ is directly determined by r. If the classes are highly imbalanced

satisfying r = O (1/ log (1/ε))), then for some ε setting τ1 = ε and τ−1 > ε

results in:

C1 = (− log(exp(ε)− 1) = O (log (1/ε)) and β1 = (exp(ε)− 1) exp(−ε) = O (ε)

which means rC1 = O(1) and rβ1 = O(ε/(log(1/ε)) have little effect on the

bound. In other words, taking all samples from highly-imbalanced minority

class will have similar sample complexity as taking a subset of samples from

the minority class with a small (constant) loss threshold. This serves as an

inspiration for our proposed Algorithm 3 in Section 5.4.4. On the other hand,

when the thresholds of both majority and minority are small (i.e., τyi → ε),

the update in (D.7) reduces to vanilla SGD, which means the bound Tτ in

Theorem 5.4.3 is: Tε = O (1/ε log (1/ε)) . The complexity Tε matches the

bound in [117]. Comparing with this vanilla SGD, Algorithm 3 with τ1 = ε

and constant τ−1 clearly achieves a smaller bound than vanilla SGD in terms of

number of gradient updates performed. In this sense, we claim Algorithm 3 has

faster optimization. Figure 5.3 provides further evidence that our algorithm

is able to achieve both good generalization as well as faster convergence over

SGD.
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However, the B-SGD algorithm with fixed thresholds would require a

good initial estimate of r which is difficult since we do not have access to

any label or data distribution. With that in mind, in the next section, we

propose a variable thresholding approach that allows us to apply B-SGD with

an estimate Rt for imbalance ratio r based on the samples for which gradient

update steps are taken.

5.4.4 Analysis of Variable Thresholding with Unknown r

To describe the variable thresholding approach, we first delve deeper

into the analysis of stationary points for the binary classification problem. For

the separable data case, we know that there can be many separating hyper-

planes for a given set of data points, and all of them perform equally well on

the training set. However, in order to guarantee good generalization, we need

to understand why a specific solution will have better generalization. This,

in turn, motivates how we tune the threshold as we perform an increasing

number of updates.

As shown in Section 5.4.2, SGD will lead to biased estimation. However,

if we know r in advance, we minimize re-weighted empirical loss leads to an

estimator ŵRW that is closer to w∗ than wSGD.

ŵRW = arg min
w

(∑
i∈S1

log
(
1 + exp

(
−w>x

))
+
∑
i∈S−1

r

1− r log
(
1 + exp

(
w>x

)))
(5.10)

The alternative is to under-sample the majority class by removing samples to
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have ŵUS as

ŵUS = arg min
w

( ∑
i∈S1∩Aw

log
(

1 + exp
(
−w>x

))
+

∑
i∈S−1∩Aw

log
(

1 + exp
(
w>x

)))
(5.11)

where Aw := {i ∈ S| log
(
1 + exp

(
−yiw>x

))
> τyi} and τ(.) is a function of

r. We wish to find the ŵ that satisfies equations (5.10) and (5.11), which
implies: ∑

i∈S−1

(
r

1− r − 1i∈Aŵ

)
∇fi(w)|[

]
w = ŵ = 0 (5.12)

There exists some constant τ−1 that satisfies the equality in equation (5.12).

However, to write down the closed-form expression of τ−1 is not straightfor-

ward.

Proposition 5.4.4. Suppose the data is normalized (i.e., ‖xi‖ = 1). Suppose

ŵ minimizes both equations (5.10) and (5.11), then without loss of generality

ŵ>xi < 0,∀i ∈ S−1. Set τ−1 ≥ 0 for the set Aŵ. Solving for τ−1 given some

r in equation (5.12), we observe that τ−1 > 0 is monotonically decreasing

function with respect to r ∈ [0, 0.5]. In addition,

if r → 0.5 or r
1−r → 1, then τ−1 → 0; if r → 0 or r

1−r → 0, then

τ−1 → log(1 + exp(‖ŵ‖)).

The proof is available in the appendix. Thus, based on the Proposition

5.4.4, we propose a criteria to accept a sample from this majority class by

linearly interpolating τ−1 at r = 0 to r = 0.5:

τ−1 ≈ log(1 + exp(‖ŵ‖))) (0.5− r) (5.13)
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B-SGD Algorithm with unknown r: Let nmin(t) and nmaj(t) denote the

number of gradient updates for the minority and majority class respectively

at time t. Since we assume that we are not aware of the label distribution

at the start, let the running update of the parameter r denoted by Rt every

time a gradient update is performed, i.e., Rt =
n̂min,t

n̂min,t+n̂maj,t
which represents

an empirical estimate of the imbalance ratio observed so far (w.r.t. gradient

update steps). The loss threshold vector, τ , in Line 9 of Algorithm 3 becomes:

τ−1(t) = log(1 + exp(‖ŵ‖))) (0.5−Rt)

τ1(t) = log(1 + exp(‖ŵ‖))) (Rt − 0.5)

where Rt = n̂min,t/(n̂min,t + n̂maj,t). This implies that for any binary classifi-

cation problem, at any point of time exactly one class can have a positive loss

threshold.

5.5 Experiments

In this section, we compare B-SGD and SGD for two different scenarios:

5.5.1 Synthetic experiments

For this subsection, we consider a generative model in the separable

setting as described in Definition 5.4.1. We compare the performance of SGD

and B-SGD, where we plot both estimation error vs. the number of gradient

computations and estimation error, ‖w − w∗‖ vs. time taken. We observe

that B-SGD outperforms SGD in the number of gradient computations and
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the time taken to achieve the same estimation error.
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Figure 5.6: Comparing the rate of convergence vs the number of gradient compu-
tations and time taken for SGD and Balancing SGD. The reported results in the
figure above are over an average of 3 runs.

5.5.2 Real Imbalanced datasets

In this section, we compare the performance of B-SGD and SGD for

various imbalanced datasets defined in the imblearn package [157]. We observe

that using B-SGD allows us to achieve not only better test loss (test accu-

racy) but also requires significantly fewer gradient computations than SGD.

Consistent with our motivation, the training dataset was imbalanced, while

the evaluation was on a balanced test set. Table ?? illustrates that B-SGD

achieves significant performance gains in terms of both test loss, test accuracy

(AUC), and the number of gradient computations over its SGD counterpart

as well as the Focal Loss method [2]. The presence of higher training errors

but lower test errors provides glaring evidence that B-SGD has better gener-
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Algorithm SGD B-SGD Focal

Dataset TL TEL TA GC TL TEL TA GC TA

car eval 4 0.031 0.247 88.1 8.64 · e4 0.278 0.249 89.3 9.98 · e3 89.2
optical digits 0.054 0.387 89.0 1.41 · e5 1.479 0.367 89.6 8.11 · e3 88.0
isolet 0.035 0.649 87.0 1.94 · e5 0.485 0.585 88.5 8.80 · e3 88.4
letter img 0.061 0.66 83.8 2.00 · e5 1.81 0.612 83.8 3.34 · e3 84.3
pen digits 0.097 0.388 83.8 2.74 · e5 0.711 0.364 85.1 3.33 · e4 85.1
mammography 0.051 0.901 70.9 5.59 · e4 0.144 0.873 70.5 2.12 · e3 71.1

TL TEL TE1 Epochs TL TEL TE1 Epochs TE1

CIFAR-10 0.021 1.43 28.5 200 0.163 0.90 26.2 88 28.7

Table 5.1: Comparing training loss (TL), Test Loss (TEL), Test AUC (TA), Top-1
Test Error (TE1), and Number of gradient computations (GC) for SGD and B-SGD
over different Imbalanced datasets. The reported results for the first 6 datasets are
an average of 5 runs, and for the last 3 datasets are an average of 3 runs. Focal
loss (Focal) is the state-of-the-art method proposed in [2], which changes the loss
function and so it is not fair to compare the training and the test errors. Focal
has the same number of gradient computations as SGD. Hence, we only report test
accuracy for Focal.

alization than SGD.

Lastly, we also ran experiments on CIFAR-10 with imbalanced classes

with long-tailed imbalance ratio r = 0.01 using Resnet-32 architecture the

codebase provided in [12] and reported the results in Table ??. Details about

the experimental setup, as well as more experiments for both synthetic and

real datasets, along with a discussion on practical aspects of implementation

including the effect of early stopping and parameter sensitivity, can be found

in the appendix.
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Appendix A

Cheap-SVRG

A.1 Proof of Theorem 2.4.2

By assumptions of the theorem, we have:

η <
1

4L
(
(1 + θ) + 1

s

) and K >
1

(1− θ)η (1− 4Lη) γ
,

As mentioned in the remarks of Section 2.4, the above conditions are sufficient

to guarantee ρ < 1, for some θ ∈ (0, 1). Further, for given accuracy parameter

ε, we assume κ ≤ ε
2
.

Let us define

ϕt := E
[
F (w̃t)− F (w∗)

]
,

as in the proof of Theorem 2.4.1. In order to satisfy varphiT ≤ ε, it is sufficient

to find the required number of iterations such that ρTϕ0 ≤ ε
2
. In particular:

ρTϕ0 ≤
ε

2
⇒ − (T log ρ+ logϕ0) ≥ − log

ε

2

⇒ T · log
(
ρ−1
)
≥ log

2

ε
+ logϕ0

⇒ T ≥
(

log
1

ρ

)−1

· log

(
2 (F (w̃0)− F (w∗))

ε

)
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Moreover, each epoch involves K iterations in the inner loop. Each inner loop

iteration involves two atomic gradient calculations. Combining the above, we

conclude that the total number of gradient computations required to ensure

that ϕT ≤ ε is O
(
(2K + s) log 1

ε

)
.

A.2 Mini-batches in CheapSVRG

In the sequel, we show how Alg. 1 can also accommodate mini-batches

in the inner loops and maintain similar convergence guarantees, under As-

sumptions 1-4. The resulting algorithm is described in Alg. 4. In particular:

Algorithm 4 CheapSVRG with mini batches

1: Input: w̃0, η, s, q,K, T .
2: Output: w̃T .
3: for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
4: Randomly select St ⊂ [n] with cardinality s.
5: Set w̃ = w̃t−1 and S = St.
6: µ̃S = 1

s

∑
i∈S ∇fi(w̃).

7: w0 = w̃.
8: for k = 1, . . . , K − 1 do
9: Randomly select Qk ⊂ [n] with cardinality q.

10: Set Q = Qk.
11: vk = ∇fQ(wk−1)−∇fQ(w̃) + µ̃S .
12: wk = wk−1 − η · vk.
13: end for
14: w̃t = 1

K

∑K−1
j=0 wj.

15: end for

Theorem A.2.1 (Iteration invariant). Let w∗ be the optimal solution for

minimization (2.1). Further, let s, q, η, T and K be user defined parameters
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such that

ρ
def
=

q

η · (q − 4L · η) ·K · γ +
4L · η · (s+ q)

(q − 4L · η) · s < 1.

Under Asm. 1-4, CheapSVRG satisfies the following:

E
[
F (w̃T )− F (w∗)

]
≤ ρT · (F (w̃0)− F (w∗))

+
q

q − 4Lη
·
(

2η

s
+

ζ

K

)
·max

{
ξ, ξ2

}
· 1

1− ρ.

A.3 Proof of Theorem A.2.1

To prove A.2.1, we analyze CheapSVRG starting from its core inner

loop (Lines 9-14). We consider a fixed subset S ⊆ [n] and show that in

expectation, the steps of the inner loop make progress towards the optimum

point. Then, we move outwords to the ‘wrapping’ loop that defines consecutive

epochs to incorporate the randomness in selecting the set S.

We consider the kth iteration of the inner loop, during the tth iteration

of the outer loop; we consider a fixed set S ⊆ [n], starting point w0 ∈ Rp and

(partial) gradient information µ̃S ∈ Rp as defined in Steps 6−8 of Alg. 1. The

set Qk is randomly selected from [n] with cardinality |Qk| = q. Similarly to

the proof of Thm. 2.4.1, we have:

EQk
[
‖wk −w∗‖2

2

]
= ‖wk−1 −w∗‖2

2 − 2η · (wk−1 −w∗)> EQk [vk]

+ η2EQk
[
‖vk‖2

2

]
. (A.1)

where the expectation is with respect to the random variable Qk. By the
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definition of vk in Line 12,

EQk [vk] = EQk [∇fQk(wk−1)−∇fQk(w̃) + µ̃S ]

= ∇F (wk−1)−∇F (w̃) + µ̃S , (A.2)

where the second step follows from the fact that Qk is selected uniformly at

random from [n]. Similarly,

EQk
[
‖vk‖2

2

]
= EQk

[
‖∇fQk(wk−1)−∇fQk(w̃) + µ̃S‖2

2

]
(i)

≤ 4 · EQk
[
‖∇fQk(wk−1)−∇fQk(w∗)‖2

2

]
+ 4 · EQk

[
‖∇fQk(w̃)−∇fQk(w∗)‖2

2

]
+ 2 · ‖µ̃S‖2

2

(ii)

≤ 8L

q
· (F (wk−1)− F (w∗) + F (w̃)− F (w∗)) + 2 · ‖µ̃S‖2

2.

(A.3)

Inequality (i) is follows by applying ‖x − y‖2
2 ≤ 2‖x‖2

2 + 2‖y‖2
2 on all atomic

gradients indexed by Qk, while (ii) is due to the following lemma.

Lemma A.3.1. Given putative solution wk−1 and mini-batch Qk with cardi-

nality |Qk| = q, the following holds true on expectation:

EQk
[
‖∇fQk(wk−1)−∇fQk(w∗)‖2

2

]
≤ q−1 · 2L · (F (wk−1)− F (w∗)) .

Proof. let

Q =
{
Qi : |Qi| = |Q|, Qi ⊂ [n], Qi 6= Qj,∀i 6= j

}
,

i.e., Q contains all different index sets of cardinality |Q| = q. Observe that

|Q| =
(
n
|Q|

)
.Note that the set Qk randomly selected in the inner loop of Alg. 1
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is a member of Q. Then:

EQk
[
‖∇fQk(wk−1)−∇fQk(w∗)‖2

2

]
= E

[∥∥|Qk|−1 ·
∑
i∈Qk

(∇fi(wk−1)−∇fi(w∗))
∥∥2

2

]
=
∑
Qj∈Q

P[Qj] ·
∥∥∥q−1 ·

∑
i∈Qj

(∇fi(wk−1)−∇fi(w∗))
∥∥∥2

2

(i)
=
∑
Qj∈Q

(
n

q

)−1

·
∥∥∥q−1 ·

∑
i∈Qj

(∇fi(wk−1)−∇fi(w∗))
∥∥∥2

2

(ii)
=

(
n

q

)−1

· q−2 ·
∑
Qj∈Q

∥∥∥∑
i∈Qj

(∇fi(wk−1)−∇fi(w∗))
∥∥∥2

2

≤
(
n

q

)−1

· q−2 ·
∑
Qj∈Q

∑
i∈Qj

∥∥(∇fi(wk−1)−∇fi(w∗))
∥∥2

2
.

Here, equality (i) is follows from the fact that each Qj is selected equiprobably

from the set Q. Equality (ii) is due to the fact that |Qj| = q, ∀i.

Since each set in Q has cardinality q, each data sample i ∈ [n] con-

tributes exactly
(
n−1
q−1

)
summands in the double summation above. This further

leads to:

EQk
[
‖∇fQk(wk−1)−∇fQk(w∗)‖2

2

]
≤
(
n

q

)−1

· 1

q2
·
(
n− 1

q − 1

) n∑
i=1

‖∇fi(wk−1)−∇fi(w∗)‖2
2

≤ q−1 · n−1 ·
n∑
i=1

‖∇fi(wk−1)−∇fi(w∗)‖2
2

(i)

≤ q−1 · 2L · (F (wk−1)− F (w∗)) .
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Inequality (i) follows from the the fact that for any w ∈ Rp [3],

1

n
·

n∑
i=1

‖∇fi(w)−∇fi(w∗)‖2
2 ≤ 2L · (F (w)− F (w∗)) . (A.4)

Similarly, for w̃,

EQk
[
‖∇fQk(wk−1)−∇fQk(w∗)‖2

2

]
≤ q−1 · 2L · (F (w̃)− F (w∗)) . (A.5)

Using the above lemma in (A.3), the remainder of the proof follows

that of Theorem 2.4.1.

A.4 Coordinate updates in CheapSVRG

In large-scale settings, even computing estimates of the gradient, as in

stochastic gradient variants where∇fi(w) ∈ Rd, requires a lot of computations

when d is large. Under such circumstances, it might be desirable to compute

partially the estimate ∇fi(w) by focusing only on a selected subset of its

entries. This idea leads to Coordinate Descent (CD) algorithms, where even

only a single component of ∇fi(w) is updated per iteration. We refer the

reader to [] and the excellent recent survey by Stephen Wright [] for more

information about the history of CD variants.

In this section, we describe CheaperSVRG, a coordinate-descent vari-

ant of CheapSVRG. The description of CheaperSVRG is provided in Al-

gorithm 5. The only difference with CheapSVRG is that, in every inner
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iteration, CheaperSVRG updates exclusively a randomly selected coordi-

nate of the gradient of the selected component ∇fi(·).

In this section, we introduce the following notation. Given a set B ⊂ [d],

∇Bfi(w) ∈ Rd denotes the gradient of the i-th component of f , supported on

the set B: i.e., (∇Bfi(w))Bc = 0 for Bc := [d] \ B. With a slight abuse of

notation, we will use the same notation ∇Bfi(w) to denote the information of

∇fi(w) in Rd and R|B|; the distinction will be apparent from the context. We

also use µ̃BkS ∈ Rd to denote the restriction of µ̃S only on indices from Bk.

Given the above, anti-gradient direction −vk is only supported on Bk.

In the special case where S ≡ [n], we have:

Eik,Bk [vk] = d
b
· Eik

[
EBk

[
∇Bkfik(wk−1)−∇Bkfik(w̃) + µ̃Bk | ik

]]
(i)
= d

b
· Eik

[∑
Bj∈B

P[Bj] ·
(
∇Bkfik(wk−1)−∇Bkfik(w̃) + µ̃Bk

)]

= d
b
· Eik

[(
d

b

)−1

·
∑
Bj∈B

∑
`∈Bj

(
∇`fik(wk−1)−∇`fik(w̃) + µ̃`

)]

(ii)
= d

b
· Eik

(d
b

)−1

·
(
d− 1

b− 1

)
·
∑
`∈[d]

(
∇`fik(wk−1)−∇`fik(w̃) + µ̃`

)
= Eik [∇fik(wk−1)−∇fik(w̃) + µ̃] = ∇f(wk−1)

where in (i) we assume fixed ik in the expression of the expectation and B

denotes the set of all possible Bk selections and (ii) follows from similar argu-

ments in Section A.2. This justifies the weighting factor d
b

in front of vk.

The next theorem contains the iteration invariant for CheaperSVRG.
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Algorithm 5 CheaperSVRG

1: Input: w̃0, η, s, b,K, T .
2: Output: w̃T .
3: for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
4: Randomly select St ⊂ [n] with cardinality s.
5: Set w̃ = w̃t−1 and S = St.
6: µ̃S = 1

s

∑
i∈S ∇fi(w̃).

7: w0 = w̃.
8: for k = 1, . . . , K − 1 do
9: Randomly select ik ⊂ [n].

10: Randomly select Bk ⊂ [d] with cardinality b.

11: vk = d
b
·
(
∇Bkfik(wk−1)−∇Bkfik(w̃) + µ̃BkS

)
.

12: wk = wk−1 − η · vk.
13: end for
14: w̃t = 1

K

∑K−1
j=0 wj.

15: end for

Theorem A.4.1 (Iteration invariant). Let w∗ be the optimal solution for

minimization (2.1). Further, let s, b, η, T and K be user defined parameters

such that

ρ
def
=

1

η ·
(
q − 4L · η · p

b

)
·K · γ +

4L · η ·
(
p
b

+ 1
s

)(
1− 4L · η p

b

) < 1.

Under Asm. 1-4, CheapSVRG satisfies the following:

E
[
F (w̃T )− F (w∗)

]
≤ ρT · (F (w̃0)− F (w∗))

+
1

1− 4Lη p
b

·
(

2η

s
+

ζ

K

)
·max

{
ξ, ξ2

}
· 1

1− ρ.

A.4.1 Proof of Theorem A.4.1

In our case, where we use µ̃S , one can easily derive:

Eik,Bk [vk] = ∇F (wk−1)−∇F (w̃) + µ̃S
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and

Eik,Bk
[
‖vk‖2

2

]
= Eik

[
EBk

[∥∥∥pb · (∇Bkfik(wk−1)−∇Bkfik(w̃) + µ̃BkS

)∥∥∥2

2
| ik
]]

(
d
b

)2 · Eik

[∑
Bj∈B

P[Bj] ·
∥∥∥∇Bkfik(wk−1)−∇Bkfik(w̃) + µ̃BkS

∥∥∥2

2

]
= p

b
· Eik

[
‖∇fik(wk−1)−∇fik(w̃) + µ̃S‖2

2

]
≤ p

b
·
(
8L (F (wk−1)− F (w∗) + F (w̃)− F (w∗)) + 2‖µ̃S‖2

2

)
Using the above quantities in CheapSVRG proof and making changes ac-

cordingly, we get the desired result.
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Appendix B

On the Generalization of Adaptive Methods

B.1 Folklore theorem on convergence of matrices

We will first present a folklore theorem

Theorem B.1.1 (Behavior of square matrix ‖MK‖2 ). [74, 75] Let M

is a d × d matrix. Let τ(M) = maxi |λi(M)| denote the spectral radius of

the matrix M . Then, there exists a sequence εK ≥ 0 such that: ‖MK‖2 ≤

(τ(M) + εK)K , and limK→∞ εK = 0.

Using the above theorem, H has τ(H) < 1. Further, for sufficiently

large k < K, εK has a small value such that τ(H) + εK < 1; i.e., after some

k1 < K, (τ(H)+εk1)
k1 , will be less than zero, converging to zero for increasing

k1. As K is going towards infinity, this concludes the proof, and leads to the

left inverse solution: w∞ = (−X>X)−1 · (−I)X>y = (X>X)−1X>y ≡ w?, as

K →∞.

B.2 Proof of Proposition 3.3.1

Proposition 3.3.1 implies that adaptive methods with full-rank positive

definite preconditioners perform as well as their pure gradient based counter
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parts when it comes to fitting their training data. However, this proposition

gives no information regarding the converged w?.

We will prove this proposition using induction.

Base case: Here, we compute the first iteration, K = 1:

ŷ1 = −
(

0∏
i=0

(
I − ηXDiX

>)− I) y = −
(
I − ηXD0X

> − I
)
y = ηXD0X

>y

where, once again, we abuse the notation
∏0

i=0Ai = A0. This is the same

result as in unfolding the recursion for k = 0 above, and assuming w0 = 0.

Inductive case: Assume the following is true

ŷK−1 = −
(

0∏
i=K−2

(
I − ηXDiX

>)− I) y = XwK−1

Then,

ŷK = XwK = XwK−1 − ηXDK−1X
>(XwK−1 − y)

= (I − ηXDK−1X
>)XwK−1 + ηXDK−1X

>y

= −(I − ηXDK−1X
>)

(
0∏

i=K−2

(
I − ηXDiX

>)− I) y
+ ηXDK−1X

>y

= −
(

0∏
i=K−1

(
I − ηXDiX

>)− I) y
= y

Using Theorem 3.2.1, we observe that, for sufficiently large K and for suffi-

ciently small step size η < maxi
1

λ1(XDiX>)
, ‖I − ηXDiX

>‖ < 1 ∀ i. Thus,∏0
i=K−1

(
I − ηXDiX

>) → 0.
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B.3 Proof of Proposition 3.3.2

We will prove this proposition by induction.

Base case: Here, we compute the first iteration, K = 1:

w1 = (−X>X)−1 ·
(

0∏
i=0

(
I − ηX>XDi

)
− I
)
X>y

= (−X>X)−1 ·
((
I − ηX>XD0

)
− I
)
X>y = ηD0X

>y

where we abuse the notation
∏0

i=0Ai = A0. This is the same result as in

unfolding the recursion for k = 0, and assuming w0 = 0.

Inductive case: Now, assume that, the above statement holds for
K − 1,

wK−1 =
(
−X>X

)−1
·
(

0∏
i=K−2

(
I − ηX>XDi

)
− I
)
X>y.

Here, we use the convention
∏β

i=αAi = Aα · Aα−1 · · ·Aβ+1 · Aβ, for integers
α > β. Then, the expression at the K-iteration satisfies:

wK = wK−1 − ηDK−1∇f(wK−1) = wK−1 − ηDK−1X
>(XwK−1 − y)

=
(
I − ηDK−1X

>X
)
wK−1 + ηDK−1X

>y

(i)
=
(
I − ηDK−1X

>X
)(
−X>X

)−1
·
(

0∏
i=K−2

(
I − ηX>XDi

)
− I
)
X>y

+ ηDK−1X
>y

=

((
−X>X

)−1
+ ηDK−1

)
·
(

0∏
i=K−2

(
I − ηX>XDi

)
− I
)
X>y

+ ηDK−1X
>y
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=

((
−X>X

)−1
+ ηDK−1

)( 0∏
i=K−2

(
I − ηX>XDi

))
X>y

−
((
−X>X

)−1
+ ηDK−1

)
X>y + ηDK−1X

>y

=

((
−X>X

)−1
+ ηDK−1

)( 0∏
i=K−2

(
I − ηX>XDi

))
X>y −

(
−X>X

)−1
X>y

=
(
−X>X

)−1 (
I − ηX>XDK−1

)( 0∏
i=K−2

(
I − ηX>XDi

))
X>y

−
(
−X>X

)−1
X>y

=
(
−X>X

)−1
(

0∏
i=K−1

(
I − ηX>XDi

))
X>y −

(
−X>X

)−1
X>y

=
(
−X>X

)−1
(

0∏
i=K−1

(
I − ηX>XDi

)
− I
)
X>y

where (i)(i)(i) is due to the inductive assumption. This completes the proof.

B.4 Proof of Proposition 3.4.1

Proposition B.4.1. The set of eigenvalues for D̃(t) is identical to the set of

eigenvalues of D(t).

Proof. We know for each t ≥ 0 that D̃(t) = V TD(t)V . As the matrix D(t) is

full rank for any t ≥ 0 we can write its SVD as D(t) = V D(t)ΛD(t)V
T
D(t). Sub-

stituting the SVD form in the expression we obtain D̃(t) = V TV D(t)ΛD(t)V
T
D(t)V .

But as both V D(t) and V forms basis of Rd we have V D(t)V as another ba-

sis. Therefore, V T
D(t)V is the matrix of eigenvectors and ΛD(t) the eigenvalue

matrix for D̃(t). This proves our claim.
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B.5 Proof of Proposition 3.4.2

The adaptive updates in (3.5) can be expressed in the spectral bases as

(w̃(t+ 1)− w̃(t))− ηλD̃(t)w̃(t)

= −ηV TV D̃(t)V TXT (XV (w̃(t)− w̃∗) +Uζ̃)

= −ηD̃(t)V TV ΛUT (UΛV TV (w̃(t)− w̃∗) +Uζ̃)

= −ηD̃(t)(Λ2(w̃(t)− w̃∗) + Λζ̃)

Therefore, the update in the spectral domain is represented as

w̃(t+ 1) =
(
I − ηD̃(t)(Λ2 + λI)

)
w̃(t) + ηD̃(t)(Λ2w̃∗ + Λζ̃)

Using induction the closed form of the update in spectral domain can

be obtained as

w̃(T ) =
T−1∏
i=0

(
I − ηD̃(i)(Λ2 + λI)

)
w̃(0)

+
T−1∑
i=0

T−1∏
j=(i+1)

(
I − ηD̃(j)(Λ2 + λI)

)
ηD̃(i)(Λ2w̃∗ + Λζ) (B.1)

The base case is true trivially. Given the expression is true for all the iterations
upto (T − 1) we have

w̃(T ) =
(
I − ηD̃(T − 1)(Λ2 + λI)

)
w̃(T − 1) + ηD̃(T − 1)(Λ2w̃∗ + Λζ̃)

=
(
I − ηD̃(T − 1)(Λ2 + λI)

) T−1∏
i=0

(
I − ηD̃(i)(Λ2 + λI)

)
w̃(0)

+

T−2∑
i=0

(
I − ηD̃(T − 1)(Λ2 + λI)

) T−2∏
j=(i+1)

(
I − ηD̃(j)(Λ2 + λI)

)
ηD̃(i)(Λ2w̃∗ + Λζ)

+ ηD̃(T − 1)(Λ2w̃∗ + Λζ̃).

This completes the proof.
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B.6 Proof of Proposition 3.4.3

From Theorem 3.2.1, we know that a sufficient condition for the con-

vergence under update (3.5) is

sup
t≥1
|λ
(
I − ηD̃(t)(Λ2 + λI)

)
| < 1.

Thus, for λ > 0, the dynamics converges to a bounded weight vector for any

η ∈
(

0, 2 (λmax(D(t))(λ2
max(X) + λ))

−1
)
.

We now characterize the fixed point of the dynamics in (3.5). When

the convergence happens, for any fixed point ŵ of the updates in (3.5)

D(t)
(
λŵ +XTX(ŵ −w∗)−XTw

)
= 0.

Because, inft rank(D(t)) = d (full rank) we must have

λŵ +XTX(ŵ −w∗)−XTw = 0

. Expanding the L.H.S. in terms of the SVD of the data matrix we obtain,

d∑
r=1

λw̃rvr +
R∑
r=1

(
λ2
rw̃r − λ2

rw̃
∗
r − λrζ̃r

)
vr = 0.

Therefore, for λ ≥ 0 (holds for both regularized and unregularized) we have

vr
T ŵ = λ2rw̃

∗
r+λr ζ̃r
λ+λ2r

for r ≤ R. Further, for λ > 0, vr
T ŵ = 0 for r ≥ (R + 1).

B.7 Proof of Lemma B.7.1

Using the above structure we obtain the following lemma concerning the

closed form expression of the iterates. Let us define for any matrix A ∈ Rd×d
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and any vector b ∈ Rd:

A(1) = {Aij : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ R},

A(2) = {Aij : R + 1 ≤ i ≤ d, 1 ≤ j ≤ R},

b(1) = {bi : 1 ≤ i ≤ R},

b(2) = {bi : R + 1 ≤ i ≤ d},

where R is the rank of the data matrix D and d is the dimension of the data.

Lemma B.7.1. If D(t) is full rank for all t ≥ 0 and regularizer λ = 0,

then for any T ≥ 0, the closed form of the iterate w̃(T ) admits the following

expression:

w̃(1)(T ) = A(T−1, 0)w̃1(0)

+
T−1∑
i=0

A(T−1, i+1)ηD̃(1)(i)Λ
2
(1)(w

∗
(1) + Λ−1

(1)ζ(1)),

w̃(2)(T ) = B(T−1, 0)w̃(1)(0) + w̃(2)(0)

+
T−1∑
i=0

η
(
B(T−1, i+1)D̃(1)(i)+D̃(2)(i)

)
×

×Λ2
(1)(w

∗
(1) + Λ−1

(1)ζ(1)),

where for all t2 ≥ t1 ≥ 0,

A(t2, t1) =

t2∏
i=t1

(
I − ηD̃(1)(i)Λ

2
(1)

)
B(t2, t1)=− ηD̃(2)(t1)Λ2

(1)

−η
t2∑

i=t1+1

D̃(2)(i)Λ
2
(1)A(i−1, t1)
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In the above lemma, the vector w̃(1)(T ) represents the in-span compo-

nent of the iterate, where as w̃(2)(T ) represents the out-of-span component of

the iterate. We make an important observation in the complex expression in

Lemma B.7.1 that for appropriate choice of η, we have max |λ(A(t2, t1))| < 1

for all t2 ≥ t1 ≥ 0. This is true because, even though λmin(Λ2) = 0, when

only the R × R submatrix Λ(1) is considered, we have λmin(Λ2
(1)) > 0. Using

this result we prove the convergence of in-span component. We will use the

following equations regarding the product two specific block matrices.[
A1 0
B1 I

] [
A2 0
B2 I

]
=

[
A1A2 0

B1A2 +B2 I

]
,

[
A1 0
B1 C1

] [
A2 0
0 0

]
=

[
A1A2 0
B1A2 0

]
(B.2)

Firstly, we obtain the block structure shown in the paper.(
I − ηD̃(i)Λ2

)
= I − η

[
D̃(1)(i) D̃(2)(i)

D̃(2)(i) D̃(3)(i)

] [
Λ2

(1) 0

0 0

]
=

[(
I − ηD̃(1)(i)Λ

2[1]
)

0R×(d−R)

−ηD̃(2)(i)Λ
2[1] I(d−R)×(d−R)

]

The block structure is maintained for the product of these matrices,

i.e. for all t2 ≥ t1 ≥ 0,

t2∏
i=t1

(
I − ηD̃(i)Λ2

)
=

[
A(t2, t1) 0R×(d−R)

B(t2, t1) I(d−R)×(d−R)

]
,

A(t2, t1) =

t2∏
i=t1

(
I − ηD̃(1)(i)Λ

2
(1)

)
,B(t2, t1)

=− ηD̃(2)(t1)Λ2
(1)−η

t2∑
i=t1+1

D̃(2)(i)Λ
2
(1)A(i−1, t1)

This can be shown easily using induction and using Equation (B.2).
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Substituting these results in the closed form of the iterates in proposi-

tion 3.4.2 we obtain

w̃(T ) =

[
A(T−1, 0)w̃1(0)

B(T−1, 0)w̃1(0) + w̃(2)(0)

]
+

T−1∑
i=0

[
A(T−1, i+1) 0
B(T−1, i+1) I

] [
ηD̃1(i)Λ2

1(w∗1 + Λ−1
1 ζ1)

ηD̃(2)(i)Λ
2
1(w∗1 + Λ−1

1 ζ1)

]

In-span Component: Therefore, the component of in the span of data is

w̃(T )

w̃(1)(T ) = A(T−1, 0)w̃1(0) +
T−1∑
i=0

A(T−1, i+1)ηD̃1(i)Λ2
(1)(w

∗
(1) + Λ−1

(1)ζ(1)),

Similar to the regularized case, we have for any

η ∈
(

0, 2
(
λmax(D(t))(λ2

max(X))
)−1
)

the in-span component converges. Further, from the fixed point argument we

know that vTr ŵ = w̃∗r + λ−1
r ζ̃r.

Out-of-span Component: The component outside the span of the data is

w̃(2)(T ) = B(T−1, 0)w̃(1)(0) + w̃(2)(0)

+
T−1∑
i=0

η
(
B(T−1, i+1)D̃(1)(i)+D̃(2)(i)

)
Λ2

(1)(w
∗
(1) + Λ−1

(1)ζ(1)).
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B.8 Proof of Theorem 3.4.5

The convergence of the in-span component follows similar to the regu-

larized case. In particular, we observe

λmax(I − ηD̃(1)(t)Λ
2
(1)) ≤ 1− ηλmin(D̃(1)(t))λmin(Λ2

(1)) < 1.

The last inequality is true as 1) λmin(D̃(1)(t)) > 0 due to the positive definite-

ness of the matrix D̃(t), and 2) λmin(Λ2
(1)) > 0 as it considers only the in-span

component (i.e. the top-left R × R sub-matrix of Λ). On the other hand, we

have λmin(I−ηD̃(1)(t)Λ
2
(1)) ≥ 1−ηλmax(D̃(1)(t))λmax(Λ

2
(1)). Therefore, we ob-

tain λmin(I−ηD̃(1)(t)Λ
2
(1)) > −1 for any 0 < η < 2/(λmax(D̃(1)(t))λmax(Λ

2
(1))).

As D̃(1)(t) is a principal sub-matrix of D̃(t) for each t ≥ 0, we have

from Cauchy Interlacing Theorem λmax(D̃(1)(t)) ≤ λmax(D̃(t)) = λmax(D(t)).

The last equality is due to Proposition 3.4.1. The characterization of the fixed

point follows the same argument as Proposition 3.4.3.

To prove the second part, we further simplify the out-of-span compo-

nent using exchange of summation (for finite T ). Here, we use the convention
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A(t1, t2) = I for any t1 < t2.

w̃(2)(T )−
(
B(T−1, 0)w̃(1)(0) + w̃(2)(0)

)
=

T−1∑
i=0

η
(
D̃(2)(i)− ηD̃(2)(i+ 1)Λ2

(1)D̃(1)(i)−

η
T−1∑
j=i+2

D̃(2)(i)Λ
2
(1)A(j−1, i+ 1)D̃(1)(i)

)
Λ2

(1)(w
∗
(1) + Λ−1

(1)ζ(1)).

=

(
T−1∑
i=0

ηD̃(2)(i)− η2

T−1∑
i=0

T−1∑
j=i+1

D̃(2)(j)Λ
2
(1)A(j−1, i+ 1)D̃(1)(i)

)
Λ2

(1)(w
∗
(1) + Λ−1

(1)ζ(1)).

=

(
T−1∑
i=0

ηD̃(2)(i)

(
I − ηΛ2

(1)

i−1∑
j=0

A(i−1, j + 1)D̃(1)(j)

))
Λ2

(1)(w
∗
(1) + Λ−1

(1)ζ(1)),

=

(
T−1∑
i=0

ηD̃(2)(i)
(
Λ2

(1)(w
∗
(1) + Λ−1

(1)ζ(1))−Λ2
(1)w̃(1)(i) + Λ2

(1)A(i−1, 0)w̃1(0)
))

,

=
T−1∑
i=0

ηD̃(2)(i)Λ
2
(1)

(
(w∗(1) + Λ−1

(1)ζ(1))− w̃(1)(i)
)

+
T−1∑
i=0

ηD̃(2)(i)Λ
2
(1)A(i−1, 0)w̃1(0).

Therefore, we have

‖w̃(2)(T )− w̃(2)(0)‖2

≤
T−1∑
i=0

ηD̃(2)(i)Λ
2
(1)

(
(w∗(1) + Λ−1

(1)ζ(1))− w̃(1)(i)
)

+

(
B(T−1, 0) +

T−1∑
i=0

ηD̃(2)(i)Λ
2
(1)A(i−1, 0)

)
w̃1(0)

=
T−1∑
i=0

ηD̃(2)(i)Λ
2
(1)

(
(w∗(1) + Λ−1

(1)ζ(1))− w̃(1)(i)
)
− ηD̃(2)(0)Λ2

(1)w̃1(0)

We have |λ|max = supt |λmax(I − η ˜D1(t)Λ2
(1))| < 1 due to appropriate

choice of η. Also, by assumption of the theorem we have for some α ≥ 0,
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β ≥ 0, α + β > 1, for some universal constants 0 < cconv, cλ < ∞, and for all

t ≥ 0:

(i) the out-of-span pre-conditioner matrix decaying as O(1/tα) for some

α ≥ 0, i.e. |λmax(D̃(2)(i))| = cλ
(t+1)α

, and

(ii) the convergence rate of the in-span component is O(1/tβ) with

iteration t for some β > 0, i.e. ‖(w∗(1) + Λ−1
(1)ζ(1))− w̃(1)(i)‖2 ≤ cconv

(t+1)β
.

For the first term we have,

‖
T−1∑
i=0

ηD̃(2)(i)Λ
2
(1)

(
(w∗(1) + Λ−1

(1)ζ(1))− w̃(1)(i)
)
‖2

≤ cλ

T−1∑
i=0

λmax(D̃(2)(i))‖(w∗(1) + Λ−1
(1)ζ(1))− w̃(1)(i)‖2

≤ cλcconv

T−1∑
i=1

1
(i+1)(α+β)

≤ cλcconv
α+β−1

(
1− 1

(i+1)(α+β−1)

)
.

Therefore, the first term saturates to a value at most cλcconv
α+β−1

.

For the second term we have,

‖ηD̃(2)(0)Λ2
(1)w̃1(0)‖2 ≤ ηλmax(D̃(2)(0))λ2

max(Λ(1))‖w̃1(0)‖2

B.9 Proof of Proposition B.9.1

Proposition B.9.1. The following pre-conditioner matrices have D̃(2)(t) = 0.

1. D(t) = I, i.e. gradient descent,

2. D(t) = (XTX + εI)−1 for all t ≥ 0.
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We have (XTX + εI)−1 =
∑R

r=1(λ2
r + ε)−1vrv

T
r +

∑d
r=R+1 ε

−1vrv
T
r .

Further, I =
∑d

r=1 bsvrv
T
r . So the proposition is true.

B.10 Proof of Lemma 3.5.1

Proposition B.10.1. Suppose X>y has no zero components. Define D =

diag(|X>y|3) and assume there exists a scalar c such thatXD−1sign(X>y) =

cy. Then, when initialized at 0, the AdaGrad variant in (3.9) converges to the

unique solution w ∝D−1sign(X>y).

We will prove this using induction. Let Q = diag(|XTy|) We will show

that

wk = λkQ
−1sign(XTy)

for some λk. w0 = 0 is satsified for λ0 = 0 and so the base case is trivially

true.

gk = XT (Xwk − y)

= λkX
TXQ−1sign(XTy)−XTy

= (λkc− 1)XTy

where the last inequality follows from wk = λkQ
−1sign(XTy).3

Hk = diag(
n∑
s=1

gs · gs) = νkdiag(|XTy|2) = νkQ
2
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wk+1 = wk − αkH−1
k XT (Xwk − y)

= wk − αkH−1
k XTXwk + αkH

−1
k XTy

= λkQ
−1sign(XTy)− λkαkH−1

k XTXQ−1XTy + αkH
−1
k XTy

= λkQ
−1sign(XTy)− λkαkcH−1

k XTy + αkH
−1
k XTy

=

(
λk −

λkαkc

νk
+
αk
νk

)
Q−1sign(XTy)

= λk+1Q
−1sign(XTy)

B.11 More details and experiments for the counter-
example

The simulation is completed as follows: For each setting (n, p, J), we

generate 100 different instances for (X, y), and for each instance we compute

the solutions from gradient descent, AdaGrad variant and Adam (RMSprop

is included in the Appendix) and the minimum norm solution wmn. In the

appendix, we have the above table with the Adagrad variant that normalizes

the final solution ŵ (Table ??) before calculating the distance w.r.t. the mini-

mum norm solution: we observed that this step did not improve or worsen the

performance, compared to the unnormalized solution. This further indicates

that there is an infinite collection of solutions –with different magnitudes– that

lead to better performance than plain gradient descent; thus our findings are

not a pathological example where adaptive methods work better.

We record ‖ŵ−wmn‖2, where ŵ represents the corresponding solutions

obtained by the algorithms in the comparison list. For each (X, y) instance,
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we further generate {ytest
i , xtest

i }100
i=1, and we evaluate the performance of both

models on predicting ytest
i , ∀i.

Table 3.4 shows that gradient descent converges to the minimum norm

solution, in contrast to the adaptive methods. This justifies the fact that the

adaptive gradient methods (including the proposed adagrad variant) converge

to a different solution than the minimum norm solution. Nevertheless, the ac-

curacy on unseen data is higher in the adaptive methods (both our proposed

AdaGrad variant and in most instances, Adam), than the plain gradient de-

scent, when ` is small: the adaptive method successfully identifies the correct

class, while gradient descent only predicts one class (the positive class; this

is justified by the fact that the accuracy obtained is approximately close to

p, as n increases). We first provide the same table in Table 3.4 but with

unnormalized values for distances with respect to Adagrad variant.

Here, we provide further results on the counterexample in Subsubsec-

tion 3.5.1.1. Tables ?? and B.1 contains results for J = 10: the purpose of

these tables is to show that even if we change the memory use footprint of

the AdaGrad variant—by storing fewer or more gradients to compute Dk in

(3.9)—the results are the same: the AdaGrad variant consistently converges

to a solution different than the minimum norm solution, while being more

accurate than the latter for small values of ` (i.e., smaller margin between the

two classes).

Plain gradient descent methods provably need to rely on the first ele-
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GD ADAVAR ADAM

n = 10

` = 1/32
Acc. (%) 63 100 91
‖ŵ − wmn‖2 1.015 · 10−16 0.9911 0.1007

` = 1/16
Acc. (%) 53 100 87
‖ŵ − wmn‖2 1.7401 · 10−16 0.9263 0.0864

` = 1/8
Acc. (%) 58 99 84
‖ŵ − wmn‖2 4.08 · 10−16 0.8179 0.0764

n = 50

` = 1/32
Acc. (%) 77 100 88
‖ŵ − wmn‖2 4.729 · 10−15 0.8893 0.0271

` = 1/16
Acc. (%) 80 100 89
‖ŵ − wmn‖2 6.9197 · 10−15 0.7929 0.06281

` = 1/8
Acc. (%) 91 100 89
‖ŵ − wmn‖2 9.7170 · 10−15 0.6639 0.1767

n = 100

` = 1/32
Acc. (%) 85 100 95
‖ŵ − wmn‖2 4.975 · 10−9 0.8463 0.0344

` = 1/16
Acc. (%) 83 100 76
‖ŵ − wmn‖2 2.5420 · 10−9 0.7217 0.1020

` = 1/8
Acc. (%) 100 100 90
‖ŵ − wmn‖2 1.5572 · 10−11 0.6289 0.3306

Table B.1: Prediction accuracy and distances from the minimum norm solution for
plain gradient descent and adaptive gradient descent methods. We set p = 7/8 and
J = 10, as in the main text. The adaptive method uses Dk according to (3.9). The
distances shown are median values out of 100 different realizations for each setting;
the accuracies are obtained by testing 104 predictions on unseen data.
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ments to decide; using the same rule for adaptive methods1. The remaining

subsection considers the case where we decide based on the y = sign(x>w)

rule, where w is the complete learned model. As we show empirically, more

often than not adaptive methods outperform plain gradient methods.

Observing the performance of various optimization techniques for dif-

ferent values of n, p and `, we observed that the best performances are obtained

when the dataset is highly imbalanced irrespective of the optimization algo-

rithm chosen. When the data is (almost) balanced, it is difficult to comment

on how the performance of these algorithms is affected by variations in the

levels ` and probability p.

B.12 Deep Learning

In this section, we will extend the experiments to over-parameterized

and under-parameterized neural networks without regularization. We begin

with a detailed description of the datasets and the architectures we use along

with comprehensive set of experiments with hyperparameter tuning.

MNIST dataset and the M1 architecture. Each experiment for M1 is

simulated over 50 epochs and 10 runs for both under- and over-parameterized

settings. Both the MNIST architectures consisted of two convolutional layers

1We note that using only the three elements in adaptive methods is not backed up by
theory since it assumes that the training and test datasets have no overlap. We include this
in comparison for completeness.
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Name Network type Dataset

M1-UP Shallow CNN + FFN MNIST
M1-OP Shallow CNN + FFN MNIST
C1-UP Shallow CNN + FFN CIFAR-10
C1-OP ResNet18 CIFAR-10
C2-OP PreActResNet18 CIFAR-100
C3-OP MobileNet CIFAR-100
C4-OP MobileNetV2 CIFAR-100
C5-OP GoogleNet CIFAR-100

Table B.2: Summary of the datasets and the architectures used for experiments.
CNN stands for convolutional neural network, FF stands for feed forward network.
More details are given in the main text.

(the second one with dropouts [79]) followed by two fully connected layers. The

primary difference between the M1-OP (∼ 73K parameters) and M1-UP (∼

21K parameters) architectures was the number of channels in the convolutional

networks and # of nodes in the last fully connected hidden layer.

Figure 3.3, left two columns, reports the results over 10 Monte-Carlo

realizations. Top row corresponds to the M1-UP case; bottom row to the M1-

OP case. We plot both training errors and the accuracy results on unseen

data. For the M1-UP case, despite the grid search, observe that AdaGrad

(and its variant) do not perform as well as the rest of the algorithms. Never-

theless, adaptive methods (such as Adam and RMSProp) perform similarly to

simple SGD variants, supporting our conjecture that each algorithm requires

a different configuration, but still can converge to a good local point; also

that adaptive methods require the same (if not more) tuning. For the M1-OP

case, SGD momentum performs less favorably compared to plain SGD, and
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we conjecture that this is due to non-optimal tuning. In this case, all adaptive

methods perform similarly to SGD.

CIFAR10 dataset and the C1 architecture. For C1, C1-UP is trained

over 350 epochs, while C1-OP was trained over 200 epochs. The under-

parameterized setting is on-purpose tweaked to ensure that we have fewer pa-

rameters than examples (∼ 43K parameters), and slightly deviates from [158];

our generalization guarantees (∼ 76%) are in conjunction with the attained

test accuracy levels. Similarly, for the C1-OP case, we implement a Resnet

[80] + dropout architecture (∼ 0.25 million parameters) Adam and RMSProp

achieves the best performance than their non-adaptive counterparts for both

the under-parameterized and over-parameterized settings.

Figure 3.3, right panel, follows the same pattern with the MNIST data;

it reports the results over 10 Monte-Carlo realizations. Again, we observe

that AdaGrad methods do not perform as well as the rest of the algorithms.

Nevertheless, adaptive methods (such as Adam and RMSProp) perform simi-

larly to simple SGD variants. Further experiments on CIFAR-100 for different

architecture are provided in the Appendix.

CIFAR100 and other deep architectures (C{2-5}-OP). In this ex-

periment, we focus only on the over-parameterized case: DNNs are usually

designed over-parameterized in practice, with ever growing number of layers,

and, eventually, a larger number of parameters [81]. We again completed
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10 runs for each of the set up we considered. C2-OP corresponds to Pre-

ActResNet18 from [5], C3-OP corresponds to MobileNet from [6], C4-OP is

MobileNetV2 from [7], and C5-OP is GoogleNet from [82]. The results are

depicted in Figure 3.4. After a similar hyper-parameter tuning phase, we se-

lected the best choices among the parameters tested. The results show no

clear winner once again, which overall support our claims: the superiority de-

pends on the problem/data at hand; also, all algorithms require fine tuning to

achieve their best performance. We note that a more comprehensive reasoning

requires multiple runs for each network, as other hyper-parameters (such as

initialization) might play significant role in closing the gap between different

algorithms.

An important observation of Figure 3.4 comes from the bottom row

of the panel. There, we plot the Euclidean norm ‖ · ‖2 of all the trainable

parameters of the corresponding neural network. While such a norm could be

considered arbitrary (e.g., someone could argue other types of norms to make

more sense, like the spectral norm of layer), we use the Euclidean norm as i)i)i)

it follows the narrative of algorithms in linear regression, where plain gradient

descent algorithms choose minimum `2-norm solutions, and ii)ii)ii) there is recent

work that purposely regularizes training algorithms towards minimum norm

solutions [83].

Our findings support our claims: in particular, for the case of MobileNet

and MobileNetV2, Adam, an adaptive method, converges to a solution that

has at least as good generalization as plain gradient methods, while having 2×
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larger `2-norm weights. However, this may not always be the trend: in Figure

3.4, left panel, the plain gradient descent models for the PreActResNet18

architecture [5] show slightly better performance, while preserving low weight

norm. The same holds also for the case of GoogleNet; see Figure 3.4, right

panel.

B.12.0.1 Hyperparameter tuning

Both for adaptive and non-adaptive methods, the step size and mo-

mentum parameters are key for favorable performance, as also concluded in

[71]. Default values were used for the remaining parameters. The step size was

tuned over an exponentially-spaced set {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1}, while the

momentum parameter was tuned over the values of {0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9}.

We observed that step sizes and momentum values smaller/bigger than these

sets gave worse results. Yet, we note that a better step size could be found be-

tween the values of the exponentially-spaced set. The decay models were similar

to the ones used in [71]: no decay and fixed decay. We used fixed decay in the

over-parameterized cases, using the StepLR implementation in pytorch. We

experimented with both the decay rate and the decay step in order to ensure

fair comparisons with results in [71].

B.12.0.2 Results

Our main observation is that, both in under- or over-parameterized

cases, adaptive and non-adaptive methods converge to solutions with similar
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testing accuracy: the superiority of simple or adaptive methods depends on the

problem/data at hand. Further, as already pointed in [71], adaptive methods

often require similar parameter tuning. Most of the experiments involve using

readily available code from GitHub repositories. Since increasing/decreasing

batch-size affects the convergence [84], all the experiments were simulated on

identical batch-sizes. Finally, our goal is to show performance results in the

purest algorithmic setups: often, our tests did not achieve state of the art

performance.

Overall, despite not necessarily converging to the same solution as gra-

dient descent, adaptive methods generalize as well as their non-adaptive coun-

terparts. In M1 and C1-UP settings, we compute standard deviations from

all Monte Carlo instances, and plot them with the learning curves (shown

in shaded colors is the one-apart standard deviation plots; best illustrated in

electronic form). For the cases of C{1-5}-OP, we also show the weight norms

of the solutions (as in Euclidean distance ‖ · ‖2 of all the trainable weights in

the network). Such measure has been in used in practice [83], as a regulariza-

tion to find minimum Euclidean norm solutions, inspired by the results from

support vector machines [45].

We observe that adaptive methods (such as Adam and RMSProp) per-

form similarly to simple SGD variants, supporting our conjecture that each

algorithm requires a different configuration, but still can converge to a good

local point; also that adaptive methods require the same (if not more) tun-

ing. Again, we observe that AdaGrad methods do not perform as well as the
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rest of the algorithms. Nevertheless, adaptive methods (such as Adam and

RMSProp) perform similarly to simple SGD variants. Further experiments on

CIFAR-100 for different architecture are provided in the Appendix.
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Appendix C

Appendix

C.1 Additional Results for Section 3

The following lemma provides upper bounds on the expected gradient

of the worst-possible MKL-SGD solution that lies in a ball around w∗. Simul-

taneously satisfying the following bound with the one in Lemma 4.3.4 may lead

to an infeasible set of ε and N ′. And thus we use Lemma 4.3.5 in conjunction

with 4.3.4.

Lemma C.1.1. Let us assume that MKL-SGD converges to w̄MKL. For any

w̄MKL ∈ Br(w∗) that satisfies assumptions N1, N2, A4 and A5, there exists

N ′ ≥ N and ε′ ≤ ε such that,

‖
∑
i/∈O

pi(w̄MKL)∇fi(w̄MKL)‖

≤ min
{

(1− εk)L‖w̄MKL −w∗‖, εkG(w)
}

The proof for lemma 2 can be found in the Appendix Section C.2.7
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C.2 Proofs and supporting lemmas

C.2.1 Proof of Lemma 4.3.1

Proof. F̃ (w) =
∑

i pmi(w)(w). Let us fix a w such that pi = pi(w). We know

that for any pi,
∑

i pifi(w) is strongly convex in w with parameter λw. This

implies

∇F̃ (w)>(w −w∗) ≥ λ‖w −w∗‖2

C.2.2 Proof of Theorem 4.3.2

Proof. By the definition of the noiseless framework, w∗ is the unique optimum

of F (w) and lies in the optimal set of each fi(.). We will prove this theorem by

contradiction. Assume there exists some ŵ 6= w∗ that also satisfies optimum

of ∇F̃ (ŵ) = 0. At ŵ, we have 0 =< ∇F̃ (ŵ), ŵ −w∗ >= λ‖ŵ −w∗‖2. This

implies ŵ = w∗.

C.2.3 Proof of Lemma 4.3.3

Let w̄ be a stationary point of MKL-SGD . Now, we analyze the loss

landscape on the line joining w∗ and wC where wC = Cw̄ is any arbitrary

point 1 in the landscape at a distance as far as the farthest outlier from w∗.

Let C be a very large number.

1Note that we just needwC for the purpose of landscape analysis and it is not a parameter
of the algorithm
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The loss functions and w̃ are redefined as follows:

fi(w) =

{
li‖w −w∗‖2 ∀ i ∈ O
li‖w −wbi‖2 ∀ i /∈ O,

w̃ :=

w
∣∣∣∣ w = min

α∈(0,1)
αw∗ + (1− α)wC ,

flm(w) = flM (w)


where |O| = b such that n = g + b. Let lm = mini/∈O li and Let

lM = maxi∈O li and lmax = mini∈[n] li, lmin = mini∈[n] li. Let us define κ =

lmax
lmin

≥ lM
lm

.

Now at w̄, we have ∇F̃ (w̄) = 0. Let us assume that the outliers are

chosen in such a way that atwC , all the outliers have the lowest loss. As stated

in the previous lemma, the results hold irrespective of that. This implies:

∑
i/∈O

pi(wC)∇fi(w̄) = −
∑
j∈O

pj(wC)∇fj(w̄)∑
i/∈O

pi(wC)li(w̄ −w∗) = −
∑
j∈O

pj(wC)lj(w̄ −wbj)

w̄ =

∑
i/∈O pi(wC)liw

∗ +
∑

j∈O pj(wC)ljwbj∑
i/∈O pi(wC)li +

∑
j∈O pj(wC)lj

By triangle inequality, ‖w̄ −w∗‖ ≤
∑

j∈O pj(wC)lj‖wbj −w∗‖∑
i/∈O pi(wC)li +

∑
j∈O pj(wC)lj

Without loss of generality assume that the outliers are ordered as fol-

lows: ‖wb1 −w∗‖ ≤ ‖wb2 −w∗‖ ≤ · · · ≤ ‖wb|O| −w∗‖.

Now w̃ be some point of intersection of function in the set of clean

samples and a function in the set of outliers tow∗. Let θj be the angle between
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the line connecting wbj and w∗ to the line connecting wC to w∗. For any two

curves with Lipschitz constants li and lj, the halfspaces passing through the

weighted mean are also the region where both functions have equal values.

Thus,

w̃ =

√
liw
∗ +

√
ljwbj√

li +
√
lj

.

‖w̃ −w∗‖ =

√
lj‖wbj −w∗‖√
lj +
√
li

Let γ denote the following ratio:

γ =
minj∈O ‖wbj −w∗‖
maxj∈O ‖wbj −w∗‖

=
2δ

δmax

Now, we want:∑
j∈O pj(wC)lj‖wbj −w∗‖∑

i/∈O pi(wC)li +
∑

j∈O pj(wC)lj
≤

√
ltj√

ltj +
√
lg

‖wbj −w∗‖
cos θj

=
‖w̃ −w∗‖

cos θj∑
j∈O pj(wC)lj‖wbj −w∗‖∑

i/∈O pi(wC)li +
∑

j∈O pj(wC)lj
≤

∑
j∈O pj(wC)lj‖wb|O| −w∗‖∑

i/∈O pi(wC)li +
∑

j∈O pj(wC)lj

≤
√
ltj√

ltj +
√
lg

‖wbj −w∗‖
cos θj

⇒
∑

j∈O pj(wC)lj∑
i/∈O pi(wC)li +

∑
j∈O pj(wC)lj

≤
√
ltj√

ltj +
√
lg

‖wbj −w∗‖
cos θj‖wb|O| −w∗‖∑

j∈O pj(wC)lj∑
i/∈O pi(wC)li +

∑
j∈O pj(wC)lj

≤
√
ltj√

ltj +
√
lg

γ

cos θj
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For simplicity, Γ =
γ

cos θj
, then we have:

∑
j∈O pj(wC)lj∑

i/∈O pi(wC)li +
∑

j∈O pj(wC)lj
≤

√
ltj√

ltj +
√
lg

Γ

1

Γ

(√
lg√
ltj

+ 1

)
− 1 ≤ (1− p̂)lm

p̂lM
≤
∑

i/∈O pi(wC)li∑
j∈O pj(wC)lj

p̂

1− p̂ ≤
lm
lM

1
Γ
− 1 + 1

Γ

√
lg√
ltj

p̂ ≤ 1

1 + κ
(

1
Γ
− 1 +

√
κ

Γ

)
≤ 1

1 + lM
lm

(
1
Γ
− 1 + 1

Γ

√
lg√
ltj

)

Replacing Γ =
γ

cos θj
, and let q =

cos θj
γ
− 1 +

cos θj
√
κ

γ
the condition to

guarantee that bad local minima do no exist is p̂ ≤ 1

1 + κq
and q > 0.

Note: In the vector case, for example there exists a fine tradeoff be-

tween how large θj can be and if for large θj, the loss corresponding to the

outlier will be one of the lowest. Understanding that tradeoff is beyond the

scope of this paper.
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C.2.4 Proof of Lemma 4.3.4

Proof. At w̄SGD, ∇F̃ (w̄SGD) = 0. Then,

∑
i/∈O

∇fi(w̄SGD) = −
∑
i∈O

∇fi(w̄SGD)

‖
∑
i/∈O

∇fi(w̄SGD)‖ = ‖
∑
i∈O

∇fi(w̄SGD)‖

‖
∑
i/∈O

∇fi(w̄SGD)‖ ≤
∑
i

‖∇fi(w̄SGD)‖

≤
∑
i

L‖w̄SGD −w∗‖

= (1− ε)nL‖w̄SGD −w∗‖ (C.1)

‖
∑
i∈O

∇fi(w̄SGD)‖ ≤
∑
i∈O

‖∇fi(w̄SGD)‖

≤
∑
i∈O

G(w̄SGD)

≤ εG(w̄SGD) (C.2)

‖
∑
i∈O

∇fi(w̄SGD)‖ = min (εnG(w̄SGD), (1− ε)nL‖w̄SGD −w∗‖)
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C.2.5 Proof of Lemma 4.3.5

Proof. At w̄MKL, ∇F̃ (w̄MKL) = 0. This implies

∑
i/∈O

pi(w̄MKL)∇fi(w̄MKL) = −
∑
i∈O

pi(w̄MKL)∇fi(w̄MKL)

Multiplying both sides by (w̄MKL −w∗)∑
i/∈O

pi(w̄MKL) < ∇fi(w̄MKL), w̄MKL −w∗ >

= −
∑
i∈O

pi(w̄MKL) < ∇fi(w̄MKL), w̄MKL −w∗ >

< ∇F̃G(w̄MKL), w̄MKL −w∗ >

= −
∑
i∈O

pi(w̄MKL) < ∇fi(w̄MKL), w̄MKL −w∗ >

Lower bounding the LHS using Lemma 4.3.1 and m = m(w̄MKL)2 ,

m‖w̄MKL −w∗‖2 ≤ ‖ < ∇F̃G(w̄MKL), w̄MKL −w∗ > ‖ = LHS

RHS ≤ ‖ −
∑
i∈O

pi(w̄MKL) < ∇fi(w̄MKL), w̄MKL −w∗ > ‖

m‖w̄MKL −w∗‖2 ≤
∑
i∈O

pi(w̄MKL)‖ < ∇fi(w̄MKL), w̄MKL −w∗ > ‖

m‖w̄MKL −w∗‖2 ≤
∑
i∈O

pi(w̄MKL)‖∇fi(w̄MKL)‖‖w̄MKL −w∗‖

m‖w̄MKL −w∗‖2 ≤
∑
i∈O

pi(w̄MKL)‖w̄MKL −w∗‖G(w̄SGD)

m‖w̄MKL −w∗‖ ≤ εkG(w̄SGD)
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C.2.6 Proof of Theorem 4.3.6

Proof. There exists an ε′ ≤ ε such that in Lemma 4.3.4, we have

(1− ε)L‖w̄SGD −w∗‖ ≥ εG(w̄SGD)

Combining above equation with Lemma 4.3.5, we get

(1− ε)L‖w̄SGD −w∗‖ ≥ εG(w̄SGD) ≥ ε
λ

ε2
‖w̄MKL −w∗‖

⇒ ‖w̄MKL −w∗‖ ≤
(1− ε)Lεk−1

λ
‖w̄SGD −w∗‖

Picking a large enough k, we can guarantee that
(1− ε)Lεk−1

λ
< 1

C.2.7 Proof of Lemma C.1.1

Proof. From the definition of good samples in the noiseless setting, we know

that fi(w
∗) = 0 ∀ i /∈ O. Similarly, for samples belonging to the outlier set,

fi(w
∗) > 0 ∀ i ∈ O. There exists a ball around the optimum of radius r such

that fi(w) ≤ fj(w) ∀i /∈ O, j ∈ O,w ∈ Or(w
∗). Assume that N ′ ≥ N and

ε′ ≤ ε, such that ‖w̄MKL −w∗‖ ≤ r.
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At w̄MKL, ∇F̃ (w̄MKL) = 0. This implies

∑
i/∈O

pi(w̄MKL)∇fi(w̄MKL) = −
∑
i∈O

pi(w̄MKL)∇fi(w̄MKL)

‖
∑
i/∈O

pi(w̄MKL)∇fi(w̄MKL)‖ = ‖
∑
i∈O

pi(w̄MKL)∇fi(w̄MKL)‖

‖
∑
i/∈O

pi(w̄MKL)∇fi(w̄MKL)‖ ≤
∑
i

pi(w̄MKL)‖∇fi(w̄MKL)‖

≤
∑
i

pi(w̄MKL)L‖w̄MKL −w∗‖

= (1− εk)L‖w̄MKL −w∗‖ (C.3)

(C.4)

‖
∑
i∈O

pi(w̄MKL)∇fi(w̄MKL)‖ ≤
∑
i∈O

pi(w̄MKL)‖∇fi(w̄MKL)‖

≤
∑
i∈O

pi(w̄MKL)G(w̄MKL)

≤ εkG(w̄MKL) (C.5)

C.3 Additional results and proofs for Section 4.4

Consider the sample size n with bad set(outlier) O and good set G such

that |G| = n− |O|. Define

Fgood(w) =
1

|G|
∑
i∈G

fi(w).

We assume:

(1) (Stationary point) Assume w∗ is the solution for the average loss function
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of good sample such that

∇Fgood(w∗) = 0 but ∇fi(w∗) 6= 0,∀i

(2) (Strong Convexity) Fgood(w) is strongly convex with parameters λgood i.e.,

〈∇Fgood(w)−∇Fgood(w∗),w −w∗〉 ≥ λgood‖w −w∗‖2

(3) (Gradient Lipschitz) fi(w) has Li Liptchitz gradient i.e.,

‖∇fi(w)−∇fi(w∗)‖ ≤ Li‖w −w∗‖

Theorem C.3.1. (Distance to w∗)

Ei
[
‖wt+1 −w∗‖2|wt

]
≤
(

1− 2ηtλgood(1− ηt sup
i
Li)
|G|
n

)
‖wt −w∗‖2 +Rt

(C.6)

where

Rt =− 2ηt(1− ηt sup
i
Li))

∑
i∈G

(
pi(wt)−

1

n

)
〈wt −w∗,∇fi(wt)−∇fi(w∗)〉

− 2ηt
∑
i∈G

pi(wt)〈wt −w∗,∇fi(w∗)〉+ 2η2
t

∑
i∈G

pi(wt)‖∇fi(w∗)‖2

+ η2
t

∑
i∈O

pi(wt)‖∇fi(wt)‖2 + 2ηt
∑
i∈O

pi(wt) (fi(w
∗)− fi(wt))

Proof. Observe first that for each component function i.e. ,

〈w − v,∇fi(w)−∇fi(v)〉 ≥ 1

Li
‖fi(w)− fi(v)‖2

For detailed proof, see Lemma A.1 in [90].
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For each individual component function fi(w), we have

‖wt+1 −w∗‖2 =‖wt −w∗‖2 + η2
t ‖∇fi(wt)‖2 − 2ηt〈wt −w∗,∇fi(wt)〉

≤‖wt −w∗‖2 + 2η2
t ‖∇fi(wt)−∇fi(w∗)‖2 + 2η2

t ‖∇fi(w∗)‖2

≤‖wt −w∗‖2 + 2η2
tLi〈wt −w∗,∇fi(wt)−∇fi(w∗)〉

+ 2η2
t ‖∇fi(w∗)‖2 − 2ηt〈wt −w∗,∇fi(wt)〉

=‖wt −w∗‖2

− 2ηt(1− ηt sup
i
Li)〈wt −w∗,∇fi(wt)−∇fi(w∗)〉

+ 2η2
t ‖∇fi(w∗)‖2 − 2ηt〈wt −w∗,∇fi(w∗)〉

We next take an expectation with respect to the choice of i conditional on wt

Ei
[
‖wt+1 −w∗‖2|wt

]
≤ ‖wt −w∗‖2 − 2ηt(1− ηt sup

i
Li)

〈
wt −w∗,

∑
i∈G

pi(wt) (∇fi(wt)−∇fi(w∗))
〉

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Term1

− 2ηt〈wt −w∗,
∑
i∈G

pi(wt)∇fi(w∗)〉+ 2η2
t

∑
i∈G

pi(wt)‖∇fi(w∗)‖2

+ η2
t

∑
i∈O

pi(wt)‖∇fi(wt)‖2 + 2ηt 〈w∗ −wt,
∑
i∈O

pi(wt)∇fi(wt)〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
Term2

(C.7)

We have Term1 as follows:

Term1 =
|G|
n

〈
wt −w∗,

∑
i∈G

pi(wt)

|G|/n (∇fi(wt)−∇fi(w∗))
〉

=
|G|
n
〈wt −w∗,∇Fgood(wt)−∇Fgood(w∗)〉

+
|G|
n

∑
i∈G

(
pi(wt)

|G|/n −
1

|G|

)
〈wt −w∗,∇fi(wt)−∇fi(w∗)〉

≥λgood
|G|
n
‖wt −w∗‖2 +

∑
i∈G

(
pi(wt)−

1

n

)
〈wt −w∗,∇fi(wt)−∇fi(w∗)〉
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For Term2 we apply use the property of the convex function 〈∇fi(v),w − v〉 ≤

fi(w)− fi(v)

〈∇fi(wt),w∗ −wt〉 ≤ fi(w
∗)− fi(wt)

Putting the terms back to (C.7), we have for ηt ≤ 1/(supi Li)

Ei
[
‖wt+1 −w∗‖2|wt

]
≤
(

1− 2ηtλgood(1− ηt sup
i
Li)
|G|
n

)
‖wt −w∗‖2 +Rt

(C.8)

where

Rt =− 2ηt(1− ηt sup
i
Li))

∑
i∈G

(
pi(wt)−

1

n

)
〈wt −w∗,∇fi(wt)−∇fi(w∗)〉

− 2ηt
∑
i∈G

pi(wt)〈wt −w∗,∇fi(w∗)〉

+ 2η2
t

∑
i∈G

pi(wt)‖∇fi(w∗)‖2 + η2
t

∑
i∈O

pi(wt)‖∇fi(wt)‖2

+ 2ηt
∑
i∈O

pi(wt) (fi(w
∗)− fi(wt))

We have the following corollary that for noiseless setting, if we can

have some good initialization, MKL-SGD is always better than SGD even the

corrupted data is greater than half. For noisy setting, we can also perform

better than SGD with one more condition: the noise is not large than the

distance ‖∆t‖2. This condition is not mild in the sense that ‖wt − w∗‖2 is

always greater than ‖w̄SGD −w∗‖2 for SGD algorithm and ‖w̄MKL −w∗‖2

for MKL-SGD.
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Corollary C.3.2. Suppose we have |G| ≤ n
2
. At iteration t for ηt ≤ 1

supi Li
,

the parameter wt satisfies supi∈G fi(wt) ≤ infj∈O fj(wt). Moreover, assume
the noise level at optimal w∗ satisfies

either

‖∇fi(w∗)‖ ≤
λgood(1− ηt supi Li)/n

1 +
√

1 + ηt(1− ηt supi Li)λgood/n
‖wt −w∗‖, for i ∈ G (C.9)

or∑
i∈G
‖∇fi(w∗)‖2 ≤

(
λgood(1− ηt supi Li)|G|/n√

n+
√√

n+ ηt(1− ηt supi Li)λgood|G|/n

)2

‖wt −w∗‖2.

(C.10)

Using the same setup, the vanilla SGD and MKL-SGD (K=2) algorithms

yield respectively

SGD

Ei
[
‖wt+1 −w∗‖2|wt

]
≤
(

1− 2ηtλgood(1− ηt sup
i
Li)
|G|
n

)
‖wt −w∗‖2

+R
(SGD)
t

MKL-2

Ei
[
‖wt+1 −w∗‖2|wt

]
≤
(

1− 2ηtλgood(1− ηt sup
i
Li)
|G|
n

)
‖wt −w∗‖2

+R
(MKL2)
t

where

R
(MKL2)
t ≤ R

(SGD)
t .

Proof. We use Theorem C.3.1 to analyse the term Rt for vanilla SGD and

MKL-SGD(K = 2) respectively.
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For vanilla SGD, we have pi(wt) = 1
n

and
∑

i∈G∇fi(w∗) = 0, which

results in

R
(SGD)
t =

2η2
t

n

∑
i∈G

‖∇fi(w∗)‖2 +
η2
t

n

∑
i∈O

‖∇fi(wt)‖2 +
2ηt
n

∑
i∈O

(fi(w
∗)− fi(wt))

note that MKL-SGD for K = 2 have

pmi(w)(w) =
2(n− i)
n(n− 1)

(C.11)

where m1(w),m2(w),m3(w), . . .mn(w) are the indices of data samples for

some w:

fm1(w)(w) ≤ fm2(w)(w) ≤ · · · ≤ fmn(w)(w)

Suppose the iteration wt satisfies that fi(wt) < fj(wt) for i ∈ G, j ∈ O. For

|G| ≤ n
2
, we have for

R
(MKL2)
t =− 2ηt(1− ηt sup

i
Li)

|G|∑
i=1

(n− 2i+ 1)

n(n− 1)
〈wt −w∗,∇fmi(wt)−∇fmi(w∗)〉

+ 2ηt

|G|∑
i=1

2(n− i)
n(n− 1)

(
〈w∗ −wt,∇fi(w∗)〉+ ηt‖∇fi(w∗)‖2

)
+ η2

t

n∑
i=|G|+1

2(n− i)
n(n− 1)

‖∇fi(wt)‖2 + 2ηt

n∑
i=|G|+1

2(n− i)
n(n− 1)

(fi(w
∗)− fi(wt))

≤− 2ηt(1− ηt sup
i
Li)
|G|λgood
n(n− 1)

‖wt −w∗‖2

+
4ηt
n

|G|∑
i=1

(
‖w∗ −wt‖‖∇fi(w∗)‖+ ηt‖∇fi(w∗)‖2

)
+

n∑
i=|G|+1

η2
t

n
‖∇fi(wt)‖2 +

n∑
i=|G|+1

2ηt
n

(fi(w
∗)− fi(wt))
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We will have R
(MKL2)
t ≤ R

(SGD)
t if we can

(1− ηt sup
i
Li)
|G|λgood
(n− 1)

‖wt −w∗‖2 ≥
|G|∑
i=1

(
2‖w∗ −wt‖‖∇fi(w∗)‖+ ηt‖∇fi(w∗)‖2

)
.

(C.12)

Indeed, for the noise level ‖∇fi(w∗)‖2 satisfying (C.9) we have for i ∈ G,

(1− ηt sup
i
Li)

λgood
(n− 1)

‖wt −w∗‖2 ≥ 2‖w∗ −wt‖‖∇fi(w∗)‖+ ηt‖∇fi(w∗)‖2.

Summing up the terms in i ∈ G, we get (C.12). For the noise level ‖∇fi(w∗)‖2

satisfying (C.10) we have

(1− ηt sup
i
Li)

λgood|G|
(n− 1)

‖wt −w∗‖2 ≥

2‖w∗ −wt‖
√
n
∑
i∈G

‖∇fi(w∗)‖2 + ηt
∑
i∈G

‖∇fi(w∗)‖2


≥ 2‖w∗ −wt‖

∑
i∈G

‖∇fi(w∗)‖+ ηt
∑
i∈G

‖∇fi(w∗)‖2.

which results in (C.12).

C.4 More experimental results

C.4.1 Linear Regression

Here, we show that there exists a tradeoff for MKL-SGD between the

rate of convergence and robustness it provides against outliers. Larger the

k, more robust is the algorithm, but slower is the rate of convergence. The

algorithm outperforms median loss SGD and SGD. We also experimentd with

other order statistics and observed that for most general settings min-k loss

was the best to pick.
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Figure C.1: Comparing the performance of MKL-SGD , SGD and Median loss
SGD in the noiseless setting, d = 50.
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Figure C.2: Comparing the performance of MKL-SGD , SGD and Median loss
SGD in the noisy setting, d = 10, Noise variance=0.0001
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Figure C.3: Comparing the performance of MKL-SGD , SGD and Median loss
SGD in the noiseless setting, d = 25, Noise variance=0.01
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Figure C.4: Comparing the performance of MKL-SGD , SGD and Median loss
SGD in the noisy setting, d = 10, Noise variance=0.1

C.4.2 Deep Learning

Here, we show that in presence of outliers instead of tuning other hy-

perparameters like learning rate, tuning over k might lead to significant gains

in performances for deep neural networks.
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Figure C.5: Comparing training loss, test loss and test accuracy of MKL-SGD
and SGD. Parameters: ε = 0.1, k = 2, b = 16. The training loss is lower for SGD
which means that SGD overfits to the noisy data. The lower test loss and higher
accuracy demonstrates the robustness MKL-SGD provides for corrupted data.
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Figure C.6: Comparing training loss, test loss and test accuracy of MKL-SGD
and SGD. Parameters: ε = 0.3, k = 2, b = 16. The training loss is lower for SGD
which means that SGD overfits to the noisy data. The lower test loss and higher
accuracy demonstrates the robustness MKL-SGD provides for corrupted data.
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Dataset MNIST with 2-layer CNN (Directed Noise)
Optimizer SGD MKL-SGD Oracle

εα 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 1.0
0.1 96.76 97.23 95.89 97.47 96.34 94.54 98.52
0.2 92.54 95.81 95.58 97.46 97.03 95.76 98.33
0.3 85.77 91.56 93.59 95.30 96.54 95.96 98.16
0.4 71.95 78.68 82.25 85.93 91.29 94.20 97.98

Table C.1: In this experiments, we train a standard 2 layer CNN on subsampled
MNIST (5000 training samples with labels corrupted using random label noise).
We train over 80 epochs using an initial learning rate of 0.05 with the decaying
schedule of factor 5 after every 30 epochs. The reported accuracy is based on the
true validation set. The results of the MNIST dataset are reported as the mean of
5 runs. For the MKL-SGD algorithm, we introduce a more practical variant that
evaluates k sample losses and picks a batch of size αk where k = 10.

Dataset MNIST with 2-layer CNN (Random Noise)
Optimizer SGD MKL-SGD Oracle

ε
α

1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 1.0

0.1 96.91 97.9 98.06 97.59 96.49 94.43 98.44
0.2 93.94 95.5 96.16 97.02 97.04 96.25 98.18
0.3 87.14 90.71 91.60 92.97 94.54 95.36 97.8
0.4 71.83 74.31 76.6 78.30 77.58 80.86 97.16

Table C.2: In this experiments, we train a standard 2 layer CNN on subsampled
MNIST (5000 training samples with labels corrupted using random label noise).
We train over 80 epochs using an initial learning rate of 0.05 with the decaying
schedule of factor 5 after every 30 epochs. The reported accuracy is based on the
true validation set. The results of the MNIST dataset are reported as the mean of
5 runs. For the MKL-SGD algorithm, we introduce a more practical variant that
evaluates k sample losses and picks a batch of size αk where k = 10.
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Dataset CIFAR-10 with Resnet-18 (Directed Noise)
Optimizer SGD MKL-SGD Oracle

ε
α

1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 1.0

0.1 79.1 77.52 79.57 81.00 81.94 80.53 84.56
0.2 72.29 69.58 70.17 72.76 77.77 78.93 84.40
0.3 63.96 61.43 60.46 61.58 66.49 69.57 84.66
0.4 52.4 51.53 51.04 51.07 53.57 51.2 84.42

Table C.3: In this experiments, we train Resnet 18 on CIFAR-10 (50000 training
samples with labels corrupted using directed label noise). We train over 200 epochs
using an initial learning rate of 0.05 with the decaying schedule of factor 5 after every
90 epochs. The reported accuracy is based on the true validation set. The results
of the CIFAR-10 dataset are reported as the mean of 3 runs. For the MKL-SGD
algorithm, we introduce a more practical variant that evaluates k sample losses and
picks a batch of size αk where k = 16.
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Appendix D

Balancing SGD

D.1 Proof of Proposition 5.4.2

Theorem D.1.1. Suppose the Loss function defined in (5.5). Assume that

the estimator ŵ close to stationary points satisfying for some finite b̂ ∀i,∃ε

such that

yix
>
i ŵ

(d) ≥ log

(
1

ε

)
and e−yi(x

>
i ŵ

(d)+b) < 1.

Then ∂L(w)
∂b
|[
]
w = ŵ = 0 implies

b ∝ 1

2
log

( ∑
i∈S1 e

−yix>i ŵ
(d)∑

i∈S−1
e−yix

>
i ŵ

(d)

)
(D.1)

Proof. First, we look at the gradient

∂L(w)

∂b
=− 1

n

n∑
i=1

σ(yi
(
x>i w + b

)
)e−yi(x

>
i w+b)yi

=
1

n

(∑
i∈S0

−yie−yi(x>i w(d)+b)

1 + e−yi(x
>
i w

(d)+b)
+
∑
i∈S1

−yie−yi(x>i w(d)+b)

1 + e−yi(x
>
i w

(d)+b)

)
(D.2)

There exists a small ε for all i such that yix
>
i ŵ

(d) ≥ log
(

1
ε

)
and e−yi(x

>
i ŵ

(d)+b) <
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1 for some b. Thus, we have the following Taylor expansion:

1

1 + e−yi(x
>
i ŵ

(d)+b)
= 1− e−yi(x>i ŵ(d)+b) +O

(
e−2yi(x

>
i ŵ

(d)+b)
)

= 1− e−yibO (ε)

= 1−O (ε) (D.3)

where the last equality we take into the account with the fact that b is a finite

constant. Plugging (D.3) into equation (D.2) yields

∂L(w)

∂b

∣∣∣∣
w=ŵ

=
1

n

∑
i∈S0

−yie−yi(x
>
i ŵ

(d)+b)
(
1− e−yibO (ε)

)
+

1

n

∑
i∈S1

−yie−yi(x
>
i ŵ

(d)+b)
(
1− e−yibO (ε)

)
=
eb

n

∑
i∈S0

e−yix
>
i ŵ

(d)

(1−O (ε))− e−b

n

∑
i∈S1

e−yix
>
i ŵ

(d)

(1−O (ε))

Solving ∂L(w)
∂b

∣∣∣∣
w=ŵ

= 0 gives

b ∝ 1

2
log

( ∑
i∈S1 e

−yix>i ŵ
(d)∑

i∈S−1
e−yix

>
i ŵ

(d)

)
(D.4)

D.2 Proof of bias convergence relation for the toy ex-
ample

Now, let us examine what wt+1 looks like given some wt.

E [wt+1|wt] = wt − ηE [∇fi(wt)] (D.5)
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The expected gradient for this toy example at wt = [at, bt]
> is given as:

E [∇fi(wt)] = −p1σ(−w>t p1) +
∑
i∈S−1

xiσ(w>t xi)

≈ −p1σ(−w>t p1) +

∫ 1

0

xiσ(w>t xi)∂xi[0] ... assuming small r

≈ −p1σ(−w>t p1) +

[
δ

(w)
t

δ
(b)
t

]

where δ
(w)
t = 1

at
log exp(at+bt)+1

exp(at)+1
and

δ
(b)
t = 1

a2t
(log at(exp(at + bt) + exp(2bt)) + Li2(− exp(at + bt))− Li2(− exp(bt)))

This leads us to two phases of running any SGD based algorithm on

separable data: i) Rapid correction in the direction of wt, ii) Increase in

the magnitude of wt. In general, equation (5.7) indicates that the frequent

occurrence of gradient updates from the majority class than the minority push

the separating hyper-plane further away from majority class. The farther the

separating hyper-plane from the majority class, the smaller (and less useful)

are the corresponding gradient updates from majority class. We know from

[117, 118] that the rate of convergence is quite slow in Phase 2. However, if

we restrict the subset associated with the denominator in equation (5.7), it is

possible to reduce this bias term even further which in turn will lead to faster

convergence.

Using the expected gradient from the toy example, we observe that

while it is easy to see that the bias can affect generalization, it also leads to

slow convergence. High value of bias, bt ensures that the δ
(w)
t can scale up-to

two times 1
at

causing the expected gradient to keep on getting biased until at
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is not large enough. Thus in the initial phase, when at is small, bias can be

quite high. Only in the second phase when at increases in magnitude does the

bias becomes small. In this paper, we want our proposed algorithm to reach

Phase 2 with as little bias as possible, similar to the case when it would have

received equal distribution of both classes. Similar to

D.3 Convergence

Lemma D.3.1. (Stochastic PAUM in [114]) Consider the perceptron algo-

rithm (Algorithm 6) with the linear classifier

fi(w) = sign(〈w,xi〉) with ‖xi‖2 = 1

and so the ∇wfi(w) = −yixi. Suppose there exits w∗ ∈ Rd such that ‖w∗‖ = 1

and γ(w∗,S0,S1) ≥ Γ. Then the number of updates made by the PAUM is

bounded w.h.p. by

1

Γ2
+

2(1− r)τ−1 + 2rτ1

ηΓ2
(D.6)

Proof. Observe that

‖wt+1‖2 = ‖wt‖2 + 2ηyi〈wt, xi〉1i∈S0 + 2ηyi〈wt, xi〉1i∈S1 + η2‖xi‖2

E
[
‖wt+1‖2

]
≤ E

[
‖wt‖2

]
+ 2ητ−1E[1i∈S0 ] + 2ητ1E[1i∈S1 ] + η2‖xi‖2

= E
[
‖wt‖2

]
+ 2η(1− r)τ−1 + 2ηrτ1 + η2 take ‖xi‖2 = 1

(E[‖wt+1‖])2 ≤ E
[
‖wt+1‖2

]
≤ 2tη(1− r)τ−1 + 2ηrτ1 + η2t
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Algorithm 6 Stochastic PAUM (the minority class y = 1)

1: Initialize w. Two margin parameters τ−1 and τ1

2: Given samples D = (xi, yi)
∞
i=1

3: for t = 1 to m do
4: Chose i uniformly from {1, . . . , n}.
5: if yiw

>xi ≤ τyi then
6: w+ = w + ηyixi
7: end if
8: end for
9: Return w

On the other hand, we have

〈E[wt+1],w∗〉 = 〈E[wt],w∗〉+ ηE[yi〈xi,w∗〉]

≥ 〈E[wt],w∗〉+ ηΓ

≥ tηΓ

Thus, we have

(tηΓ)2 ≤ (〈E[wt+1],w∗〉)2

≤ ‖E[wt+1]‖2‖w∗‖2

≤ 2ηt(1− r)τ−1 + 2ηrtτ1 + η2t

which is upper bound (D.6)

Theorem D.3.2 (Restatement of Theorem 5.4.3). Consider the B-SGD algo-

rithm with fixed thresholds (over time) τ−1 and τ1 for the majority and minority

class, respectively. The expected gradient update step for B-SGD is as follows:

E [wt+1|wt] = wt − η∇fi(wt)Ifi(wt)≥Cyi (D.7)
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Suppose the data is normalized (i.e., ‖xi‖ = 1). Define the margin

γ(w,S−1,S1) := min
i

yi (〈w,xi〉)
‖w‖ .

Suppose there exists w∗ ∈ Rd+1 such that ‖w∗‖ = 1 and γ(w∗,S−1,S1) ≥ Γ.

Then the number of gradient updates performed by Algorithm 3 is bounded

w.h.p. by

1

Γ2 ((1− r)β−1 + rβ1)2 +
2(1− r)B−1 + 2rB1

ηΓ2 ((1− r)β−1 + rβ1)2 (D.8)

where βyi = (exp(Cyi)− 1) exp(−Cyi) and Byi = − log (exp(Cyi)− 1).

Note that here Cyi is τyi in Theorem 5.4.3.

Proof. Let pi(wt) = exp(−yi〈w,xi〉)
1+exp(−yi〈w,xi〉) . Note that

log(1 + exp (−yi〈w,xi〉)) ≥ Cyi ⇔ yi〈w,xi〉 ≤ − log (exp(Cyi)− 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
τyi

⇒ (exp(Cyi)− 1) exp(−Cyi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
βyi

≤ pi(wt) ≤ 1

Observe that

‖wt+1‖2 = ‖wt‖2 + 2ηyi〈wt, xi〉pi(wt)1i∈S0

+ 2ηyi〈wt, xi〉pi(wt)1i∈S1 + η2‖pi(wt)xi‖2

E[‖wt+1‖2] ≤ E[‖wt‖2] + 2η(1− r)B−1 + 2rηB1 + η2‖xi‖2
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On the other hand, we have

〈E[wt+1],w∗〉 = 〈E[wt],w∗〉+ ηE[pi(wt)yi〈xi,w∗〉]

≥ 〈E[wt],w∗〉+ ηβ−1E[1i∈S−1 ]Γ + ηβ1E[1i∈S1 ]Γ

≥ 〈E[wt],w∗〉+ ((1− r)β−1 + rβ1) ηΓ

≥ tη ((1− r)β−1 + rβ1) Γ

Thus, we have

(tηΓ ((1− r)β−1 + rβ1))2 ≤ (〈E[wt+1],w∗〉)2

≤ ‖E[wt+1]‖2‖w∗‖2

≤ 2ηt(1− r)B−1 + 2ηrtB1 + η2t

which yields our upper bound of t

D.4 Proof of Proposition 5.4.4

Proposition D.4.1. Suppose the data is normalized (i.e., ‖xi‖ = 1). Suppose

ŵ minimizes both equations (5.10) and (5.11), then without loss of generality

ŵ>xi < 0,∀i ∈ S−1. Set τ−1 ≥ 0 for the set Aŵ. Solving for τ−1 given some

r in equation (5.12), we observe that τ−1 > 0 is monotonically decreasing

function with respect to r ∈ [0, 0.5]. In addition, If r → 0.5 or r
1−r → 1, then

τ−1 → 0. If r → 0 or r
1−r → 0, then we could let τ−1 → log(1 + exp(‖ŵ‖)) so

that we have 1{log(1+e−zi)>τ−1} = 0. 1

1Note the the term of τ−1 → log(1 + exp(‖ŵ‖)) is a sufficient condition but not a nec-
essary condition. As long as it is greater than c log(1 + exp(〈ŵ,xi〉)) for each i with some
c > 1.
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Proof. The expression that establishes the relation of τ−1 and r is∑
i∈S−1

(
r

1− r − 1i∈Aŵ

)
∇fi(w)|[

]
w = ŵ = 0 (D.9)

Let us now explicitly write down down the function f , ∇f and Aŵ for the

majority class y = −1:

f(yi = −1, ŷi) = log
(
1 + e〈ŵ,xi〉

)
∇wf(yi = −1, ŷi) =

xi
1 + exp (−〈ŵ,xi〉)

Aŵ =
{
i ∈ S−1

∣∣ log
(
1 + e〈ŵ,xi〉

)
> τ−1

}
=
{
i ∈ S−1

∣∣− 〈ŵ,xi〉 ≤ − log (eτ−1 − 1)
}

Substituting above equations back to (D.9) gives

r

1− r
∑
i∈S−1

xi
1 + exp (−〈ŵ,xi〉)

=
∑
i∈S−1

xi1i∈Aŵ

1 + exp (−〈ŵ,xi〉)

For the class i ∈ S−1, we have 〈ŵ,xi〉 < 0, multiplying above with ŵ, we get

r

1− r
∑
i∈S−1

−〈ŵ,xi〉
1 + exp (−〈ŵ,xi〉)

=
∑
i∈S−1

−〈ŵ,xi〉1{log
(
1 + e〈ŵ,xi〉

)
> τ−1}

1 + exp (−〈ŵ,xi〉)

⇒ r

1− r
∑
i∈S−1

zi
1 + exp (zi)

=
∑
i∈S−1

zi1{log (1 + e−zi) > τ−1}
1 + exp (zi)

(D.10)

where let zi = −〈ŵ,xi〉 > 0. Now observe that when r increases, the left

hand side of the above equation will increases since the term
∑

i∈S−1

zi
1+exp(zi)

is fixed. For the right hand side, when τ−1 decreases with other parameters

fixed, the term
∑

i∈S−1

zi1{log(1+e−zi)>τ−1}
1+exp(zi)

increases. Thus when r increase, τ−1

needs to decrease for the equality (D.10) to hold. Finally, it is easy to check

that
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• If r → 0.5 or r
1−r → 1, τ−1 → 0;

• If r → 0 or r
1−r → 0 , then 1{log (1 + e−zi) > τ−1} = 0. A sufficient

condition for 1{log (1 + e−zi) > τ−1} = 0 is τ−1 = log
(
1 + e‖ŵ‖

)
for

normalized data (i.e., ‖xi‖ = 1).

D.5 Experiments

We performed a grid-based hyper-parameter search for initial learning

rates for SGD and picked the step-size that achieves the lowest training loss for

SGD (Note that B-SGD had no learning rate based hyper-parameter tuning).

While the training dataset was imbalanced, the test loss was evaluated over

a balanced test set. The following table illustrates the training and test loss

performance of SGD and B-SGD vs. the number of gradient computations. It

is quite evident that B-SGD achieves significant performance gains in terms

of both loss and number of gradient computations over its SGD counterpart.

D.5.1 Synthetic experiments

In this section, we run synthetic experiments on logistic regression on

separable data. We assume that the training data is imbalanced however the

test distribution is balanced. In this section, we compare the performance of

SGD and B-SGD in terms of training error, test error and estimation error vs

gradient computations (and time taken) for different values of d. We observe
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that SGD has high estimation errors demonstrating that it over-fits to the

majority class. On the other hand, B-SGD has low estimation error, thus

demonstrating its effectiveness in imbalanced classification.

Algorithm SGD B-SGD Focal

Dataset TL TEL TA GC TL TEL TA GC TA

car eval 4 0.031 0.247 88.1 8.64 · e4 0.278 0.249 89.3 9.98 · e3 89.2
optical digits 0.054 0.387 89.0 1.41 · e5 1.479 0.367 89.6 8.11 · e3 88.0
isolet 0.035 0.649 87.0 1.94 · e5 0.485 0.585 88.5 8.80 · e3 88.4
letter img 0.061 0.66 83.8 2.00 · e5 1.81 0.612 83.8 3.34 · e3 84.3
pen digits 0.097 0.388 83.8 2.74 · e5 0.711 0.364 85.1 3.33 · e4 85.1
mammography 0.051 0.901 70.9 5.59 · e4 0.144 0.873 70.5 2.12 · e3 71.1

Table D.1: Comparing training loss (TL), Test Loss (TEL), Test AUC (TA), Top-1
Test Error (TE1), and Number of gradient computations (GC) for SGD and B-SGD
over different Imbalanced datasets. The reported results for the first 6 datasets are
an average of 5 runs, and for the last 3 datasets are an average of 3 runs. Focal
loss (Focal) is the state-of-the-art method proposed in [2], which changes the loss
function and so it is not fair to compare the training and the test errors. Focal
has the same number of gradient computations as SGD. Hence, we only report test
accuracy for Focal.

D.5.2 Real data from imblearn package

We ran some of the experiments described in Table ?? on more datasets

and for more iterations and tabulated the results in Table 5.1. Using the

same setup as described in the main paper, we run experiments on additional

datasets in the imblearn package and further illustrate that using B-SGD re-

duces the number of gradient computations required as well as improves the

generalization performance. To generate the training test split, we use strat-

ified sampling and ensure that the ratio of the number of samples for the
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Figure D.1: Comparing the training loss and test loss vs the number of gra-
dient computations for SGD and Balancing SGD for synthetic datasets across
d = {10, 20, 50}
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minority class in the training and test set is 3:1. We then randomly sample

data from the majority class such that the number of training and test points

are identical. Thus, the test set often comprises of around 3 − 5% of the

training set depending on the imbalance ratio r. Further information about

the datasets including the number of samples, number of feature per samples

and the true imbalance ratio is available in the sklearn documentation of the

imblearn package [157].

For a given run, we pass the same samples through SGD, B-SGD and

Focal Loss. B-SGD evaluates the loss of the incoming samples and determines

whether to take an update step while the other two algorithms always take an

update step. For evaluation purposes we take the average of 3 runs and calcu-

late the expected moving average of training loss, test loss and test AUC with

parameter value of 0.01 for the most recent evaluation. However, label distri-

bution aware methods often show better generalization than B-SGD, however,

over significantly more gradient computations.

Lastly, we observe that the variance in training data is high as we train

over only one sample at a time. This variance term can be reduced by taking

a mini-batch, which is also a practical alternative for large datasets.

D.5.3 Artificially generated imbalanced datasets from real data

D.5.3.1 Hyperparameter Tuning:

For hyper-parameter tuning, we vary the step size as (η ∈ {0.1, 0.01, 0.001}).

Similarly, we use the following step-size decay rule ηt = η
1+q·t where q ∈
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Figure D.2: Comparing the training loss and test loss vs the number of gradient
computations for SGD and Balancing SGD for isolet, optical digits and pen digits
dataset. Each experiment is an average of 5 runs
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Algorithm SGD B-SGD Focal

TL TEL TE1 Epochs TL TEL TE1 Epochs TE1

CIFAR-10 0.021 1.43 28.5 200 0.163 0.90 26.2 88 28.7

Table D.2: Comparing training loss (TL), Test Loss (TEL), Test AUC (TA), Top-
1 Test Error (TE1), and Number of gradient computations (GC) for SGD and B-
SGD over different Imbalanced datasets. The reported results artificially generated
imbalanced dataset for CIFAR-10. Focal loss (Focal) is the state-of-the-art method
proposed in [2], which changes the loss function and so it is not fair to compare the
training and the test errors. Focal has the same number of gradient computations
as SGD. Hence, we only report test accuracy for Focal.

{0.1, 0.01, 0.001} and select the hyperparameter tuple that optimizes SGD and

Focal individually. For B-SGD, the threshold parameter was tuned over the

following set, c ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1}.

D.5.4 CIFAR-10

We use the experimental setup in [12] and evaluated and compared the

performance of B-SGD with respect to SGD and Focal Loss. We observe that

in this case also, B-SGD outperforms SGD and Focal Loss in terms of both

gradient evaluations and generalization performance. Note, that our method

typically outperforms or shows comparable performance to many state of the

art methods which are not label distribution aware.

D.5.5 Early Stopping:

Early stopping is a beneficial way to achieve a solution that generalizes

well. Initially, the bias reduction caused by B-SGD allows w to get closer to

w∗. However, if we run the algorithm for too long, then the algorithm starts
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getting closer and closer to ŵ that determines the separating hyper-plane of

the training data and away from w∗, which in turn decreases the magnitude

of improvements achieved by B-SGD over SGD.

D.5.6 Parameter Sensitivity of Threshold Parameter, c

Figure D.3: In this figure, we evaluate the parameter sensitivity of threshold
parameter c in Algorithm 3 with respect to the training error, test error and number
of gradient computations. We observe that the number of gradient computations is
inversely proportional to threshold, while both training and test loss first decrease
and then increase as c increases from 0 to 50

The dependence of the generalization behavior (and the number of

gradient steps taken) follows a linear increasing behavior up to a particular

value beyond which it becomes constant. For c = 0, the loss threshold function

accepts all samples, and B-SGD is identical to SGD. As c increases, B-SGD
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starts selectively choosing samples from the majority class leading to gradual

improvements in generalization and convergence performance with respect to

SGD. However, as c > c′ for some c′, it is observed that fewer and fewer samples

are accepted from majority class until they are not enough to determine the

supporting hyper-plane, in turn adversely impacting both generalization and

convergence performances. For larger values of c, the generalization will often

be worse than SGD. As a result, low values of c, i.e., c = 1,are recommended

in practice. We also argue that for B-SGD hyper-parameter tuning over c is

more important than over learning rate η.
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Appendix E

Conclusions

In this dissertation, we propose practical variants of SGD to address

its shortcomings with respect to convergence, generalization and robustness.
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